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Paramyxoviruses belong to the order Mononegavirales, and have a diverse host 
range. They have a negative-sense single stranded RNA genome of 15,000 – 19,000 
nucleotides (nt), encoding 6 – 10 genes [1]. The genome is contained in a helical 
nucleocapsid, 18 nm in diameter and up to 1000 nm in length, which is surrounded 
by a lipid bilayer [1]. The envelope is derived from the membrane of the infected cell 
during budding [2]. Many animal and human paramyxoviruses have been identified, 
and new ones are still being detected in a wide variety of animals [3–8].

Paramyxoviruses transmit from host-to-host via the respiratory route, and 
are responsible for significant diseases in humans and animals. The family 
Paramyxoviridae contains two subfamilies, the Paramyxovirinae and Pneumovirinae. 
The subfamily Paramyxovirinae contains the genera Morbillivirus (including measles 
virus (MV), which causes measles in man), Rubulavirus (including mumps virus, 
which causes mumps in man), Respirovirus (including parainfluenzavirus type 3, 
which causes respiratory tract disease in small children) and Henipahvirus (including 
Hendra- and Nipah virus, which originate from bats and cause lethal outbreaks 
among humans following infection of intermediate hosts such as horses or pigs, 
respectively). The genus Avulavirus includes Newcastle disease virus (NDV), which 
is an important pathogen of birds causing high mortality rates and a large worldwide 
economic impact [1]. The subfamily Pneumovirinae contains the genera Pneumovirus 
(including human respiratory syncytial virus (HRSV) and bovine respiratory syncytial 
virus (BRSV)) and Metapneumovirus (including human metapneumovirus (HMPV)). 
HRSV and HMPV are important causes of respiratory tract disease in children [9,10], 
while BRSV causes outbreaks of respiratory tract disease in calves [10].

In this general introduction, the biology of the members of the genus Morbillivirus 
will be discussed, focusing primarily on the prototype morbillivirus MV. How is the 
genome organized, how and where does the virus replicate, how does it infect the 
host and cause disease, how does it interact with the immune system and finally how 
is it transmitted? Furthermore, current vaccination strategies to interrupt endemic 
MV transmission and potentially eradicate measles will be discussed, alongside with 
what might be the consequences if the virus were to be globally eradicated.

Morbilliviruses
The viruses discussed in this thesis belong to the genus Morbillivirus. All 
morbilliviruses are highly infectious, spread via the respiratory route, cause profound 
immune suppression and have the propensity to cause large outbreaks with high 
morbidity and mortality among all age classes in previously unexposed populations. 
Morbilliviruses are relatively host-restricted, meaning that they mainly cause disease 
in a limited number of natural host species (Figure 1). The only primate pathogen 
in this genus is MV. Other morbilliviruses are canine distemper virus (CDV), which 
causes distemper in dogs and a number of other carnivore species, phocine distemper 
virus (PDV), which leads to distemper in several seal species, dolphin and porpoise 
morbillivirus (DMV and PMV), which cause disease in cetacean species and peste 
des petits ruminants (PPRV), which causes disease in small ruminants such as goats 
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member of the genus that causes disease in cats [8]. Rinderpest virus (RPV) was an 
important cause of disease in cattle and other large ruminants, which not only had 
a devastating effect on cattle herds world-wide but also on human populations that 
depended on them [12,13]. RPV is the second virus to be eradicated by targeted 
vaccination campaigns [13,14].

Even though each of the morbilliviruses normally targets a specific host species, it 
is unlikely that adaptation resulted from parallel evolution between the viruses and 
their respective hosts, as the evolutionary diversification of mammals is much older 
than that of the morbilliviruses [15]. It is therefore more likely that these viruses 
evolved from a common ancestral virus that adapted to different mammalian hosts 
following cross-species jumps [11], see also Figure 1. Therefore it is not surprising 
that to this day morbilliviruses occasionally cross species barriers and cause disease 
in ‘non-natural host’ species.

Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree showing relationships between the morbilliviruses and their respective 
hosts, based on partial sequences of the P gene. The branch lengths are proportional to the mutational 
differences between the viruses and the hypothetical common ancestor that existed at the nodes in the 

tree. Adapted from: [11]. This tree does not include feline morbillivirus.

Morphology, genome organization and viral proteins
Morbillivirus particles are pleiomorphic and average in size from 100 – 300 nm 
[16], see also schematic representation in Figure 2A and B. The genome consists 
of single-stranded RNA of negative polarity, typically 15,500 – 16,000 nt in length, 
consisting of six genes that encode 8 proteins (Figure 2C). Genes are transcribed by 
a start-stop mechanism from a single promotor at the 3’ end of the genome leading to 
a so-called transcription gradient, which means that the mRNAs transcribed from the 
genes closest to the 3’ end are present in greater abundance than those transcribed 
from the genes at the 5’ end [17,18]. This is due to the chance that between each 
open reading frame (ORF) the virus-associated RNA-dependent RNA-polymerase 
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the 3’ end.

The nucleoprotein (N) mRNA is produced first since it is at the promotor-proximal 
position of the genome. The main function of the N protein is to encapsidate the 
genomic RNA, with which the viral polymerase interacts during transcription and 
replication. Since one N protein covers 6 nt, the genome lengths of morbilliviruses 
always obey the “rule of six” (i.e. the genome length must be a multiple of six nt) [19].

The second gene in the morbillivirus genome is the phosphoprotein (P) gene, which 
encodes two different mRNAs and three proteins, P, V and C protein. The P protein 
is a co-factor of the RdRp [20], essential in transcription and replication. The C 
and V proteins are either translated from an overlapping reading frame or as co-
transcriptionally edited products of the P mRNA [21,22]. The V protein is important in 
immune inhibition, potentially interfering with the type 1 interferon pathway by binding 
to DBB1, mda-5, STAT1 and STAT2 [23–28]. The C protein has been suggested to 
modulate the viral polymerase activity and play a role in interference with the innate 
immune system [29,30]. Recombinant (r) MV defective for C is growth-defective in 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) and less virulent in vivo [31,32].

The matrix (M) protein is assumed to associate with the inner leaflet of the virus 
envelope [33,34] (Figure 2A). However, a recent publication using electron 
cryotomography revealed that in MV particles the M protein coats the N-coated viral 
RNA, rather than localizing to the envelope [35] (Figure 2B). The M protein has an 
important role in the morphogenesis of viral particles [36], and may be the driving 
force in viral budding. M is thought to interact with both the N protein [37] and the 
cytoplasmic tails of the viral envelope glycoproteins to ensure incorporation of the 
viral genome into nascent virions [38,39].

The mRNAs encoding the two viral transmembrane glycoproteins, the fusion (F) and 
hemagglutinin (H) proteins, are transcribed after M. The F glycoprotein mediates 
membrane fusion, either between the virus particle and a host cell (virus-to-cell 
fusion) or between two adjacent host cells (cell-to-cell fusion). The H glycoprotein 
mediates attachment of the viral particle to host cell receptors. The F glycoproteins 
form trimers while H is present as a dimer of dimers, which interact to form the fusion 
complex [40]. Upon binding the cellular receptor, the H glycoprotein undergoes a 
conformational change and triggers the fusion activity of the F glycoprotein [41,42]. 
Therefore, the combination of the F and H glycoproteins is critical for viral entry and 
cell-to-cell spread.

The transcription unit encoding the large (L) protein mRNA is located at the 5’ end 
of the genome and accounts for more than 40% of the genome length. The L protein 
acts both as a transcriptase and as a replicase, in a complex with P [20,43–45].
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A schematic representation of the morbillivirus life-cycle is shown in Figure 2D. To 
initiate infection of a target cell, the H glycoprotein interacts with an entry receptor 
present on the cell surface. After virus binding and fusion of the viral membrane 
with that of the host cell, the minimal unit of infectivity, the ribonucleoprotein (RNP) 
complex, is released into the cytoplasm. The RNP is comprised of the viral genome 
associated with the N, P and L proteins. In the cytoplasm, the RdRp is responsible 
for primary transcription during the first 6 hours post infection (h.p.i.). In the second 
phase of infection (6 – 12 h.p.i.), newly synthesized RdRp leads to an exponential 
increase in mRNA synthesis. In the third phase of infection (12 – 24 h.p.i.), the 
emphasis shifts from transcription to genome replication: RdRp switches from 
functioning as a transcriptase to functioning as a replicase.

Figure 2. (A, B) Schematic representation of an MV virion. The enveloped virus contains six proteins: 
the transmembrane glycoproteins F and H, the N protein coating the genomic RNA and the P and 

L proteins in a complex associated with the nucleoprotein. For the location of the M protein two 
models exist [35]. M is either present directly beneath the lipid bilayer (A) or directly interacts with the 
nucleoprotein (B). (C) Schematic representation of the MV genome. The P gene also encodes the V 

and C protein. Gene lengths are not shown on scale. (D) Schematic representation of the MV replication 
cycle. MV enters via interaction between the H glycoprotein and a cellular receptor followed by fusion, 

replicates in the cytoplasm, and assembled virions bud at the plasma membrane.

During the viral replication cycle, the F and H glycoproteins are modified in the 
Golgi apparatus and translocated to the cell membrane [46]. The presence of 
these glycoproteins at the cell membrane can generate syncytia or multi-nucleated 
giant cells, which are often seen in the lungs or lymphoid tissues of morbillivirus-
infected hosts. Newly formed RNP associates with the M protein, which is recruited 
to the plasma membrane. Here, new viral particles are generated by budding from 
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trans-membrane glycoproteins ensures that new viral particles have an envelope 
containing F and H glycoproteins on its surface. The M protein and the RNP are 
incorporated into the newly formed virus particles.

Reverse genetics
Even though RNA viruses typically have high mutation rates, morbilliviruses are 
monotypic [47] and remain surprisingly stable during outbreaks or in situations of 
endemic circulation [48–50]. Molecular clones of MV are also remarkably stable. 
Reverse genetics enabled the first rMV to be rescued in 1995. The system was 
based on the expression of the anti-genomic RNA of laboratory-adapted MV strain 
Edmonston in 293 cells stably expressing T7 RNA polymerase and the N and P 
proteins, into which the L protein was transfected transiently [51]. This resulted in a 
clone that was designated rMVEdtag. Since the initial rescue of rMVEdtag many different 
rMV have been generated, which have been critical in advancing our understanding 
of morbillivirus biology and pathogenesis. In 2000, Takeda et al. described the 
recovery of a cloned wild-type strain of MV from a wild-type Japanese MV strain, 
using an Epstein-Barr virus-transformed marmoset B lymphocyte cell line (B95a), 
named rMVIC323 [52]. An additional transcription unit (ATU) encoding enhanced 
green fluorescent protein (EGFP) was cloned into this virus at the promotor-proximal 
position resulting in a virus known as rMVIC323EGFP [53], which could be used for 
sensitive detection of infected cells. Furthermore, rMVIC323EGFP has been used in 
the macaque model to study measles pathogenesis [54].

In addition to the rMV that include EGFP within an ATU, many other rMV have been 
generated. These include viruses in which complete genes were replaced by genes 
from other MV strains [55] and viruses in which an ORF has been modified by site-
directed mutagenesis. This last method has been extensively used to generate 
recombinant viruses with reduced binding affinity to their entry receptor, by introducing 
mutations in the H gene [56]. Furthermore, rMV with segmented genomes have 
been rescued that included three different reporter proteins [57]. Finally, several rMV 
have been generated as candidate oncolytic viruses [58,59].

Measles virus

Measles
MV is the only virus within the genus Morbillivirus that targets primates as its natural 
host. It is thought to have evolved from RPV in an environment where humans and 
cattle lived in close proximity [60,61]. Therefore, measles is often referred to as a 
disease of civilization. Although non-human primates are highly susceptible to MV 
infection, their population sizes do not reach sufficient numbers to sustain endemic 
transmission. Measles is therefore essentially a disease of man, and remains an 
important cause of childhood morbidity and mortality in developing countries. In 
2010, 139,300 deaths were attributed to measles [62]. MV is highly contagious, is 
transmitted via the respiratory route and causes systemic disease. Mortality mainly 
results from secondary complications due to measles-induced immune suppression.
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After initial infection via aerosol inhalation, MV replicates in the lymphoid tissues of 
the upper respiratory tract. After a relatively long incubation phase, during which no 
clinical signs are observed, patients go into a prodromal phase where they develop 
fever and upper respiratory tract symptoms. A few days later full-blown measles 
develops with the appearance of Koplik’s spots, the pathognomonic feature of MV 
infection, on the buccal mucosa [16]. The hallmark of measles is a maculopapular 
rash that appears around 14 days post infection (d.p.i.) [63], starting behind the ears 
and eventually covering the entire body. Within a few days symptoms usually start to 
subside, and in absence of further complications patients recover rapidly (Figure 3).

Measles is associated with immune suppression, leading to an increased 
susceptibility to opportunistic infections (Figure 3). This is the primary reason why 
a significant percentage of measles patients develop complications, resulting in 
a plethora of clinical symptoms [64–67]. For instance, bacterial pneumonia is a 
common complication and a major cause of measles-associated deaths [68]. In 
addition, there are rare but severe central nervous system complications associated 
with measles, including acute post-infection measles encephalitis (APME), measles 
inclusion body encephalitis (MIBE) and subacute sclerosing pan encephalitis (SSPE) 
[69–72].

Figure 3. Schematic representation of different phases in measles. Measles starts with an 
asymptomatic phase followed by a prodromal phase, where MV replicates but the only clinical symptom 
at this time is fever. At the moment the MV-specific immune responses start, symptoms are observed. 

During the recovery phase, the immune responses inhibit MV replication and symptoms disappear. 
However, after recovery the period of immune suppression continues, which can last for several weeks 

to months.

The mortality due to measles is directly linked to the socio-economic status of the 
infected population. Mortality rates may reach 25% in refugee camps or overcrowded 
populations, 5 – 10% in developing countries, but is usually less than 0.1% in 
industrialized countries [73,74].

Epidemiology
MV is highly contagious, with an estimated reproductive number (R0) or average 
number of secondary cases produced by an infectious individual of 12 – 18 [73]. 
Many of the features of MV transmission in unvaccinated populations have been 
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epidemic in the Faro Islands in 1846. He estimated that MV-infected individuals are 
capable of transmitting virus to susceptible contacts for a total of 7-9 days, starting 
several days before until few days after onset of rash [75].

In previously unexposed, immunologically naive populations, MV infects individuals 
of all age groups. However, in populations where measles has previously been 
endemic older members of the community are generally immune, with the result 
that measles becomes primarily a childhood disease [16]. Maintenance of MV in a 
population requires a continuous supply of susceptible individuals. If the population 
is too small, endemic transmission cannot be maintained [76]. A population size of at 
least 250,000 – 500,000 is necessary to establish measles as an endemic disease 
[77]. Children become susceptible to measles as soon as they lose their passively 
acquired maternal antibodies. Since women with vaccine-induced immunity usually 
have lower MV-specific antibody levels than women with naturally acquired immunity, 
their infants become susceptible at a younger age [78].

Figure 4. Dendrogram showing the relationships 
among the measles WHO reference strains 

representing the 23 known measles genotypes (on 
basis of the 450 nt N-terminus of N), divided into clade 
A – H. Vaccine strains belong to genotype A. Adapted 

from [211].

An important consequence of the high transmissibility of MV is that vaccination 
coverage of >95% is required to eliminate endemic transmission [79,80]. Immunization 
directly alters the epidemiology of measles and the kinetics of MV transmission. 
If vaccination coverage is high, but <95%, outbreaks can still occur. However, the 
period between epidemics is increased as the vaccination coverage increases, 
since a pool of susceptibles needs to accumulate [81]. Due to reduced awareness 
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vaccination, vaccination rates in a number of industrialized countries have started 
to fall over the last decade. Indeed, in Europe this has resulted in large outbreaks 
of measles in a number of countries, with 28,887 cases, 8 deaths and 26 cases of 
acute encephalitis reported in 2011 [82]. The lesson learned is that global vaccination 
approaches are required, since measles cannot be controlled anywhere if it is not 
controlled everywhere [83].

MV is serologically monotypic, and infection by a MV strain anywhere in the world 
will result in protection from all globally circulating MV strains. Indeed, the live-
attenuated MV vaccines developed in the 1960s still provide protection from measles 
[84]. However, sequence analysis of the variable carboxy-terminus of the N gene or 
the complete H gene has allowed the genetic distinction of globally circulating MV 
strains into eight clades (A – H), further sub-divided into 23 genotypes [47,85] (Figure 
4). The division of MV into these genotypes is useful for surveillance purposes, since 
by molecular epidemiology outbreaks of MV can be traced to specific individuals and 
locations, and global measles transmission pathways can be identified [83,86]. All 
live-attenuated MV vaccine strains belong to genotype A.

Diagnosis
The WHO case definition of measles is an individual with fever, maculopapular rash, 
and cough, coryza or conjunctivitis [63]. However, measles diagnosis on the basis of 
clinical symptoms is unreliable, especially under low incidence conditions. Several 
other infectious agents can cause measles-like clinical symptoms, e.g. rubella 
virus, parvovirus B19, human herpesvirus type 6, dengue virus, Epstein-Barr virus, 
Mycoplasma pneumoniae and Rickettsia conorii [87,88]. In contrast, MV infection 
of immunocompromised individuals may cause severe disease in the absence of 
classical measles symptoms [89]. Therefore, laboratory diagnosis of measles is of 
critical importance [90].

The most commonly used method of laboratory diagnosis is IgM serology [91]. MV-
specific IgM can either be detected in serum, dried blood spots or oral fluid [90]. 
In the first few days after onset of rash IgM levels may still be low, and a second 
serum sample may be required. Alternatively, seroconversion or a more than four-
fold rise in IgG antibody titer can also be used as serological evidence of a recent 
MV infection. Measles can also be diagnosed by isolating MV in cell culture from 
urine, nose swabs, throat swabs or white blood cells. However, this is only possible 
at early time-points after the initial infection, since the virus is rapidly cleared as 
clinical signs and symptoms develop (Figure 3). Furthermore, CD150-expressing 
cell lines are required for accurate and rapid virus isolation. Direct detection of viral 
RNA by real-time reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), using 
primers directed against conserved regions of the MV genome, can also be used 
as rapid sensitive virus detection method. In surveillance studies oral fluid or dried 
blood spots are frequently used as clinical specimens, as they allow the combination 
of IgM serology, RT-PCR and sequence analysis for molecular epidemiological 
purposes [90,92,93].
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Animal models of measles
Over the past decades, multiple small animal models have been developed for the 
study of measles pathogenesis, including transgenic mouse models and a cotton 
rat model [94–96]. However, non-human primates are the optimal animal model 
for measles. Both rhesus (Macaca mulatta) and cynomolgus (Macaca fascicularis) 
macaques are highly sensitive to infection with wild-type MV and develop clinical 
signs and pathologic lesions similar to those described in humans [97–102]. 
Moreover, natural infections following contact with MV-infected humans have 
been frequently reported [99,103]. Within this thesis, the combination of a highly 
susceptible non-human primate animal model and virulent rMV strains expressing 
fluorescent reporter proteins is described [53,104] that has allowed detailed studies 
on the full spectrum of measles pathogenesis.

Animal morbilliviruses
Measles pathogenesis has been studied by experimental MV infections of different 
animal species. However, as an alternative, studies of animal morbilliviruses in 
their natural hosts, mostly CDV in ferrets, have provided important insights into 
morbillivirus pathogenesis. Using a rCDV strain expressing EGFP, von Messling et 
al. have illuminated the tropism of CDV and found many similarities to MV [105]. CDV 
initially replicated in T- and B-lymphocytes in lymphoid organs and CDV-infected 
ferrets developed rash, high fever and viremia. An initial exclusively lymphoid phase 
was followed by widespread epithelial cell infection. Furthermore, the ferrets were 
severely immune suppressed and usually died within 2-3 weeks post inoculation, 
although this strongly depended on the virus strain used [105–108]. In addition, a 
hallmark of CDV infection of both ferrets and dogs is the frequent spread of the virus 
into the central nervous system (CNS). This directly demonstrates a key limitation 
of using an animal morbillivirus as a model for measles. MV rarely causes CNS 
complications in humans and is normally not lethal, and therefore dramatically differs 
from CDV infection of ferrets.

Entry receptors
Infection of cells by MV is initiated by binding of the H glycoprotein to a cellular 
receptor [109]. The first cellular receptor to be identified was CD46, a protein that 
is ubiquitously expressed by nearly all human nucleated cells [110,111]. However, 
shortly after its discovery it became evident that only vaccine and laboratory-adapted 
MV strains utilize CD46 to infect cells [112] and that its use was an artifact of the 
adaptation of MV in tissue culture.

In 2000 signaling lymphocyte activation molecule (SLAM), also known as CD150, 
was identified as a cellular receptor for wild-type strains of MV [113,114]. The usage 
of CD150 as an entry receptor is conserved throughout the genus Morbillivirus, with 
MV, CDV and RPV causing infection via CD150-dependent fusion [115]. Strains of 
CDV and MV genetically engineered to have low affinity for CD150 were attenuated 
in vivo in ferrets and macaques, respectively [116,117]. CD150 is mainly expressed 
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Langerhans’ cells (LC) and macrophages [118,123]. Experimental infections of 
rhesus and cynomolgus macaques with an rMV expressing EGFP have shown that 
CD150+ lymphocytes and DC were predominantly infected during the peak of virus 
replication. However, infection of CD150- epithelial cells by wild-type MV strains 
was also observed in vitro and in vivo [54,124–129]. In 2011, two research groups 
independently identified polio virus receptor-related 4 (PVRL4), a protein expressed 
by epithelial cells at adherens junctions, as a cellular receptor for MV [130,131]. 
Since PVRL4 is localized on the basolateral side of epithelial cells, its identification 
as a MV receptor is compatible with the observation that differentiated epithelial cells 
cannot be infected apically, and hence are unlikely to be initial target cells for MV 
infection [125].

Attachment receptors
In addition to CD150 and PVRL4, a number of MV attachment receptors have 
been described. These bind a virus particle to the cell surface, but do not facilitate 
fusion of the viral envelope with the cellular plasma membrane. The C-type lectin 
DC-specific intercellular adhesion molecule-3-grabbing non-integrin (DC-SIGN) has 
been shown to play an important role in attachment of MV to DC [132]. Different DC 
subsets express various C-type lectins. The C-type lectins DC-SIGN and Langerin, 
expressed on DC and LC respectively, have both previously been shown to play an 
important role in the pathogenesis of human immunodeficiency virus type-1 (HIV-
1) infections [133–136]. Whereas DC-SIGN enhances HIV-1 transmission and DC 
are now considered as the ‘Trojan horse’ through which HIV-1 enters a host, it was 
postulated that Langerin functions as an innate barrier to HIV-1. LC at mucosal 
surfaces were speculated to have a protective effect against HIV-1 infection [134]. 
The role of DC-SIGN and Langerin in the pathogenesis of measles is the topic of 
chapter 1 of this thesis.

Early target cells
MV initiates infection in the respiratory tract and as such the early target cells were 
originally thought to be respiratory epithelial cells [16]. However, since these cells 
do not express CD150 or PVRL4 on their apical cell surface, this is now considered 
unlikely. A rMV unable to bind to PVRL4 was shown to cause systemic infection in 
macaques [137], whereas rMV unable to bind to CD150 was severely attenuated in 
vivo [116]. This suggested that the initial infection of cells in the respiratory tract is 
most likely a CD150-dependent event and excludes epithelial cells as the primary 
targets for initiation of infection. This was confirmed by in vitro experiments, where 
primary differentiated normal human bronchial epithelial (NHBE) cells could not 
be infected with MV apically [124,125,127–129]. In this thesis, aerosol infection of 
macaques with a new pathogenic rMV strain expressing EGFP was used to elucidate 
what cells are initially infected by MV.

Peak replication phase
Measles has a long incubation phase, with fever occurring on average at 10 d.p.i. 
and rash at approximately 14 d.p.i. [16,138]. The peak of virus replication is reached 
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viral clearance (Figure 3). It is therefore difficult to perform pathogenesis studies in 
humans.

Figure 5. Measles pathogenesis studies in non-human primates: (A – F) Macroscopic EGFP 
fluorescence in macaques 9-11 d.p.i.: gingiva and buccal mucosa (A) [Ludlow et al, manuscript in 

preparation], lungs (B) [Ludlow et al, manuscript in preparation], small intestine with gut-associated 
lymphoid tissue (C) [318], higher magnification of Peyers’ patches (D) [318], EGFP fluorescence (E) 
or normal light (F) photo of skin rash [357]. (G) Detection of EGFP fluorescence by flow cytometry: 

EGFP expression in CD150+ CD4+ T-lymphocytes at different time points after infection [54]. (H) H&E 
or fluorescence image of MV infection in the skin, demonstrating fluorescence in immune cells [54]. (I) 
EGFP fluorescence in ciliated bronchial epithelial cells (CBE). BL: bonchial lumen [54]. (J) During peak 
of MV replication, multi-nucleated giant cells are frequently observed in the lymphoid tissues (arrow).

The use of an rMV expressing EGFP to experimentally infect macaques has led 
to an enormous increase in the understanding of MV pathogenesis. At the peak 
of replication lymphoid organs and tissues are the major sites of replication in vivo 
[54,126,139,140], including the bronchus-associated lymphoid tissues (BALT) of 
the lungs (Figure 5B, C and D). Multi-nucleated giant cells are frequently observed 
in lymphoid tissues before the onset of rash [141,142] (Figure 5J). Furthermore, 
the gingiva, buccal mucosa and the tongue were also brightly fluorescent (Figure 
5A), corresponding with infection of lymphoid aggregates within these tissues. 
Initial infection in the respiratory tract is followed by dissemination via a cell-
associated viremia (Figure 5G). MV predominantly infects CD150+ T-lymphocyte 
and B-lymphocytes both in lymphoid tissues and peripheral blood [54], which 
contradicts earlier studies in which monocytes were reported to be the main cell 
type disseminating MV during viremia [16]. After the peak of replication, macaques 
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lymphoid or myeloid cells (Figure 5H) and epithelial cells (Figure 5I).

After initial replication in the lungs and lymphoid organs, MV spreads into other 
tissues, including submucosal tissues, tongue, buccal mucosa, trachea, nose and 
skin. MV dissemination mainly takes place in the form of MV-infected cells, rather 
than as cell-free virus [143]. From this point, MV-infected lymphocytes are rapidly 
cleared by the immune system, but infection lingers on in epithelial cells [125]. This 
may be an indication that MV is more cytolytic in lymphocytes than in epithelial cells. 
However, it could also be explained by the fact that epithelial cells are more difficult 
to reach for MV-specific cytotoxic T-lymphocytes, which are required for clearance 
of infected cells.

Immune responses and viral clearance
Measles is a self-limiting infection, meaning that the immune system is capable of 
clearing the virus. Clearance is predominantly mediated by cellular immune responses, 
illustrated by the fact that hypogammaglobulinemic children recover normally from 
MV infection [144,145], whereas children with deficits in cellular immunity develop 
severe disease and display prolonged viral shedding [144,146,147]. This could be 
partly due to the spread of MV via cell–to-cell transmission, thus potentially avoiding 
neutralizing antibodies in the bloodstream. Ex vivo experiments have shown that 
CD8+ MV-specific T-lymphocytes predominate shortly after acute measles [148], 
indicating that these cells play a role in viral clearance. However, in classical 51Cr-
release assays both CD4+ and CD8+ MV-specific T-cell clones (TCC) had cytolytic 
activity against MV-infected autologous target cells [148–150], indicating that both 
subsets are capable of killing MV-infected cells. Recent in vivo experiments in 
non-human primates have corroborated the importance of cellular immunity in MV 
clearance [151–154].

MV-specific IgM, IgG and IgA antibodies start to appear at the time of viral clearance. 
Virus neutralizing (VN) serum antibodies directed against the surface glycoproteins 
F and H are considered the main correlate of protection against MV infection 
[155,156]. Neutralizing antibodies, either induced by vaccination or natural infection, 
confer lifelong protection against measles infection. As a proof of principle, it was 
shown that passive transfer of antibodies leads to protection [157].

Exit of the host and transmission
MV is mainly transmitted by aerosols, either in the form of cell-free virions or debris 
from MV-infected cells. It has been speculated that infection of epithelial cells during 
the late stage of the disease contributes to MV transmission [130,131]. Here, MV-
infected lymphocytes or DC present in the respiratory submucosa [125] transmit 
the virus to epithelial cells via PVRL4. Productive infection of polarized epithelial 
cells can lead to apical shedding of MV into the airway lumen, potentially resulting 
in transmission to the next host [130,131,158]. In this thesis an alternative model 
for MV transmission is discussed, in which extensive epithelial damage of lymphoid 
tissues in the upper respiratory tract contributes to MV transmission.
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Measles is associated with a transient but profound immune suppression, the clinical 
importance of which is best illustrated by the observation that measles mortality is 
typically caused by secondary infections in the respiratory and digestive tracts [64–
66]. Multiple observations have been described which illustrate the impact of this 
immune suppression in vivo, including suppression of Mantoux responses [159,160], 
lymphopenia [161] and impaired responses to vaccination [162,163]. Decreased 
lymphoproliferative responses [164–166], altered cytokine response profiles [167] 
and impairment of antigen-presenting cell function [168,169] have been described 
in vitro. The relevance of these observations in relation to enhanced susceptibility to 
opportunistic infections and immune suppression remains unclear. The paradox of 
measles is that the acute phase of the disease is not only associated with a dramatic 
immune suppression, but also with immune activation [170] and induction of robust 
MV-specific humoral and cellular immune responses that result in lifelong immunity. 
In this thesis a new model for measles-associated immune suppression is discussed, 
which was based on in vivo observations and confirmed by in vitro studies [54,171].

Measles prevention and eradication

Formalin-inactivated MV vaccine
The best means of preventing measles is by immunization. Large-scale vaccination 
programs against measles started in the 1960s after successful isolation and growth 
of the Edmonston strain of MV in tissue culture by John Enders [172], with formalin-
inactivated (FI) or Tween-ether-inactivated whole-virus vaccines adjuvanted with 
alum. Vaccination resulted in high seroconversion rates but neutralizing antibody 
titers were short lasting, necessitating multiple immunizations [173]. Furthermore, 
this vaccine was incapable of inducing cytotoxic T-lymphocyte responses [174] 
and a substantial number of children vaccinated with these inactivated vaccines 
developed enhanced disease upon natural infection with MV, referred to as atypical 
measles [175,176]. Inactivated MV vaccines were discontinued in 1967 due to these 
adverse effects.

Live-attenuated MV vaccines
In parallel with the development of FI MV vaccines, live-attenuated MV vaccines 
(LAV) were introduced in the early 1960s [177]. The first attenuated MV used as 
a vaccine caused rash and fever in 20 – 50% of the vaccines [178], requiring its 
replacement with more attenuated strains. The worldwide use of LAV resulted in a 
major decrease in measles mortality [179], and the vaccine has an impressive safety 
record, even in HIV-seropositive subjects and immunocompromised individuals [180]. 
By introducing a two-dose regimen [181,182] and by organizing mass-vaccination 
campaigns [183], the number of deaths attributed to measles has been significantly 
reduced over the last decade [184].

Even though major progress has been made in interrupting endemic MV transmission, 
there are several limitations to the use of LAV. These include the dependency on 
cold-chain maintenance, a risk, albeit minimal, to immunocompromised individuals 
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sterile needles and the need to safely dispose of contaminated sharps. In addition, 
seroconversion rates observed after vaccination with LAV vary considerably. The 
presence of maternal antibodies and immunological maturity of the recipient has 
the most significant influence on the success rate of measles vaccination [186,187]. 
Under ideal conditions, 95% of children seroconvert when vaccine is administered 
at 12 months of age [188], 85% at 9 months [189] and only 67% below 9 months 
[190]. Two alternative approaches can be used to protect infants in this age group. 
If vaccination coverage in older age groups is sufficiently high, MV circulation will be 
interrupted, thus reducing MV exposure. As an alternative, new measles vaccines 
and delivery systems that could be used in young infants are being researched with 
varying success rates [191].

Global eradication of morbilliviruses
In 2011 the Food and Agriculture Organization formally declared that rinderpest had 
been eradicated from the globe. RPV is a close relative of measles virus, and only 
the second virus to be eradicated by targeted vaccination after smallpox [13,14]. 
The potential for measles eradication was first proposed in the 1980s, although it 
was considered premature in a period when interruption of endemic MV circulation 
had not been achieved even in industrialized countries [192]. In 2001, the Measles 
Initiative was established, now named the Measles and Rubella Initiative, a 
partnership formed by the American Red Cross, the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention, UNICEF and WHO, which aimed to reduce global measles mortality 
(www.measlesrubellainitiative.org), by initiating mass immunization campaigns and 
a two-dose vaccination regimen. The program has achieved an impressive reduction 
of mortality and interruption of endemic MV circulation in large parts of Africa.

Measles eradication is biologically feasible, since humans are the only reservoir for 
MV, the virus is monotypic, vaccines are available and persistent infections are rare 
[193,194]. Even though the initial success of the Measles and Rubella Initiative and 
the eradication of RPV suggest that measles eradication is possible, the current 
polio virus eradication program illustrates that the endgame of eradication can be 
extremely difficult [195,196]. The pitfalls that still exist, potentially undermining 
measles eradication, are waning vaccine immunity and declining vaccination 
coverage.

The measles post eradication era
Following the eradication of smallpox, vaccination was discontinued. This created 
a niche for closely related orthopox viruses of other mammals to cross the species 
barrier into humans [197,198]. A similar threat exists for the morbilliviruses. 
Morbilliviruses are cross-protective, and global eradication of RPV and MV may 
create niches for other morbilliviruses to fill. Surprisingly this risk has been claimed 
to be low [199], but adaptation of for example CDV, which is already observed in 
primates [200], to humans may have catastrophic consequences. Therefore, it will 
be important to continue measles vaccination, even when MV is eradicated. In this 
thesis the potential for CDV to adapt to macaques and/or humans is discussed [196].
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With the potential of animal morbilliviruses crossing the species barriers into the 
human population, and the necessity to continue measles vaccination, vaccine 
uptake could be facilitated by using MV as a viral vector for the expression of foreign 
antigens. MV vaccines are safe and effective, and potentially useful and effective 
vectors since the virus is highly stable and the generation of rMVs through reverse 
genetics is feasible and well understood [201–203]. Several studies have shown 
that rMV induces humoral and cellular immunity against both MV and co-expressed 
proteins derived from other pathogens [202–209]. One study reported that rMV could 
protect macaques from measles after challenge with a wild type MV, demonstrating 
that the rMV still induces MV-specific immunity in non-human primates [209]. A major 
drawback when using rMV as a viral vector is pre-existing immunity against the virus 
in the population. Most experiments described with rMV were performed in animals 
without pre-existing immunity. Although LAV, DNA and recombinant protein vaccines 
have also been used as booster vaccinations, pre-existing MV-specific immunity 
may be a problem when induction of protective immunity against other pathogens is 
required.

Outline of this thesis
This thesis focuses on multiple aspects of the pathogenesis of measles. In chapter 
2, the C-type lectin attachment receptors for MV are discussed. The focus in this 
chapter is on the role of DC-SIGN in transmission of MV from DC to T-lymphocytes 
and the discovery of Langerin on LC as an attachment receptor for MV. The roles 
of DC-SIGN and Langerin in MV antigen presentation are further elucidated and 
discussed.

Chapter 3 focuses on the early events after MV infection. Until 2010 it was thought 
that respiratory epithelial cells were the initial target cells for MV. However, in this 
thesis the development of an aerosol infection model for macaques is described, 
and by using rMVs expressing EGFP, this hypothesis was re-evaluated. Following 
description of the discovery of DC and alveolar macrophages (AM) as the initial target 
cells, the role of DC in initiation and dissemination of a MV infection is discussed.

To complement the focus on the pathogenesis of wild-type MV strains, the tropism 
of attenuated MV strains has also been evaluated. Even though LAV is highly 
efficacious, the tropism and spread of these attenuated viruses is largely unknown. 
In chapter 4, a pathogenic rMV is compared with a tissue culture-adapted attenuated 
rMV, and the similarities and differences in tropism are discussed.

Following description of the early events after infection and the tropism of wild-type 
and attenuated MV strains, the later time-points after MV infection were investigated. 
In chapter 5, the focus is on how MV is transmitted from host to host. While the 
importance of epithelial cell infection is emphasized in the current literature, in 
this thesis an alternative model is proposed, where virus-mediated and immune-
mediated disruption of the epithelium of lymphoid tissues in the respiratory tract may 
also contribute to shedding of MV or MV-infected cellular debris.
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suppression. Based on the accumulated observations made in a series of experimental 
rMV infection studies in the macaque model, a new model is proposed in which the 
clearance of MV-infected memory T-lymphocytes and follicular B-lymphocytes by 
measles-specific CD8+ T-lymphocytes is of primary importance.

In chapter 7, the virulence and tropism of rCDV strains was evaluated in naive and 
MV-vaccinated macaques. This study demonstrated that non-adapted CDV strains 
can replicate in CD150+ myeloid and lymphoid cells of non-human primates. The 
outcomes of this study are potentially of importance for MV vaccination strategies 
after global eradication.

In conclusion, the studies described in this thesis address the early, intermediate and 
late stages of measles pathogenesis, and the potential of animal morbilliviruses to 
cross the species barrier and infect primates.
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Abstract
Measles virus (MV) is among the most infectious viruses that affect humans and is 
transmitted via the respiratory route. In macaques, MV primarily infects lymphocytes 
and dendritic cells (DCs). Little is known about the initial target cell for MV infection. 
Since DCs bridge the peripheral mucosal tissues with lymphoid tissues, we 
hypothesize that DCs are the initial target cells that capture MV in the respiratory 
tract and transport the virus to the lymphoid tissues where MV is transmitted to 
lymphocytes. Recently, we have demonstrated that the C-type lectin DC-SIGN 
interacts with MV and enhances infection of DCs in cis. Using immunofluorescence 
microscopy, we demonstrate that DC-SIGN+ DCs are abundantly present just below 
the epithelia of the respiratory tract. DC-SIGN+ DCs efficiently present MV-derived 
antigens to CD4+ T-lymphocytes after antigen uptake via either CD150 or DC-SIGN 
in vitro. However, DC-SIGN+ DCs also mediate transmission of MV to CD4+ and 
CD8+ T-lymphocytes. We distinguished two different transmission routes that were 
either dependent or independent on direct DC infection. DC-SIGN and CD150 
are both involved in direct DC infection and subsequent transmission of de novo 
synthesized virus. However, DC-SIGN, but not CD150, mediates trans-infection of 
MV to T-lymphocytes independent of DC infection. Together these data suggest a 
prominent role for DCs during the initiation, dissemination, and clearance of MV 
infection.

Author Summary
Despite the availability of an effective vaccine, measles virus (MV) is still a major 
cause of childhood morbidity and mortality in developing countries. Almost all non-
vaccinated children catch the highly contagious virus during an MV outbreak. This 
suggests an efficient route for primary infection. However, the main target cells 
for MV replication, CD150+ lymphocytes, are barely present in the respiratory 
tract where MV enters the body. Here we demonstrate an alternative route of MV 
transmission: dendritic cells that are abundantly present in the subepithelial tissues 
of the respiratory tract may capture MV through binding to either CD150 or DC-
SIGN. Although some virus particles are processed for antigen presentation, others 
escape from degradation. After virus capture, DCs migrate to the lymphoid tissues 
where they encounter CD150+ lymphocytes and transmit the virus, after which viral 
replication is started. Our data provide new insights into the transmission of measles 
virus, and suggest a dual role for DCs in the pathogenesis of measles.
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Introduction
Measles is a systemic disease, caused by measles virus (MV) infection of respiratory 
and lymphoid tissues. MV is a member of the Paramyxoviridae family, genus 
Morbillivirus. The virus is highly contagious and is spread via the respiratory route 
[16]. Although the course and symptoms of measles are well characterized, little 
is known about the cellular events underlying the disease. The target cells for MV 
at the site of transmission and during the systemic phase of the disease are still 
under debate [16,54,171,212]. Moreover, the interaction of MV with the immune 
system, paradoxically resulting in induction of strong MV-specific immunity, but also 
immunosuppression, has not been fully clarified.

It was previously thought that MV initially infects epithelial cells of the respiratory 
tract, and is disseminated during viremia by infected monocytes [212,213]. However, 
these cells only express CD46, the receptor for attenuated MV strains, but do not 
express CD150 (SLAM), the primary receptor for wild-type MV [113,114]. CD150 
is mainly expressed on subsets of lymphocytes, thymocytes, macrophages 
and mature dendritic cells (DCs) [214]. Moreover, we have recently shown that 
lymphocytes, but not monocytes, are the predominant cells infected in vivo during 
measles in macaques [54]. Moreover, lymphocytes are not in large numbers present 
at respiratory epithelial surfaces compared to lymphoid tissues and therefore we 
hypothesize that other cells are the targets for MV at sites of entry.

DCs are professional antigen presenting cells (APCs) that have a sentinel function 
in the immune system; DCs capture antigens in the periphery and, upon activation, 
migrate to the lymphoid tissues to present the antigens to T-lymphocytes, resulting 
in a pathogen-specific immune response [215]. We hypothesize that DCs mediate 
transmission of MV: DCs capture MV in the respiratory tract, but instead of degradation 
the virus is protected and transported into the lymphocyte-rich area in the lymphoid 
tissues, where it is efficiently transmitted to CD150+ lymphocytes. A similar role 
for DCs has been described for HIV-1, where DCs capture HIV-1 via the C-type 
lectin dendritic cell-specific ICAM-3 grabbing non-integrin (DC-SIGN) and mediate 
transmission of HIV-1 to T-lymphocytes by de novo production of virus or transferring 
the virus particles directly to the T-lymphocytes (trans-infection) [135,216]. We 
have previously shown that DC-SIGN also mediates binding of MV to DCs, which 
enhances DC infection through CD150 in cis [132]. Moreover, in infected macaques 
MV-infected DCs have been observed in conjunction with infected T-lymphocytes, 
suggesting transmission of virus between both cell types [54].

Here we set out to investigate the role of DC-SIGN and CD150 in both antigen 
presentation and MV transmission by DCs. MV capture by DCs leads not only to 
antigen presentation but also to efficient transmission to T-lymphocytes. Both the 
tissue distribution and functional studies demonstrate that CD150 and DC-SIGN 
have distinct functions in MV transmission by DCs. The identification of their function 
in antigen presentation and MV transmission will lead to a better understanding of 
MV pathogenesis.
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Materials & Methods

Antibodies
The following antibodies were used: CD150-specific mouse antibody 5C6 [217], DC-
SIGN-specific mouse antibodies AZN-D1 and AZN-D2 [135], DCN46 and DCN46 
conjugated with PE (BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA, USA), CD3-specific mouse 
antibody SK-7 conjugated with PerCP (BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA, USA), 
goat anti-mouse IgG antibody conjugated with PO (Jackson Immunoresearch, 
West Grove, PA, USA), HLA-DR- (Immu357) and CD86- (HA5.2B7) specific mouse 
antibodies conjugated with PE (Immunotech, Marseille, France), goat anti-mouse 
antibody conjugated with FITC (Zymed Laboratories Inc., South San Francisco, CA. 
USA), Alexa488- or Alexa594-labeled anti-mouse antibodies (Molecular probes, 
Eugene, OR, USA).

Cells
Vero-CD150 cells [218] were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM; 
Gibco Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) supplemented with 4500 mg/L glucose; 110 
mg/l sodium pyruvate; 4 mM L-glutamine; 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum 
(FCS); 20 U/ml penicillin and 20 μg/ml streptomycin, at 37°C with 5% CO2. The 
CD4+ HLA-DQw1-restricted T-cell clone GRIM99 [150,219] recognizes an epitope 
in the MV fusion protein (EVNGVTIQV). GRIM61 and GRIM99 are also MV-specific 
CD4+ T cell clones, for which the epitopes have not been mapped [150]. LB5 is a 
CD4+ T cell clone of unknown specificity. All clones were cultured in RPMI-1640 
(RPMI-1640, Gibco Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) supplemented with 4 mM 
L-glutamine; 10% heat-inactivated human AB serum (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, 
USA); 20 U/ml penicillin, 20 μg/ml streptomycin and 10-5 M 2-mercapto-ethanol 
in 96-well round bottom plates. Epstein-Barr virus-transformed B-lymphoblastic 
cell line (B-LCL-GR) [150,219] was used as autologous APC, and was cultured in 
RPMI-1640 supplemented with L-glutamine, penicillin, streptomycin and 10% FCS. 
Immature moDCs were cultured as described before [220]. In short, human blood 
monocytes were isolated from buffy coats by Ficoll density centrifugation, followed 
by selection of CD14+ cells using magnetic beads (MACS, Milteny Biotec GmbH, 
Bergisch Gladbach, Germany). Purified monocytes were cultured in RPMI-1640 
medium supplemented with 4 mM L-glutamine; 10% FCS; 20 U/ml penicillin and 20 
μg/ml streptomycin and differentiated into immature moDCs in the presence of IL-4 
and GM-CSF (500 and 800 U/ml, respectively; Schering-Plough, Brussels, Belgium).

PBMCs were isolated from buffy coats by Ficoll density centrifugation, activated with 
phytohemagglutinin (PHA, 3 μg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), and cultured 
in complete RPMI-1640 medium. At day 3 the cells were washed and cultured with 
IL-2 (100 units/ml). As determined by flow cytometry >80% of the activated PBMC 
were CD3+ and therefore these cells are referred to as T-lymphocytes throughout the 
text. The CD4+ and CD8+ T-lymphocytes were enriched at day 3 after PHA stimulation 
by negative selection using MACS beads. To label DCs and T-lymphocytes, the cells 
were stained with the PKH26 red fluorescent cell linker kit (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) for 
general cell membrane labeling, according to the manufacturers protocol.
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Viruses
The recombinant MV strain IC323EGFP [53] was propagated on Vero-CD150 cells. For 
virus production, Vero-CD150 cells were infected with a multiplicity of infection (MOI) 
of 0.01 in DMEM supplemented with 2% of FCS. After 90 minutes cells were washed 
to remove unbound virus and were subsequently grown in DMEM supplemented 
with 10% FCS. Cells and supernatant were harvested when 80% cytopathic effect 
was observed. To release cell-bound virus, the cells were sonicated (3 times, 10 
seconds, Sonicor Instrument Corporation, Copiaque, N.Y., USA). The cells were 
centrifuged (10 minutes, 1000 g) and the supernatant was snap-frozen in liquid 
nitrogen before titration on Vero-CD150 cells. The titer of the virus-stock used was 1 
x 106 TCID50/ml. Purified MVEdmonston with a concentration of approximately 1 mg/ml, 
was inactivated by UV-irradiation (30 minutes, 15W 312 nm) and is referred to as 
UV-MV throughout the text.

Immunofluorescence microscopy
Tissues of healthy human donors were obtained through the pathology department 
of the VU University Medical Center, according to the institutional ethical guidelines. 
Cryosections (7 μm) were fixed with 100% acetone and stained with primary antibody 
combinations against DC-SIGN (DCN46, IgG2b, 10 μg/ml) and anti-CD150 (5C6, 
IgG1, 10 μg/ml) or a buffer control for 18 hours at 4°C. Sections were counterstained 
with isotype-specific Alexa488- or Alexa594-labeled anti-mouse antibodies. Nuclei 
were stained with Hoechst (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA). After mounting, 
sections were examined with a Nikon Eclipse E800 fluorescence microscope and 
recordings were made with a digital NIKON DXM1200 camera. Two persons used 
the photographs to quantify the staining in the different tissues independently. To 
determine the density of DC-SIGN+- or CD150+ cells, the number of positive cells 
was divided by the total number of cells, based on the nuclei staining. To determine 
the co-localization, the double-stained cells were divided by the total number of 
stained cells. Based on the control sections, auto-fluorescence was often observed 
in the lower respiratory tract and is indicated in the pictures.

Antigen presentation assays
Monocytes were isolated from an HLA-DQw1-matched donor using CD14 MACS 
beads and differentiated into immature DCs as described above. Subsequently, these 
DCs or autologous BLCL-GR (5 x 103 cells) were used as APCs in an interferon-γ 
(IFNγ) ELISPOT assay as previously described [221]. Briefly, APCs were plated into 
96-well V-bottom plates in complete RPMI-1640 containing IL-4 and GM-CSF and 
pre-incubated with mannan (0,25 mg/ml) for 30 minutes at 37°C. Next, the cells 
were incubated with different dilutions of UV-MV at 37°C or a positive control peptide 
(EVNGVTIQV; 1 mM). After overnight incubation the CD4+ T-cell clones were added 
to the APCs (5 x 103 cells per well), the plates were briefly centrifuged (1 minute, 300 
g) and subsequently incubated at 37°C for 1.5 hour. Subsequently the cells were 
transferred to nylon bottom plates (Nalge Nunc International, Rochester, NY) coated 
with a monoclonal antibody specific for human IFNγ (1-D1K; Mabtech, Stockholm, 
Sweden), and incubated at 37°C for five hours. Finally, plates were washed with 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 0.05% Tween 20 (Merck, Darmstadt, 
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Germany). Spots were visualized by incubation with a secondary biotinylated mAb 
against IFNγ (7-B6-1; Mabtech), followed by staining with streptavidin–alkaline 
phosphatase (Mabtech), and nitroblue tetrazolium–5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-
phosphate (Kirkegaard & Perry Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MA, USA). Finally, the 
color reaction was stopped by washing the plates with water and spots were counted 
with an automated ELISPOT reader (automated ELISAspot assay video analysis 
systems; distributed by Sanquin Reagents, Amsterdam, The Netherlands).

In parallel, the same APCs were also used to stimulate the same T-cell clone for 
IFNγ production in supernatant. Briefly, APCs (1 x 104 cells) were used to stimulate 
the T-cell clone (3 x 104 cells) in round-bottom plates, and were incubated at 37°C 
for 24 hours before supernatants were harvested. To determine the contribution of 
DC-SIGN and CD150, the APCs were pre-incubated with mannan (0,25 mg/ml), 
anti-DC-SIGN (AZN-D2; 20 μg/ml) or anti-CD150 (5C6; 20 μg/ml) for 30 minutes 
at 37°C. The IFNγ concentrations in the supernatants were determined by ELISA 
(Biosource International, CA, USA).

MV infection, transmission and co-culture Assays
For infection and transmission assays DCs (5 x 104 cells) were seeded in a V-bottom 
plate and pre-incubated with mannan (0,25 mg/ml), anti-DC-SIGN (AZN-D2; 20 μg/
ml) or anti-CD150 (5C6; 20 μg/ml) for 30 minutes at 37°C, before incubation with 
rMVIC323EGFP at 37°C for 2 hours (5 x 104 TCID50, unless stated otherwise). After 
2 hours the cells were washed and transferred to a flat-bottom plate. To measure 
transmission, activated T-lymphocytes (2 x 105 cells) were added. If indicated the 
fusion inhibitory peptide (FIP) Z-d-Phe-L-Phe-Gly-OH (Z-FFG; 0.2 mM; Bachem, 
Heidelberg, Germany) was added 2 hours later. For co-culture assays T-lymphocytes 
(2 x 105 cells), either or not together with DCs (5 x 104 cells), were pre-incubated 
with 0,25 mg/ml mannan and infected with different concentrations of rMVIC323EGFP.

All cells were cultured for three days at 37°C in complete RPMI-1640 containing 
IL-4 and GM-CSF. The cultures were monitored using a Leica DMIL fluorescence 
microscope, and pictures were taken using a Leica DFC 320 camera (Leica 
Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). At day 3 the cells were harvested, washed and 
fixed with 4% PFA and EGFP expression was measured by flow cytometry. DCs 
had higher auto-fluorescence compared to T-lymphocytes the EGFP+ gate for both 
population was set at the uninfected control sample. To determine the infection 
of specific cell populations, the cells were stained with directly labeled antibodies 
against DC-SIGN and CD3 before analysis. The absolute number of infected DCs 
(DC-SIGN+/EGFP+) and T cells (CD3+/EGFP+) of the total counted sample by flow 
cytometry (=105 events) were used to determine the efficiency of transmission.

Statistical analysis
To determine the variation in MV transmission among the different DC donors, the 
infection of T-lymphocytes was normalized to the ‘‘medium’’ control condition, which 
was set at 100%. Subsequently, the percentages of infection from the different 
donors were used in a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). When the overall F 
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test was significant, differences among the donors were further investigated with the 
post hoc Bonferroni test using Graphpad Prism software. A probability of p < 0.05 
was considered statistically significant.

Results

DC-SIGN+ dendritic cells are present in the respiratory tract and closely interact 
with CD150+ cells in lymphoid tissues
MV enters the body in the respiratory tract; however the initial target cells at the 
site of entry remain unknown. DC-SIGN and CD150 are the major receptors for 
wild-type MV strains, of which only CD150 can function as entry receptor. DC-
SIGN is abundantly expressed by DCs in peripheral tissues, such as the dermis, 
foreskin, gut and cervix and on DCs and specialized macrophages in the lymphoid 
tissues [135,222–224]. However, little is known about the expression of DC-SIGN 
and CD150 in the respiratory tract. Therefore we investigated the presence of DC-
SIGN+ and CD150+ cells in the different respiratory tissues by immunofluorescence 
microscopy. DC-SIGN was abundantly present in buccal, pharyngeal, tonsillar, 
tracheal and bronchial sub-epithelial tissues (Figure 1A and S1, Table 1). Similar to 
previous reports [225], scattered DC-SIGN+ DCs were also observed in the lungs, 
mainly in the interstitium of the alveoli (Table 1).

Table 1. DC-SIGN+-dendritic cells are present in the sub-epithelial tissues of the respiratory tract. # The 
number of DC-SIGN+- or CD150+- cells was determined by counting the number of positive cells, divided 
by the total number of cells, based on the nuclei staining. The double-positive cells were divided by the 
total number of stained cells, to determine the co-localization. 0 = 0 – 1%, + = 1 – 5%, ++ = 5 – 25%, 

+++ = 25 – 100% of the cells, n = number of donors analyzed per tissue, LT = lymphoid tissue.

Tissues CD150# DC-SIGN Co-localization n
URT Buccal cavity Epithelium 0 0 0 1

Sub-epithelium + +++ 0/+
Pharynx Epithelium + 0 0 1

Sub-epithelium + +++ 0
Tonsillar crypt Epithelium 0/+ 0 0 2

Sub-epithelium + +++ 0
LRT Trachea Epithelium + 0 0 2

Sub-epithelium 0/+ ++ 0
Bronchus Epithelium 0 0 0 2

Sub-epithelium 0 ++ 0
Lung Interstitium 0/+ 0/+ 0 2

LT Tonsil Follicle +++ +++ ++ 3
Inter-follicular +++ +++ ++

Lymph node B-cell area +++ + + 1
T-cell area +++ ++ ++
Medullary sinus +++ +++ +++
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Monocyte-derived DCs (moDCs) in culture express CD150, and expression levels 
are increased upon maturation [119,226]. In situ, CD150 expression was detected on 
cells in the sub-epithelial tissues of the upper respiratory tract, but we observed very 
little expression in the lower respiratory tract (Figure 1A and S1, Table 1). Although 
some CD150+ cells were present in the epithelia of the tonsillar crypts and the pharynx, 
the expression of CD150 in these tissues was low compared to that in lymphoid 
tissues (Figure 1A and S1, Table 1). These cells might represent macrophages or 
lymphocytes that can be targets for MV infection and their infection might explain 
why infection is observed in epithelial tissues in vivo [54]. We also observed some 
auto-fluorescence in the epithelia of the tracheal, bronchial and tonsillar epithelium, 
probably caused by mucus (Figure 1A and S1). In the upper respiratory tract, we 
rarely detected co-localization of CD150 and DC-SIGN, suggesting that DC-SIGN+ 
DCs, abundantly present just below the epithelia in the respiratory tract, express no 
or low levels of CD150 (Figure 1A and S1, Table 1).

Figure 1. DC-SIGN+-dendritic cells are present in the sub-epithelial tissues of the respiratory tract. 
(A,B) Cryosections of different tissues from healthy donors were stained for the expression of DC-SIGN 
(green) and CD150 (red) using specific antibodies, and for the nuclei using Hoechst (blue). The sections 

were analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. (A,B) Representative photos with a magnification of 100x 
are depicted (e = epithelium; s = sub-epithelial tissue, i = inter-follicular, f = follicles, m = medullary 

sinus, p = paracortex, arrow = auto-fluorescence, * = co-localization).
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During viremia, MV-infected cells enter the lymphoid tissues. Here, DC-SIGN+ 
DCs might facilitate infection of lymphocytes, similar to HIV-1 [135]. We therefore 
investigated the expression of DC-SIGN and CD150 in lymph node and tonsil. As 
previously described [223,225], DC-SIGN+ cells were mainly located around the 
medullary sinuses and in the paracortex (T-cell areas) of the lymph node as well as 
in the inter-follicular tissue (T-cell area) of the tonsil (Figure 1B, Table 1). However, 
DC-SIGN+ cells were also found in the B cell follicles of the tonsil. Notably, DC-SIGN+ 
cells were located in close contact with the CD150+ cells (Figure 1B). Strikingly, 
strong co-localization of DC-SIGN and CD150 was observed in the medullary 
sinuses (Figure 1B, Table 1). Together these data suggest that DC-SIGN+ cells are 
not only important in the initial phase of MV infection, but might also be involved in 
MV infection in the lymphoid tissues during the systemic phase of the infection.

DC mediate antigen presentation of measles virus to CD4+ T-lymphocytes
DC-SIGN is an attachment receptor for MV and mediates infection of DCs through 
CD150 in cis [132]. We investigated whether MV capture by DC-SIGN+ DCs also 
leads to antigen processing and presentation to MV-specific CD4+ T-lymphocytes. 
We performed an antigen presentation assay using MV-specific CD4+ T cell clones 
[150,219]. As APCs we used moDCs, expressing high levels of DC-SIGN [135] or 
an autologous Epstein-Barr virus-transformed B-lymphoblastic cell line (B-LCL). 
The APCs were incubated with different dilutions of MV that was UV-inactivated to 
exclude DC and T-lymphocyte infection. Subsequently the APCs were co-cultured 
with the MV-specific CD4+ T-cell clones. At the highest concentrations, UV-MV 
induced DC maturation, since CD86 was upregulated, whereas DC-SIGN was 
downregulated (Figure 2A). Notably, in contrast to LPS stimulation, HLA-DR was 
not upregulated by MV. T-cell activation was measured by the detection of IFNγ 
production by ELISPOT and ELISA. We used two different MV-specific T cell clones 
(GRIM99 and GRIM61) that matched and one that mismatched (GRIM 76) the HLA 
type of the donor DCs. DCs incubated with UV-inactivated MV specifically activated 
the HLA-matched MV-specific T cell clones, whereas the mismatched MV-specific T 
cell clone was not activated (Figure 2B and C). Moreover, an irrelevant T cell clone 
(LB5) was not activated by the DCs (Figure 2B). Thus, MV capture by DCs leads 
to specific antigen processing and presentation of MV peptides in the context of 
MHC-class II molecules. MV-derived antigen presentation by DCs was more efficient 
at low antigen concentrations than presentation by autologous B-LCL (Figure 2B); 
while the peptide control response was not significantly different (239 ± 216 versus 
264 ± 218).

To investigate whether DC-SIGN and CD150 are involved in antigen presentation, 
moDCs were pre-treated with specific blocking antibodies to CD150, DC-SIGN and 
with the C-type lectin inhibitor mannan. Both mannan and anti-DC-SIGN inhibited 
activation of the MV-specific T-cell clone, demonstrating that DC-SIGN supports MV 
antigen uptake and processing for antigen presentation (Figure 2B and C). Notably, 
antibodies against CD150 also inhibited T-cell clone activation, although to a lesser 
extent than antibodies against DC-SIGN. The role of DC-SIGN and CD150 was not 
dependent on post-entry effects, since addition of the antibodies just before the 
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T-lymphocytes were added did not affect MV antigen presentation to the CD4+ T-cell 
clone (data not shown). Thus, viral uptake by DC-SIGN and to a lesser extent CD150 
leads to virus degradation and antigen presentation of MV-derived antigens to CD4+ 
T-lymphocytes.

Figure 2. Dendritic cells mediate antigen presentation of 
measles virus to CD4+ T-lymphocytes. (A) DCs (1 x 105 cells) 

were incubated with different concentrations of UV-MV. After 24 
hours, the cells were stained for CD150, HLA-DR, CD86 and DC-
SIGN using specific antibodies and analyzed by flow cytometry. 

(B,C) DCs or autologous B cells (B-LCL) (5 x 104 cells) were pre-
incubated with mannan and incubated with UV-MV or a positive 
control peptide overnight. The MV-specific CD4+ T-cell clones, 

GRIM99, GRIM61 and GRIM76 and the non-specific T-cell 
clone LB5 were added and T cell activation was determined 
by ELISPOT. GRIM99, GRIM61 and LB5 were dependent on 
HLA-DQw1 as expressed by the DCs, whereas GRIM76 was 

HLA-mismatched to the DCs used. Images of the ELISPOT (left) 
and the mean of the spot counts per well are depicted (right). 
Error bars represent the standard deviation of duplicates. (D) 
DCs (1 x 104 cells) were pre-incubated with mannan, anti-DC-
SIGN or anti-CD150 and subsequently incubated with different 
concentrations of UV-MV. After 6 hours the MV-specific CD4+ 

T-cell clone (5 x 104 cells) was added to the wells. After 24 hours 
the supernatant was harvested and the amount of IFNγ analyzed 
by ELISA. Standard deviations represent the standard deviation 
of duplicates. A representative experiment out of two is shown.

Measles virus replicates in clusters of dendritic cells and T-lymphocytes that 
are interconnected by infected dendrites
DCs capture HIV-1 via DC-SIGN [135], and facilitate the infection of T-lymphocytes 
by transferring the virus through the infectious synapse [227]. Since DC-SIGN+ DCs 
and CD150+ lymphocytes closely interact in the lymphoid tissues and the upper 
respiratory tract (Figure 1), we investigated the role of DCs in MV transmission in DC-
T-lymphocyte co-cultures. To analyze viral transmission of DCs to T-lymphocytes we 
used the recombinant MVIC323EGFP strain. This MV strain has similar characteristics 
as its parental IC-B wild-type strain [52], but infected cells produce high amounts of 
EGFP. The concentration of EGFP in the cells is directly related to the level of virus 
replication. The entry receptor for this virus is CD150, and not CD46, similar as MV 
wild-type strains [113]. DCs were infected with rMVIC323EGFP, and subsequently co-
cultured with PHA-stimulated T-lymphocytes expressing high levels of CD150. After 
two days the infected cells were analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. MV infection 
induced the formation of large clusters, which contained multiple EGFP+ syncytia 
(Figure 3A). Most infected cells were observed in clusters, and notably long EGFP+ 
dendritic processes were observed that interconnected these clusters (Figure 3A). 
To investigate which cells were present in the clusters, either DCs or T-lymphocytes 
were stained with a red dye before infection. Staining of either cell type demonstrated 
that both infected DCs and T-lymphocytes were present in the EGFP+ clusters 
(Figure 3B), reminiscent of the in vivo infection of DCs and T-lymphocytes observed 
in lymphoid tissues of macaques [54].
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Figure 3. Dendritic cells facilitate measles virus infection of T-lymphocytes in clusters that are 
interconnected. (A–D) T-lymphocytes (2 x 105 cells), alone or in the presence of DCs (5 x 104 cells), 
were pre-incubated with mannan and infected with rMVIC323EGFP (TCID50 5 x 104 unless depicted 

otherwise) and cultured for 72 hours. (A,B) The infection was analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. The 
magnification is depicted. (B) DCs or T-lymphocytes were labeled red using the membrane dye PKH26 
prior to the experiment and infection by rMVIC323EGFP is shown by EGFP expression (green). (C,D) The 
infection of DCs and T-lymphocytes was analyzed by measuring EGFP expression by flow cytometry. 
Standard deviations represent the standard deviation of triplicates. A representative experiment out of 

two is shown.

To investigate whether DCs enhance the infection of lymphocytes, T-lymphocytes 
or DC-T-lymphocyte co-cultures were infected with different concentrations of 
rMVIC323EGFP and subsequently analyzed by flow cytometry. MV could readily 
infect activated T-lymphocytes, but addition of DCs enhanced infection two-fold 
(Figure 3C and D). To investigate the role of DC-SIGN in MV transmission in a DC-
T-lymphocyte co-culture, DCs were pre-incubated with mannan and infection was 
measured. Mannan partially prevented the increased infection of the lymphocytes 
in the DC-T-lymphocyte co-cultures, demonstrating that DC-SIGN is involved in the 
enhanced infection in the DC-T-lymphocyte co-culture, probably by increasing viral 
transmission to T-lymphocytes (Figure 3D).
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Dendritic cells transmit measles virus to T-lymphocytes independently of de 
novo virus production
To investigate whether DCs transmit MV to their target cells, DCs were incubated 
with rMVIC323EGFP for two hours, washed extensively to remove unbound virus 
and subsequently co-cultured with activated T-lymphocytes. In DC cultures without 
T-lymphocytes, low percentages of MV-infected DCs were detected, whereas in the 
DC-T-lymphocyte co-cultures large clusters of MV-infected cells and syncytia were 
observed (Figure 4A upper panels). These data strongly suggest that DCs capture 
MV and transmit the virus to T-lymphocytes independently of de novo synthesis of 
virus by infected DCs, since only a few infected DCs were observed (Figure 4A). 
This process is referred to as trans-infection. However, HIV-1 studies have shown 
that DCs can also mediate transmission of de novo synthesized HIV-1 [216]. DCs in 
the respiratory tract in situ express high levels of DC-SIGN and no or low amounts 
of CD150 (Figure 1), suggesting that DCs are not productively infected by MV. 
Therefore, we investigated whether DCs mediate trans-infection. As demonstrated, 
DCs transmit MV efficiently to T-lymphocytes in a co-culture (Figure 4A) but de 
novo synthesis in DCs cannot be excluded, since both DCs and T-lymphocytes 
are infected in the DC-T-lymphocyte co-culture (Figure 4B). To exclude de novo 
synthesis of virus in DCs, we used the fusion inhibitor peptide (FIP, 200mM) [228], 
which was added to the co-cultures 2 hours after addition of the T-lymphocytes to 
MV-infected DCs. We observed large clusters of EGFP+ cells in the presence of 
FIP (Figure 4A). FIP prevents fusion of MV with cell membranes and of membranes 
of MV-infected cells with those of neighboring cells. Therefore FIP blocks infection 
and syncytium formation [229]. Thus, T-lymphocytes expressing EGFP must have 
been infected during the 2 hours co-cultivation with MV-infected DCs before FIP was 
added (Figure 4B). This is a time frame that excludes de novo synthesis of MV by the 
DCs. In contrast to the condition without FIP, no syncytium formation was observed 
in DCs and T-lymphocytes cultured in the presence of FIP, confirming that FIP indeed 
prevented fusion. Moreover, incubation of DCs with different concentrations of MV 
demonstrated that T-lymphocytes were the major MV-infected cell population in the 
DC-T-lymphocyte co-culture (Figure 4C), demonstrating that DCs mediate trans-
infection. To determine the efficiency of the trans-infection, the absolute number of 
infected cells was calculated (Figure 4D). A 6-fold higher number of T-lymphocytes 
compared to DCs were infected in the co-cultures. This demonstrates that trans-
infection of T-lymphocytes by DC-bound MV is more efficient than cis-infection of 
DCs. Thus, DCs efficiently mediate transmission of MV to T-lymphocytes, and this 
process primarily occurs independently of de novo synthesis of MV.

Measles virus trans-infection of T-lymphocytes by dendritic cells is dependent 
on DC-SIGN, but not CD150
DC-SIGN and CD150 are both important for binding of MV to DCs and subsequent 
infection. Indeed, MV-infection of DCs is inhibited by antibodies against CD150 and 
DC-SIGN, as well as by mannan (Figure 5A) [132]. MV transmission by de novo 
synthesis of MV particles depends on infection of DCs and therefore these data 
suggest that transmission through de novo synthesis of virus is dependent on both 
CD150 and DC-SIGN.
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Figure 4. Dendritic cells mediate viral transmission of measles virus independently of de novo virus 
production. (A–D) DCs (5 x 104 cells) were incubated with rMVIC323EGFP (5 x 104 TCID50, unless 

depicted otherwise) and after 2 hours the cells were extensively washed. T-lymphocytes (2 x 105 cells) 
were added and if indicated the fusion inhibitory peptide (FIP) was added after 2 hours. After 72 hours 
the infection was analyzed by (A) fluorescence microscopy and (B–D) flow cytometry. (A) The cultures 

are depicted as an overlay of EGFP and brightfield. (B,C) The cells were harvested, washed and stained 
for CD3 and DC-SIGN. EGFP expression was measured by flow cytometry. (B) The percentage gated 
is depicted in the regions or quadrants. (C) Transmission of different concentrations of rMVIC323EGFP is 
analyzed. (D) The absolute numbers of EGFP+ DCs and T-lymphocytes in the analyzed samples were 

calculated and depicted. Error bars represent the standard deviation of triplicates. A representative 
donor out of seven is shown.

To investigate whether DC-SIGN is involved in MV trans-infection of T-lymphocytes, 
DCs were pre-treated with mannan or antibodies against DC-SIGN and transmission 
was measured in the presence of FIP. In all donors, both mannan and antibodies 
against DC-SIGN inhibited trans-infection (Figure 5B), although donor variations 
were observed. Direct infection of T-lymphocytes after pre-treatment with the blocking 
agents demonstrated that these compounds do not interfere with the infection of the 
target cells (Figure 5B). Allogeneic DCs induce T-lymphocyte activation and as such 
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might increase CD150 expression and subsequently MV infection of T-lymphocytes. 
Therefore, we used autologous T-lymphocytes for donors #5–7. In this setting, 
trans-infection was also observed and was dependent on DC-SIGN (Figure 5B), 
indicating that trans-infection is independent of T-lymphocyte activation. To analyze 
whether these differences were significantly different throughout the donors, data 
were normalized to the medium condition (Figure 5C), demonstrating that DC-SIGN 
is important for transmission of MV from DCs to T-lymphocytes (Figure 5C). Since 
CD150 is important for MV binding to DCs and subsequent infection, we investigated 
whether this receptor is also important for trans-infection of T-lymphocytes. Strikingly, 
antibodies against CD150 did not block the trans-infection and even slightly 
increased the transfer to T-lymphocytes (Figure 5D). These results demonstrate that 
DC-SIGN mediates both DC infection in cis and trans-infection, whereas CD150 is 
only involved in infection, and thus CD150 and DC-SIGN have distinct roles in MV 
transmission by DCs to T-lymphocytes.

Figure 5. Trans-infection of measles virus by dendritic cells 
is dependent on DC-SIGN, but not on CD150. (A–D) DCs (5 
x 104 cells) or (B) T-lymphocytes from different donors were 

pre-incubated with mannan, anti-DC-SIGN or anti-CD150 (for 
donor #1 and #2), before incubation with rMVIC323EGFP (5 x 104 
TCID50). (A) The cells were cultured in the presence of FIP for 

3 days and analyzed by flow cytometry. (B–D) After 2 hours the 
cells were washed and T-lymphocytes (2 x 105 cells) were added. 
For donor #5 – 7 autologous T-lymphocytes were used as target 
cells. The fusion inhibitory peptide (FIP) was added after 2 hours. 
After 72 hours the cultures were analyzed by flow cytometry. (B) 
Transmission by different donors of DCs is depicted. As a control 
for the specificity of mannan and anti-DC-SIGN T-lymphocytes 
were pre-treated and directly infected. Error bars represent the 
standard deviation of triplicates. (C) The results of the different 
donors in (B) (#1 – 7) were normalized to the medium control 
to determine the statistical differences by ANOVA. Error bars 
represent the standard deviation of the mean of the different 

donors, *** = p < 0,01 versus the medium control.

DCs transmit MV to both CD4+ and CD8+ T-lymphocytes
In peripheral blood of experimentally infected macaques, MV infection of both CD4+ 
and CD8+ T-lymphocytes was observed [54]. Therefore we investigated whether 
DCs mediate transmission of MV to both T-lymphocyte subsets in vitro. CD4+ and 
CD8+ T-lymphocytes were purified from PHA-stimulated human peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells (PBMCs), and both expressed high levels of CD150 (Figure 6A). 
DCs were infected with rMVIC323EGFP, and after extensive washing, co-cultured 
with either CD4+ or CD8+ T-lymphocytes. In both co-cultures, EGFP expression 
was observed in large clusters containing EGFP+ syncytia, demonstrating that 
DCs mediate transmission to both T-lymphocyte subsets (Figure 6B). To measure 
whether DCs mediate trans-infection, FIP was added two hours after addition of the 
T-lymphocytes to the MV-infected DCs. Trans-infection to both subsets is efficient 
and mediated by DC-SIGN, since pre-treatment of DCs with mannan inhibited 
infection of T-lymphocytes in both cultures (Figure 6C). Thus, DCs transmit MV to 
both CD4+ and CD8+ T-lymphocytes.
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Discussion
Two hallmarks of measles are that the virus is highly contagious and infection results 
in strong MV-specific cellular immune responses. Both viral transmission and antigen 
presentation should therefore occur through efficient and robust processes. Since 
DCs are professional APCs and have been demonstrated to mediate transmission 
of several viruses, we have investigated the role of DCs in both processes for 
measles. Here we have shown that a subset of DCs, the DC-SIGN+ DCs, mediates 
both transmission and antigen presentation of MV to T-lymphocytes. The receptors 
DC-SIGN and CD150 are both involved in DC infection and antigen presentation, 
whereas only DC-SIGN is involved in MV trans-infection of T-lymphocytes.

Figure 6. Dendritic cells mediate transmission 
of measles virus to both CD4+ and CD8+ 

T-lymphocytes. (A) PBMCs were activated for 
three days, and the cells were enriched for 

CD4+ T-lymphocytes or CD8+ T-lymphocytes. 
T-lymphocytes and DCs are stained for the 
expression of CD150 and analyzed by flow 

cytometry. Open histograms represent isotype-
control and filled histogram the specific antibody 

staining. The mean of the specific staining is 
depicted. (B,C) DCs (5 x 104 cells) were pre-

incubated with mannan before incubation with 
rMVIC323EGFP (5 x 104 TCID50). After 2 hours 

the cells were washed and cultured in the 
presence of the CD4+ or CD8+ T-lymphocytes 
for three days. (B) The cultures were analyzed 
by fluorescence microscopy and pictures were 

made at a magnification of 200x. (C) The 
fusion inhibitory peptide (FIP) was added after 
2 hours. The cells were harvested and EGFP 
expression was measured by flow cytometry. 
Standard deviations represent the standard 

deviation of triplicates. A representative 
experiment out of two is shown.

DC-SIGN+ DCs have previously been identified in several subepithelial and lymphoid 
tissues [135,223]. Here, we have identified DC-SIGN+ DCs in the sub-epithelial tissues 
of the human mouth, pharynx, trachea and bronchi, and the presence of scattered 
DC-SIGN+ cells in the lung. CD150 is expressed on in vitro cultured macrophages 
and DCs and is increased upon maturation [119,226,230]. However, CD150 was 
previously not detected on immature DCs in skin and lung in situ [120] and we could 
not detect CD150 on DC-SIGN+ DCs in respiratory epithelia, suggesting that these 
DCs are not susceptible to MV infection and DCs capture MV through DC-SIGN. 
However, expression of low levels of CD150 that might support MV infection cannot 
be excluded using immunofluorescence microscopy. DC-SIGN strongly enhances 
infection of DCs through CD150 [132], and therefore low levels of CD150 might be 
enough for efficient infection of DCs.
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Different mechanisms are involved in virus transmission by DC-SIGN, since HIV-1 
capture by DC-SIGN can result both in cis- and trans-infection [135,231]. However, 
DC-SIGN binding of HIV-1 also leads to virus degradation and presentation in the 
context of MHC [135,231–233]. Interestingly, we observed that both DC-SIGN and 
CD150 are involved in MV processing and presentation of MV-derived peptides to 
the MV-specific CD4+ T-cell clone GRIM99. B cells are able to present MV antigens to 
T cells [234]. B-LCL express high levels of CD150, but no DC-SIGN and MV capture 
leads to virus degradation and presentation of MV peptides to the autologous CD4+ 
T-cell clone and this was previously demonstrated to be dependent on endocytosis 
[234]. Notably, DCs were more efficient in antigen processing and presentation than 
the autologous B-LCL and antibodies against DC-SIGN inhibited antigen presentation 
to a larger extent than antibodies against CD150. Thus, although both DC-SIGN and 
CD150 are involved, DC-SIGN is more important for antigen presentation of MV by 
DCs.

MV is a highly contagious virus [16] suggesting that it has a very efficient entry into 
the respiratory tissues. However, the number of CD150+ target cells in the respiratory 
tract is low, suggesting that these are not the first targets for MV at the site of entry. In 
contrast, the tissue is lined with DC-SIGN+ DCs and these DCs are better candidates 
since DC-SIGN+ DCs efficiently capture MV and mediate transmission of MV to 
T-lymphocytes in vitro. MV transmission to non-stimulated lymphocytes by DCs was 
inefficient (data not shown), which is in line with a previous report that demonstrated 
that transmission of MV from DCs to T cells isolated from blood is inefficient [168]. 
This is probably due to low expression of CD150 on blood-derived lymphocytes. 
However in lymphoid tissues, where DCs migrate to, CD150 is highly expressed on 
T and B-lymphocytes and on monocytes [214,235].

Recently it was demonstrated that DCs specifically transmit HIV-1 to HIV-1-specific 
T-lymphocytes [233] suggesting that immunological synapse formation enhances 
viral transmission, due to prolonged interactions during antigen presentation and 
T cell activation. However, we did not observe differences between transmission to 
autologous- and allogeneic T-lymphocytes, suggesting that prolonged immunological 
synapse interactions occurring during allogeneic but not autologous DC-T-lymphocyte 
interactions are not necessary for MV transmission. This might be due to differences 
in infectivity between both viruses.

MV transmission can occur independently of de novo synthesis of virus in DCs 
(referred to as trans-infection). Using specific blocking antibodies, we have 
demonstrated that trans-infection is dependent on DC-SIGN but not on CD150. This 
is physiologically relevant, since DC-SIGN+ DCs in the respiratory tract express no 
or low levels of CD150, and are therefore not susceptible to MV infection. Both DC-
SIGN and CD150 are important for binding of MV to DCs [132]. However, our data 
show that binding of MV to DC-SIGN and CD150 results in different internalization 
pathways. Although both DC-SIGN and CD150 lead to virus degradation for antigen 
presentation, CD150 binding also results in viral entry, whereas only the interaction 
of DC-SIGN with MV leads to viral protection for trans-infection. Indeed, inhibition of 
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CD150 resulted in enhanced trans-infection due to less degradation or fusion and 
therefore increasing the amount of virus for the DC-SIGN-mediated transmission. 
Several donors were tested for the involvement of DC-SIGN in trans-infection of 
MV. The contribution of DC-SIGN varied between the donors, suggesting that 
another attachment receptor might play a role, such as syndecan-3 for HIV-1 [236]. 
In macaques, both CD4+ and CD8+ T-lymphocytes are infected during the viremic 
phase of measles disease [54]. It is unclear whether viral transmission can also occur 
to CD8+ T-lymphocytes. Interestingly, we observed MV transmission by DCs to both 
CD4+ and CD8+ T-lymphocytes, indicating the formation of an infectious synapse 
between DCs and CD8+ T-lymphocytes, similar to DCs and CD4+ T-lymphocytes 
[227].

During MV infection in macaques, lymphoid tissues are major sites of MV replication 
[54]. In human lymphoid tissues, CD150+ and DC-SIGN+ cells are in close contact, 
which can contribute to massive replication of MV. This is supported by our in 
vitro observations that DC-SIGN+ DCs enhance infection of T-lymphocytes in co-
cultures and MV infection is predominantly observed in the clusters of DCs and 
T-lymphocytes. Notably, long EGFP+ dendrites were frequently observed between 
clusters, suggesting that viruses spread between clusters through these dendrites. 
Although these dendrites might be a MV-specific effect, which facilitates virus spread, 
these dendritic processes might also have a physiological function in the immune 
system, such as the interchange of antigenic information. The fact that MV infection 
in DC-T-lymphocyte co-cultures was observed in clusters was highly reminiscent to 
the infectious foci that we have previously observed in tissues of infected macaques 
[54]. This pattern and enhanced infection in DC-T-lymphocyte co-cultures suggest 
that the virus is much more efficiently transmitted by direct cell-cell contact than as 
cell-free virus.

In contrast to the APCs in the peripheral tissues, the borders of the medullary 
sinuses of the lymph node contain a population of cells that express high amounts 
of both DC-SIGN and CD150. These DC-SIGN+ cells have been previously shown to 
express CD68 and lack the expression of DEC205, suggesting that these cells are 
medullary macrophages [223,224]. These cells are in contact with the lymph and 
therefore encounter tissue-derived antigens. Based on the high expression of both 
CD150 and DC-SIGN, and the fact that DC-SIGN can enhance infection in cis [132], 
it is likely that these cells become infected during measles and might contribute to 
further virus transmission.

In conclusion, these data provide us with an alternative view on how MV might 
disseminate from the site of infection to their main target cells, the lymphocytes: 
DC-SIGN+ DCs, which are abundantly present in the sub-epithelial tissues of the 
respiratory tract, capture MV and process the virus for antigen presentation, but a 
part of the virus escapes from degradation. In previous studies dendrites of sub-
epithelial DCs have been shown to pass the tight junctions of the epithelium of the 
gut and respiratory tract and sample the mucosal surfaces [237], which could result 
in efficient capture of the virus. Moreover, MV induces activation of the DC via TLRs 
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Figure S1. DC-SIGN+-dendritic cells are present in the sub-epithelial tissues of the 
respiratory tract. Cryosections of different tissues from healthy donors were stained for 
the expression of DC-SIGN (green) and CD150 (red) using specific antibodies, and for 

the nuclei using Hoechst (blue). The sections were analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. 
Representative photos with a magnification of 100× are depicted (e = epithelium; s = sub-

epithelial tissue, arrow = auto-fluorescence).
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[238], which will induce migration of DCs from the peripheral tissues to the lymphoid 
tissues. Although DCs might encounter CD150+ cells in the underlying mucosal 
tissues, the abundant expression of CD150 in lymphoid tissues strongly suggests 
lymphoid tissues as the major site of MV transmission and replication. A similar 
mechanism might play a role in spreading the virus throughout the body, even to 
privileged tissues such as the brain, and could therefore be involved in complications 
such as subacute sclerosing panencephalitis (SSPE). Moreover, during viremia, 
DCs might increase infection and tissue destruction. In the future, in vivo studies will 
be required to prove the importance of MV transmission by DCs.
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Abstract
Langerhans cells (LCs) are a subset of DCs that reside in the upper respiratory tract 
and are ideally suited to sense respiratory virus infections. Measles virus (MV) is 
a highly infectious lymphotropic and myelotropic virus that enters the host via the 
respiratory tract. Here, we show that human primary LCs are capable of capturing 
MV through the C-type lectin Langerin. Both immature and mature LCs presented 
MV-derived antigens in the context of HLA class II to MV-specific CD4+ T cells. 
Immature LCs were not susceptible to productive infection by MV and did not present 
endogenous viral antigens in the context of HLA class I. In contrast, mature LCs 
could be infected by MV and presented de novo synthesized viral antigens to MV-
specific CD8+ T cells. Notably, neither immature nor mature LCs were able to cross-
present exogenous UV-inactivated MV or MV-infected apoptotic cells. The lack of 
direct infection of immature LCs, and the inability of both immature and mature LCs 
to cross-present MV antigens, suggest that human LCs may not be directly involved 
in priming MV-specific CD8+ T cells. Immune activation of LCs seems a prerequisite 
for MV infection of LCs and subsequent CD8+ T-cell priming via the endogenous 
antigen presentation pathway.
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Introduction
DCs induce adaptive immunity by presenting antigens in the context of HLA class I 
(HLA-I) and II (HLA-II) to CD8+ and CD4+ T cells, respectively [239]. Virus-specific 
CD8+ cytotoxic T cells (CTLs) are crucial to clear viral infections and are classically 
induced by virus-infected APCs that present endogenous viral antigens in the context 
of HLA-I. However, DCs can also capture exogenous antigens and present these in 
the context of HLA-I molecules, a process referred to as cross-presentation which is 
thought to be important in both viral and tumor immunity [240,241].

It is becoming evident that different DC subsets have specialized functions in anti-
viral immunity, e.g. by inducing preferentially CD4+ or CD8+ T-cell responses or by 
inducing innate immunity against pathogens [242,243]. Langerhans cells (LCs) are 
a subset of DCs that are, in humans, characterized by expression of CD1a, the 
C-type lectin Langerin and the presence of Birbeck granules [244]. LCs reside in 
the epidermis and stratified epithelial tissues [245–247]. Recently, we have shown 
that LCs form a barrier against HIV-1; LCs capture HIV-1 through Langerin, resulting 
in internalization of HIV-1 into Birbeck granules and preventing subsequent HIV-
1 transmission [134]. However, little is known about the role of human LCs and 
Langerin in antigen presentation.

Capture of exogenous antigens by LCs leads to induction of CD4+ T-cell responses 
[248–250]. However, the ability of LCs to cross-present exogenous antigens to CD8+ 
T cells has been debated [251–254]. Klechevsky et al [249] have shown that in 
vitro-generated human LCs from either CD34+ cells or monocytes are capable of 
cross-presenting influenza-virus proteins to CD8+ T cells. However, these in vitro-
generated LCs might be different from primary immature LCs. 

Here, we have investigated the antigen capture and presentation capacity of human 
primary LCs during measles virus (MV) infection. MV is the causative agent of 
measles, which remains an important cause of morbidity and mortality in developing 
countries. MV is a lymphotropic and myelotropic virus and DCs have been implicated 
in its transmission [54,255]. MV is one of the most infectious viruses that infect 
humans and is transmitted via the respiratory route. CD150 is the primary receptor 
for wild-type MV [113], whereas the laboratory-adapted MVEdmonston also uses CD46 
as entry receptor [111]. Wild-type MV initially replicates in mononuclear cells in the 
alveolar lumen, the bronchus-associated lymphoid tissue and the regional lymph 
nodes of the respiratory tract, followed by viremia and systemic disease [54,256]. 
Although measles is associated with immune suppression, MV paradoxically 
induces a strong cellular and humoral immune response that efficiently clears the 
virus and results in lifelong immunity [109]. Human DC-SIGN+ DCs transmit MV to 
lymphocytes [132,255] and DCs have been shown to become infected by MV in vivo 
in macaques [54]. Also, LCs have been shown to be susceptible to MV infection, 
albeit after exposure to mechanical stress [257,258]. These data strongly suggest 
that different DC subsets are involved in MV dissemination, but little is known about 
the role of human LCs as professional APCs during measles.
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Here, we show that Langerin functions as an attachment receptor for MV that is 
involved in virus capture but not infection of LCs. MV binding to both immature and 
mature LCs led to processing and presentation of viral antigens to MV-specific CD4+ 
T cells. Mature LCs, in contrast to immature LCs, were infected by MV and presented 
antigens in the context of HLA-I molecules to MV-specific CD8+ T cells. Notably, 
neither immature nor mature LCs were able to cross-present viral antigens derived 
from UV-inactivated MV or MV-infected apoptotic cells to MV-specific CD8+ T cells. 
This study shows that Langerin on LCs is involved in MV capture. Notably, we show 
that primary human LCs are incapable of cross-presenting antigen from exogenous 
MV particles or MV-infected apoptotic cells. These results suggest that without prior 
activation, immature LCs do not induce CD8+ T-cell responses to MV.

Materials & Methods

Antibodies
The following antibodies were used: anti-CD150 (A12, Abd Serotec; 5C6 [217]), 
anti-Langerin (10E2, IgG1 [134]; DCGM4, Beckman Coulter; polyclonal goat, R&D 
Systems), anti-MV-F (A5047 [259]), anti HLA-DR (Q5/13) [260], anti HLA-DR1 (MEM- 
267, Genetex), rabbit anti-LAMP-1 polyclonal, anti-HLA-B27 FITC (HLA-ABC-m3, 
Abcam), anti-HLA-DQw1 (Genox 3.53, Novus Biologicals), rabbit anti-HLA-DR 
polyclonal (Santa Cruz biotechnology Inc), anti-CD1a (NA1/34, Dako Cytomation 
Denmark); anti-CD1a FITC or APC (HI149), anti-HLA-DR (Immu357), CD80 (B7-
1) and CD86 (HA5.2B7) conjugated with PE (Pharmingen), anti-CD83 PE (HB15a, 
Immunotech), goat anti-mouse IgG PO, goat anti-mouse IgG Fcg fragment (Jackson 
Immunoresearch), goat anti-mouse IgG conjugated with FITC (Zymed Laboratories), 
Alexa488-, Alexa546-, Alexa594- and Alexa633-labeled isotype-specific anti-mouse 
antibodies (Molecular probes).

Cells
All research involving human tissues were approved by the VU University Medical 
Center Medical and Academic Medical Center review board. CHO-CD150 [132], Vero-
CD150 cells [261], THP-1 and the Epstein-Barr virus-transformed B-lymphoblastic 
cell lines (BLCL-OUW, BLCL-GR, BLCL-WH, BLCL-JP) [150,219] were cultured 
as described [134,255,262]. The CD4+ T-cell clone Hd7 [263], CD4+ T-cell clone 
GRIM-F99 [150] and the CD8+ T-cell clone WH-F40 [234] were cultured as described 
before. Immature moDCs were cultured as previously described [220]. Primary LCs 
were isolated from normal healthy skin obtained from plastic surgery as described 
before [134].

Viruses
The wild-type MV strain WTF [264], the laboratory-adapted MVEdmonston, the 
recombinant pathogenic MVIC323EGFP [53] and the recombinant attenuated strain 
MVEdmonstonEGFP [265] were propagated on Vero-CD150 cells and purified by 
discontinuous sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation. Purified MV strains were UV-
inactivated (30 min, 15 W, 312 nm, 1.5 J/cm2).
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Immunofluorescence microscopy
Cryosections (7 μm) were stained with primary antibody against CD1a (10 μg/mL) 
in combination with either CD150 (10 μg/mL), Langerin (10E2, 10 μg/mL) or a buffer 
control for 18 h at 41°C as described before [255].

Langerin-binding assay
Different concentrations UV–MV WTF virions were coated onto Maxisorp plates 
(NUNC, Denmark), blocked with 5% BSA in 20 mM Tris; 150 mM NaCl; 1 mM CaCl2; 
MgCl2; pH 8 (TSA) and incubated with Jurkat-Langerin lysate (1 x 108 cells/mL). 
Langerin binding was detected with DCGM4 (10 μg/mL) followed by goat anti-mouse-
PO. Specificity was determined by pre-incubation with a saturating concentration of 
mannan (1 mg/mL).

FITC-labeled MV binding assay
Purified MVIC323EGFP and MVEdmonston were dialyzed against 0.1% formalin and 
labeled with FITC (0.1 mg/mL in 0.5 mol/L bicarbonate buffer, pH 9.5). Unbound 
FITC was removed by dialyzation against PBS. 2 x 104 THP-1 or THP-Langerin were 
pre-incubated with medium, mannan (1 mg/mL) or blocking antibodies 10E2 or 5C6, 
before incubation with MV-FITC.

MV infection
CHO, CHO-DC-SIGN and CHO-CD150 cells (1 x 105 cells) were infected with 
MVIC323EGFP or WTF (multiplicity of infection (MOI): 1). Syncytia and EGFP expression 
were analyzed 2 d post-infection using a DMIL microscope with a DFC320 camera 
(Leica Microsystems). For flow cytometry, the fusion inhibitory peptide Z-D-Phe-l-
Phe-l-Gly (FIP [228]) (0.2 mM) (Bachem) was added. After 2 d, cells were stained 
with anti-MV-F. Cells were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. Immature 
LC suspensions (10 - 20% CD1a+) and mature LCs were infected with MVIC323EGFP 
or MVEdmonstonEGFP (MOI: 1) for 3 d. LCs were stained for CD1a.

Electron microscopy
Mature LCs were incubated with DCGM4 (10 μg/mL) and fixed as described before 
[134]. Cryosections were immuno-labeled with anti-mouse antibodies (15 nm protein 
A gold label) to detect bound and internalized DCGM4 and either one of the following 
antibodies: goat anti-Langerin, anti-Lamp-1, rabbit anti-HLA-DR (10 nm protein A 
gold label) and analyzed as described before [134].

Internalization assay
Mature LCs or BLCL-OUW transfectants (2 x 105) were incubated with DCGM4 
(25 μg/mL) for internalization, washed and fixed with PFA (3% in PBS). Cells were 
permeabilized using saponine (0.1%), stained with anti-Lamp-1 (0.5 μg/mL) and 
analyzed by confocal microscopy (Leica AOBS SP2 CSLM, DMIRE2 microscope, 
PL APO 63x/NA1.30). Images were acquired using Leica confocal software (version 
2.61).
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Antigen presentation assays
Primary LCs were screened to match HLA-profiles of the T-cell clones. Monocytes 
were isolated from an HLA-DQw1/HLA-B27- matched donor. APCs (1 x 104 cells/
well) were pre-incubated with serial dilutions of DCGM4 or AZN-D1 (isotype), washed 
and co-cultured with 2 x 104 Hd7 T cells. After 24 h, IFNγ production was measured 
by ELISA (Cytoset, Biosource). HLA-matched LCs or moDCs (5 x 103 cells) were 
used as APCs in an IFNγ ELISPOT as previously described [221]. Where indicated, 
the cells were incubated with a mix of TNFα (100 ng/mL, Strathmann Biotec), poly 
I:C (10 μg/mL) and LPS (Salmonella typhosa, 100 ng/mL, Sigma). In parallel, IFNγ 
production in supernatant was measured by ELISA (Biosource International). To 
determine the contribution of Langerin, the APCs were pre-incubated with mannan 
(0.25 mg/mL), anti-Langerin (20 μg/mL), anti-CD150 (20 μg/mL) or an isotype control 
(20 μg/mL).

Flow cytometry
Flow cytometry was performed on a FACScan or FACSCalibur (BD Biosciences). 
Gating strategies were as follows: live gated on forward and sideward scatter. Where 
indicated in the text, live cells were further gated on CD1a. Finally, infection and 
binding are depicted as percentage positive cells in the current gate.

Results

Langerin is a receptor for MV but does not mediate viral entry
Langerin interacted with MV in a dose-dependent manner as measured by a soluble 
Langerin-binding ELISA (Figure 1A). This interaction is specific for the carbohydrate 
recognition domain of Langerin since binding was inhibited by mannan, which blocks 
Langerin (Figure 1A). Next, Langerin-transduced THP-1 cells (Supporting Information 
Figure 1) were incubated with FITC-labeled MVIC323EGFP and laboratory-adapted 
MVEdmonston, and binding was measured by flow cytometry. Binding of both MV strains 
to Langerin-transduced THP-1 cells was higher compared to mock-transduced cells 
and could be blocked by mannan (Figure 1B and C). Thus, Langerin is a receptor for 
both wild-type and laboratory-adapted MV strains.

Next, we investigated whether Langerin is involved in the interaction of human LCs 
with MV. Primary human mature LCs efficiently captured both MV strains, which was 
blocked by anti-Langerin and anti-CD150 to a similar extent (Figure 1D). Moreover, 
mannan reduced binding to a similar extent as anti-Langerin. Thus, primary LCs 
capture MV through both Langerin and CD150.

To investigate whether Langerin mediates fusion and viral entry, Chinese hamster 
ovary (CHO) cells were transduced with Langerin (Supporting Information Figure 
1). CHO, CHO-Langerin and CHO-CD150 cells were incubated with wild-type MV 
(WTF) or MVIC323EGFP [52]. Both viruses infected CHO-CD150 cells, but were 
unable to infect Langerin- or mock-transfected CHO cells (Figure 1E, Supporting 
Information Figure 2), demonstrating that Langerin is not an entry receptor for MV.
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Next, we investigated infection of immature and mature LCs with MVEdmonston and 
MVIC323EGFP. Mature LCs, in contrast to immature LCs, were infected by both strains 
(Figure 1F – I). Infection of mature LCs with the laboratory-adapted MVEdmonston was 
inhibited by anti-CD150 and anti-CD46, whereas the infection with the wild-type 
MVIC323EGFP was inhibited by anti-CD150 (Figure 1H and I). Anti-Langerin did not 
affect infection of LCs with either MV strain (Figure 1H and I). Thus, Langerin is a 
binding receptor for MV that is involved in MV capture but does not mediate viral 
entry.

Figure 1. Langerin is a receptor for measles virus. (A) Different concentrations of wild type MV or a 
mock control were coated and Langerin binding was detected by anti-Langerin. Mannan was used 
to determine specificity of the interaction between Langerin and MV. Data are representative of two 
independent experiments. (B–D) Langerin-transduced THP-1 cells, mock-transduced THP-1 cells 
(B,C) and primary human mature LCs (D) were incubated with FITC-labeled MVIC323EGFP (B,D) or 

Edmonston (C,D) and binding was determined by flow cytometry. Mannan (B-D), and anti-Langerin or 
anti-CD150 (D) were used to determine the specificity. Data show average ± SD and are representative 

of two independent experiments. (E) CHO, CHO-Langerin and CHO-CD150 cells were infected 
with MVIC323EGFP. Infection was assessed by syncytium formation and EGFP expression. Original 

magnification 10x. (F-I) Primary immature (F,G) or mature (H,I) LCs were infected with MVIC323EGFP 
(G,I) or MVEdmonstonEGFP (F,H). The percentages of CD1a+ EGFP+ cells are depicted. Data show average 

± SD and are representative of two independent experiments.
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LCs are abundantly present in epithelium of the upper respiratory tract
LCs have been extensively characterized in mucosal tissues involved in HIV-1 
infection [246,266], but little is known about the distribution of LCs in the respiratory 
tract where MV enters the host. We have analyzed the density and phenotype of 
LCs in the respiratory tract by staining different epithelial tissues for CD1a, Langerin 
and CD150. LCs were observed in tongue, buccal cavity, tonsil, pharynx and bronchi 
(Figure 2A; data not shown). LCs were mainly located in the epidermis and epithelia. 
Furthermore, the density of LCs was high in the upper respiratory tract and decreased 
while descending toward the lungs, where LCs were only scarcely detected (data not 
shown).

Figure 2. Human LCs are present in the upper respiratory tract and express Langerin. (A) Cryosections 
of human tissues were stained for CD1a (red), Langerin (green) and Hoechst (blue) and analyzed by 

fluorescence microscopy. The border between the epithelium/epidermis and subepithelium/dermis 
(white line), and the lumen or external environment (ex) are depicted. (B) Immature and mature LCs 

were analyzed by flow cytometry. Open histograms: isotype control; filled histograms: specific antibody. 
The data are representative for three donors.

Langerin was expressed on more than 95% of LCs in the skin and upper respiratory 
tract (Figure 2A; data not shown). In lungs a donor variation was observed, since 
LCs from one donor expressed Langerin on the cell membrane and/or intracellular, 
whereas in two other donors, 80 and 20% of the CD1a+ cells expressed Langerin (data 
not shown). Only a small population of LCs (<10%; data not shown) in both upper 
and lower respiratory tracts was positive for CD150 (Supporting Information Figure 
3, arrows), indicating that the majority of LCs in respiratory tract are CD150- and that 
immature LC are among the first cells to encounter MV in the upper respiratory tract.
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Isolation of human immature LCs from the respiratory tract is not possible on a scale 
that allows functional experiments. Therefore, we have used epidermal LCs from skin 
because these cells are immature upon isolation and express Langerin and CD1a 
but no CD150, similar to LCs observed in respiratory tract (Figure 2). The isolation 
procedure did not activate the cells since expression of co-stimulatory molecules 
CD80, CD83 and CD86 remained very low or negative, whereas expression of 
HLA-I and HLA-II was intermediate (Figure 2B). To obtain LCs with a more mature 
phenotype, epidermal sheets were cultured for two days and the emigrated LCs 
were isolated. Emigrated LCs were partially mature since these cells expressed 
CD150 and high levels co-stimulatory molecules as well as HLA-I and II molecules 
(Figure 2B). Furthermore, Langerin expression was lower on emigrant LCs, which 
further highlights the more mature phenotype compared to isolated immature LCs. 
Throughout this paper we will refer to emigrant LCs as mature LCs, and to isolated 
LCs as immature LCs.

Antibodies to Langerin are internalized and presented in the context of HLA-II
We next investigated the internalization pathway of human Langerin by using an 
antibody against Langerin to exclude the involvement of other receptors. Human 
Epstein–Barr virus-transformed B-lymphoblastic cell line (BLCL)-OUW expressing 
Langerin (Supporting Information Figure 1) or mature primary human LCs were 
pulsed with a murine IgG1 monoclonal antibody specific for Langerin for 1h at 37°C. 
The antibody against Langerin was internalized and co-localized with the lysosomal 
marker Lamp-1 (Figure 3A). Immuno-electron-microscopic analysis showed that the 
anti-Langerin antibody was internalized into Birbeck granules (Figure 3B) and the 
internalized antibody co-localized with a polyclonal antibody used to detect Langerin, 
suggesting that the internalized antibody was still attached to Langerin (Figure 3B). 
A part of the internalized anti-Langerin antibody was observed in vesicles that were 
positive for Lamp-1 and/or HLA-DR (Figure 3C and D). Moreover, the internalized 
antibody was also detected in multi-vesicular bodies (Figure 3C and D, arrows) and 
incidentally in multi-laminar bodies (Figure 3D, complete left), which co-localized 
with HLA-DR (Figure 3D). These data suggest that Langerin-captured antigens are 
internalized into Birbeck granules and are at least partly targeted to the lysosomes, 
where antigen processing can occur.

We investigated whether the antibodies against human Langerin are processed and 
presented in the context of HLA-II molecules to CD4+ T cells. We used the CD4+ 
T-cell clone Hd7 that recognizes a peptide derived from murine IgG1 presented in 
a HLA-DR1-restricted manner [263]. Both HLA-DR1-matched primary mature LCs 
and the Langerin-expressing B-cell line were pulsed with an anti-Langerin antibody 
or an isotype control antibody. Next, the cells were co-cultured with the CD4+ T-cell 
clone and IFNγ production was measured to determine T-cell activation [263]. BLCL-
OUW cells expressing Langerin incubated with the anti-Langerin antibody-induced 
T-cell proliferation that was neither observed with mock-transduced cells nor with 
the isotype control antibody (Figure 3E). Primary LCs targeted with the anti-Langerin 
antibody-induced T-cell proliferation in a dose-dependent matter, which resulted from 
Langerin-mediated trafficking, since incubation with the isotype control antibody did 
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Figure 3. Langerin antibodies are internalized into Birbeck granules, Lamp-1+ and HLA-DR+ vesicles, 
and are presented in the context of HLA-II. (A) BLCL-OUW-Langerin cells and mature LCs were stained 

with anti-Langerin (green) and anti-Lamp-1 (blue) for confocal microscopy. Representative for two 
independent experiments, original magnification 63×. (B–D) Mature LCs were incubated with DCGM4. 
The internalized antibodies were detected using immuno-gold-labeling antibody (15 nm). Cells were 

stained with goat-anti-Langerin (B), Lamp-1 (C) or HLA-DR (D) and detected using immuno-gold-
labeling (10 nm) for electron microscopy. Inlays: co-localization of 10 and 15  nm gold-labeling. Arrows: 

Birbeck granules (B), multi-vesicular bodies (C,D). (E) BLCL-OUW, BLCL-OUW-Langerin or mature LCs 
were incubated with DCGM4 or an isotype control and IFNγ production of the co-cultured CD4+ HD7 T 

cells was measured. Data are representative of three independent experiments.
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Figure 4. Human LCs process MV for antigen presentation to an HLA-II-restricted MV-specific CD4+ 
T-cell clone. Immature LCs, mature LCs or DCs were incubated with MV-UV. (A,B) Activation of the 
co-cultured CD4+ T-cell clone GRIM-F99 was measured by ELISPOT. (A) Representative for three 

experiments. (B) Data represent average±SD of duplicates. (C,D) Immature LCs were pre-incubated 
with (C) medium (♦) or mannan (□), or (D) with anti-CD150, anti-Langerin, or mannan. Production of 
IFNγ was determined by ELISA. Data represent average ± SD of duplicates. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, 

tested by one-way ANOVA. ND: not detectable.
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not result in T-cell clone activation (Figure 3E). Thus, antigens targeted to Langerin 
expressed by primary human LCs are processed and presented in the context of 
HLA-II to CD4+ T cells.

MV captured by LCs results in HLA-II-restricted antigen presentation
We investigated whether binding of MV by LCs results in antigen presentation to 
MV-specific CD4+ T cells using the CD4+ T-cell clone GRIM-F99 that recognizes a 
peptide derived from the MV envelope glycoprotein F in the context of HLA-DQw1 
[150,234]. Activation of the T-cell clone GRIM-F99 does not require full co-stimulation. 
Human LCs expressing HLA-DQw1 were pulsed with UV-inactivated Edmonston MV 
(MV-UV) and co-cultured with the MV-specific CD4+ T cells. Immature LCs directly 
isolated from skin were compared with mature LCs that had migrated out of the skin 
(Figure 2B). Both immature and mature LCs stimulated the MV-F-specific CD4+ T-cell 
clone GRIM-F99 in a dose-dependent manner at comparable levels as monocyte-
derived DCs (moDCs, Figure 4A and B). The CD4+ T-cell clone alone did not produce 
IFNγ. Activation of the T-cell clone was comparable for both immature and mature 
LCs, which might be because activation of the T-cell clone is less dependent on co-
stimulation of naive T cells. We observed for different donors that mannan partially 
inhibited antigen presentation of MV-derived peptides to the CD4+ T-cell clone 
(Figure 4C). Antibodies against Langerin inhibited antigen presentation to a similar 
extent as mannan, whereas the combination of antibodies against Langerin and 
mannan did not result in more inhibition than the inhibitors alone (Figure 4D). These 
data confirm that Langerin is the only C-type lectin involved in MV capture on LCs. 
CD150 inhibition did not affect antigen presentation of MV, which is supported by the 
lack of CD150 expression on immature LCs (Figure 2B). Other receptors or uptake 
mechanisms might also be involved since the inhibition with Langerin inhibitors was 
partial. These data demonstrate that human LCs capture MV resulting in efficient 
antigen processing and presentation in the context of HLA-II molecules, which is 
partially dependent on Langerin.

LCs do not cross-present MV antigens
Immature LCs, in contrast to mature LCs, were not efficiently infected by MV (Figure 
1F – I). We have used the MV-specific CD8+ T-cell clone WH-F40 that recognizes 
a peptide derived from the MV envelope glycoprotein F in the context of HLA-B27, 
to investigate the potential of LCs for HLA-I-restricted antigen presentation. HLA-
B27+-typed immature LCs, mature LCs and moDCs were incubated with infectious 
MV or with the minimal 9-amino acid MV peptide. Next, the MV-F-specific CD8+ 
T-cell clone was added and T-cell activation was measured [148]. All peptide-loaded 
DCs and LCs were able to induce IFNγ production by the MV-specific CD8+ T-cell 
clone (Figure 5A and B), demonstrating that the expression of HLA-B27 and/or co-
stimulatory molecules was sufficient in all three DC subsets. However, immature LCs 
did not activate the CD8+ T-cell clone upon incubation with infectious MV, whereas 
moDCs and mature LCs both activated the CD8+ T-cell clone (Figure 5A and B). 
These data suggest that immature LCs do not present MV antigens to CD8+ T cells 
because these cells are not productively infected by MV.
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To address the potential of LCs for cross-presentation, we tested all the three DC 
subsets for activation of the MV-specific CD8+ human T-cell clone after incubation 
with UV-inactivated MV. Inactivation was complete since the UV-inactivated viruses 
were not able to infect susceptible cells (data not shown). Under these conditions, 
moDCs reproducibly showed a dose-dependent potential for cross-presentation, 
which was enhanced when moDCs were matured by a maturation cytokine cocktail 
(Figure 5C). In contrast to moDCs, neither immature nor mature LCs were capable 
of activating MV-specific CD8+ T cells after incubation with different concentrations 
of UV-inactivated MV. Repeated antigen pulse over several days or activation with a 
maturation cocktail also failed to induce cross-presentation by LCs (Figure 5C; data 
not shown). These results demonstrate that antigen cross-presentation of cell-free 
MV by human primary LCs is inefficient and independent of activation state.

Figure 5. Human LCs are incapable of cross-presenting MV antigens to an HLA-I-restricted MV-specific 
CD8+ T-cell clone. (A–D) Immature LCs, mature LCs or DCs were incubated with MV Edmonston or 

a minimal-peptide (B), MV-UV (C) or MV-infected HLA-mismatched BLCL-JP (D) and activation of the 
co-cultured CD8+ T-cell clone WH-F40 was measured by ELISPOT. In (C,D) APCs were incubated with 
maturation stimuli (TNFα, poly I:C and LPS) together with addition of the antigen. (A) Representative 

for two independent experiments. (B–D) Data are representative for two independent experiments and 
depict average ± SD of duplicates.
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Apoptotic virus-infected cells might be an important source for MV antigens in vivo. 
Therefore, we investigated cross-presentation of MV antigens derived from MV-
infected cells by incubating the different DC subsets with UV-inactivated MV-infected 
BLCL-JP. The HLA-I type of the BLCL-JP was mismatched with the MV-specific 
T-cell clone to exclude antigen presentation by this MV-infected BLCL. Similar to that 
observed with cell-free virus particles, neither immature nor mature LCs were able 
to cross-present MV-derived peptides to the CD8+ T cells when incubated with MV-
infected apoptotic cells (Figure 5D). In contrast, moDCs efficiently cross-presented 
MV antigens derived from infected apoptotic cells to the specific CD8+ T-cell clone 
in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 5D). Further activation of LCs by maturation 
stimuli did not induce cross-presentation. In summary, both immature and mature 
human primary LCs were incapable of cross-presentation of exogenous MV particles 
or MV-infected apoptotic cells to specific CD8+ T cells.

Discussion
Different DC subsets can have distinct functions and therefore might differ in their 
antigen presentation capacity. Here, we have investigated the function of human 
LCs in MV infection and their ability to present MV-derived antigens to CD4+ and 
CD8+ T cells. We have identified Langerin as a binding receptor for MV on LCs 
that is involved in antigen presentation of MV-derived antigens to CD4+ T cells. 
Immature LCs were not infected by MV and did not present viral antigens in the 
context of HLA-I. In contrast, mature LCs were productively infected, resulting in 
activation of MV- specific CD8+ T cells by presentation of peptides derived from de 
novo synthesized MV proteins via the classical class I antigen presentation route. 
However, neither immature nor mature LCs were able to cross-present exogenous 
UV-inactivated MV particles or apoptotic MV-infected cells to CD8+ T cells. These 
data suggest that primary human LCs are not efficient in activating CD8+ T cells 
required for anti-viral immunity. Induction of naive HLA-I- restricted T-cell responses 
is therefore more likely to be mediated by other DC subsets.

MV is transmitted via the respiratory route, and thus the initial targets must be 
present in or on respiratory mucosal surfaces. LCs that express the C-type lectin 
Langerin are abundantly present in the epithelium of the upper respiratory tract. Our 
data show that Langerin is an attachment receptor for MV on LCs. Viruses captured 
by Langerin, but not CD150, on immature LCs are processed and presented to 
CD4+ T cells. This is not specific to MV, because antibodies targeted to Langerin 
are also presented to CD4+ T cells. Since Langerin is also an attachment receptor 
for HIV-1 [134], Herpes Simplex Virus-2 [267] and fungi [268], our data support a 
role for Langerin as a pathogen receptor. The MV envelope glycoproteins F and 
H contain high mannose structures [269] that are likely recognized by Langerin, 
similarly as shown for C-type lectin DC-SIGN [132]. This is further supported by the 
high similarity between the folding of the carbohydrate-binding domain of Langerin 
and DC-SIGN [270].

The fate of pathogens interacting with Langerin on LCs is not clear. Langerin 
recycles between the plasma membrane and early endosomes and is associated 
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with Birbeck granules [244]. Langerin internalizes HIV-1 [134] and Langerin-
antibodies into Birbeck granules [247]. In contrast to previous observations [247], we 
observed that internalized antibodies are routed into Lamp-1+ and HLA-II+ vesicles. 
The importance of Langerin in routing antigens to the HLA-II presentation pathway is 
supported by our data showing that both anti-Langerin and MV captured by Langerin 
are processed and presented to CD4+ T cells. Anti-Langerin as well as mannan partly 
inhibited presentation of MV antigens by HLA-II, suggesting that other receptors or 
other uptake mechanisms also contribute to antigen uptake. Our data suggest that 
pathogens captured by Langerin are processed for priming of CD4+ T cells.

Classically, exogenous antigens are presented in the context of HLA-II, whereas 
endogenous-derived peptides are presented in the context of HLA-I molecules. 
However, several DC subsets have the capacity to cross-present exogenous antigens 
in the context of HLA-I molecules [240], a process that is relevant in infection by 
viruses that circumvent the classical HLA-I processing pathways. Murine myeloid 
DCs cross-present viral antigens and induce anti-viral CD8+ T cells [271]. Murine LCs 
were reported to cross-present antigens [254] although a role for Langerin+ dermal 
DCs was not excluded. More recently, in vivo studies indicate that murine Langerin+ 
dermal DCs, but not LCs, are responsible for the induction of CD8+ T-cell responses 
[272,273]. Our data show that human primary LCs cannot cross-present UV-
inactivated MV and MV-infected apoptotic cells in vitro. Immature moDCs efficiently 
cross-presented UV-inactivated MV and infected apoptotic cells. In contrast, 
immature LCs were not able to cross-present exogenous-derived antigens to MV-
specific CD8+ T cells. The inability to cross-present MV antigens was independent of 
activation state of LCs, since neither immature nor mature LCs were able to cross-
present MV antigens despite stimulation with a maturation cocktail. In a previous 
study, in vitro-generated human LCs were shown to cross-present an influenza-
virus matrix protein to CD8+ T cells [249]. The difference between both studies might 
be due to the origin of LCs. We have isolated primary LCs from epidermal sheets 
whereas Klechevsky et al used in vitro-generated monocyte- or CD34+-derived LCs. 
It cannot be excluded that these in vitro-generated LCs differ from primary LCs in 
their antigen presentation pathways. Furthermore, cross-presentation by LCs might 
also depend on the uptake route: here, we used complete viruses and virus-infected 
cells that were internalized through receptors such as Langerin and CD150, whereas 
soluble proteins might be taken up via other routes. Further studies are required to 
investigate whether the inability of primary LCs to cross-present MV is a general 
phenotype, or specific for MV.

Our data show that immature LCs were not susceptible to MV infection whereas 
mature LCs were. Previously, immature LCs were found susceptible for MV [257], 
but they might have been more activated as others showed that mechanical stress 
facilitates LC activation and MV infection [258]. Therefore, differences in activation 
status of LCs determine susceptibility to MV.

MV infection has been shown to affect DC function; MV-infected DCs are unable to 
stimulate a mixed lymphocyte reaction and can induce lymphocyte unresponsiveness 
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through expression of MV glycoproteins [274,275]. Therefore, it is possible that MV 
interferes with the cross-presentation antigen-processing pathway of primary LCs. 
However, no MV replication could occur because the virus was UV-inactivated. 
Moreover, moDCs were able to cross-present to CD8+ T cells after uptake of both MV 
and MV-infected apoptotic cells. Furthermore, MV-infected mature LCs are capable 
of presenting endogenous MV antigens in the context of HLA-I molecules. Taken 
together these results strongly suggest that capture of MV by primary LCs results 
in presentation of antigens in the context of HLA-II molecules, but does not lead to 
cross-presentation of MV to CD8+ T cells.

Different studies have suggested a balance between efficient targeting of antigens 
for presentation in HLA-I or HLA-II [242,251,276]. Langerin internalizes antigens into 
Birbeck granules that might prevent antigens from entering the cross-presentation 
route or prevent triggering of pattern recognition receptors that could be required 
for cross-presentation [277]. However, we did not observe cross-presentation after 
activating LCs using different TLR ligands or other maturation stimuli.

In conclusion, our data suggest that LCs have a specialized function in MV infection; 
LCs are refractory to MV infection and do not induce MV-specific CD8+ T cells. 
These data suggest that other DC subsets are responsible for inducing CD8+ 
T-cell responses during MV infection. The finding that LCs are incapable of cross-
presentation of MV in vitro might have implications for vaccine development where 
LCs are targeted to induce efficient CD8+ T-cell responses.
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Supporting information figure 
1. Expression profiles of cell lines 

used. (A–C) Cells were analyzed for 
the expression of several markers 

by staining with antibodies and 
analysis by flow cytometry. Open 

histograms represent isotype control 
staining; filled histograms represent 
specific antibody staining. The data 

are representative at least two 
experiments.
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Supporting information figure 2. Langerin is not an entry receptor for measles virus. Parental CHO, 
CHO-Langerin and CHO-CD150 were infected with MV-WTF. After 48 h infection was detected by 

staining for envelope glycoprotein F by flow cytometry.

Supporting information figure 3. CD150 and CD1a staining of respiratory tissue. 
Cryosections of different human tissues were stained for LC-marker CD1a (green) and 

CD150 (red). Nuclei were stained using Hoechst (blue). Sections were analyzed by 
fluorescence microscopy. The border between the epithelium/epidermis and subepithelium 
/ dermis (white line), the site of the lumen or external environment (ex) and CD150+ cells 

(arrows) are depicted. Background staining is present in the lungs and bronchi, probably due 
to auto-fluorescent mucus. Representative pictures are depicted.
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Abstract
Measles virus (MV) is highly infectious, and has long been thought to enter the host 
by infecting epithelial cells of the respiratory tract. However, epithelial cells do not 
express signaling lymphocyte activation molecule (CD150), which is the high-affinity 
cellular receptor for wild-type MV strains. We have generated a new recombinant 
MV strain expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP), based on a wild-
type genotype B3 virus isolate from Khartoum, Sudan (KS). Cynomolgus macaques 
were infected with a high dose of rMVKSEGFP by aerosol inhalation to ensure that 
the virus could reach the full range of potential target cells throughout the entire 
respiratory tract. Animals were euthanized 2, 3, 4 or 5 days post-infection (d.p.i., n 
= 3 per time point) and infected (EGFP+) cells were identified at all four time points, 
albeit at low levels 2 and 3 d.p.i. At these earliest time points, MV-infected cells 
were exclusively detected in the lungs by fluorescence microscopy, histopathology 
and/or virus isolation from broncho-alveolar lavage cells. On 2 d.p.i., EGFP+ cells 
were phenotypically typed as large mononuclear cells present in the alveolar 
lumen or lining the alveolar epithelium. One to two days later, larger clusters of MV-
infected cells were detected in bronchus-associated lymphoid tissue (BALT) and in 
the tracheo-bronchial lymph nodes. From 4 d.p.i. onward, MV-infected cells were 
detected in peripheral blood and various lymphoid tissues. In spite of the possibility 
for the aerosolized virus to infect cells and lymphoid tissues of the upper respiratory 
tract, MV-infected cells were not detected in either the tonsils or the adenoids until 
after onset of viremia. These data strongly suggest that in our model MV entered 
the host at the alveolar level by infecting macrophages or dendritic cells, which 
traffic the virus to BALT or regional lymph nodes, resulting in local amplification and 
subsequent systemic dissemination by viremia.

Author Summary
Measles remains an important vaccine-preventable cause of morbidity and mortality 
in developing countries. The causative agent, measles virus (MV), is one of the 
most contagious viruses known. Measles has an incubation time of approximately 
two weeks, and surprisingly little is known about the early events after MV infection. 
Epithelial cells in the upper respiratory tract have long been considered as early 
target cells, but more recently alveolar macrophages (AM) and dendritic cells (DC) 
have been proposed as alternatives. We have infected cynomolgus macaques with 
a high dose of a recombinant EGFP-expressing MV strain via aerosol inhalation, 
to ensure that the virus had access to the entire respiratory tract. At 2 days post-
infection, MV-infected mononuclear cells were detectable in the alveolar lumen but 
not in the upper respiratory tract. These infected cells migrated through the bronchus-
associated lymphoid tissue to the draining tracheo-bronchial lymph node at 3 days 
post-infection. Systemic infection was initiated from this point, as observed in 
macaques euthanized 4 or 5 days post infection. Thus, even though the aerosolized 
virus had access to epithelial cells and lymphoid tissues along the entire respiratory 
tract, AM and DC in the lungs were the first cells that sustained MV replication.
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Introduction
Measles virus (MV) is one of the most contagious human viruses known, and is 
transmitted via aerosols or by direct contact with contaminated respiratory secretions. 
Clinical signs appear approximately two weeks after infection and include fever, rash, 
cough, coryza and conjunctivitis [16]. Measles is associated with a transient but 
profound immunosuppression, resulting in increased susceptibility to opportunistic 
infections. While significant progress has recently been made in global control 
programs, 164,000 deaths were still attributed to measles in 2008 [278].

It has been well established that MV infects cells via receptor-dependent fusion of 
the virion at the plasma membrane [279]. Two cellular receptors for MV have been 
identified. In 1993 the membrane cofactor protein CD46, expressed by virtually all 
nucleated human cells, was the first protein to be identified as MV receptor [110,111]. 
However, it soon became evident that only vaccine and laboratory-adapted MV 
strains were able to utilize this molecule as an entry receptor [112]. Signaling 
lymphocyte activation molecule (SLAM or CD150), a membrane glycoprotein 
expressed on subsets of immune cells, was identified as the receptor for wild-type 
MV strains in 2000 [113,114]. It is now generally accepted that pathogenic wild-
type MV strains use CD150 as high affinity cellular receptor, whereas vaccine and 
laboratory-adapted strains can use either CD46 or CD150. Distribution of CD150 
explains most, but not all aspects of measles pathogenesis and it may be possible 
that the utilization of additional low-affinity cellular receptors explains how wild-type 
viruses enter CD150- epithelial or neuronal cells [127,128,137].

Previously, we successfully infected macaques with a recombinant MV based on 
the pathogenic IC323 strain [52] that expresses enhanced green fluorescent protein 
(EGFP) from a promoter-proximal additional transcription unit (ATU); this wild-type 
recombinant virus (rMVIC323EGFP) uses CD150 but not CD46 as a cellular entry 
receptor in vitro [53]. In macaques, rMVIC323EGFP proved to be virulent and CD150-
expressing lymphocytes and dendritic cells (DC) were identified as the predominant 
target cells for MV replication [54]. In a more recent study, macaques were infected 
with a rMVIC323 that inefficiently binds CD150, showing that this virus was attenuated 
and indicating that CD150-mediated entry is indeed essential for MV to be fully 
virulent in vivo [116].

In vitro studies have demonstrated that at a high multiplicity of infection (MOI) wild-
type MV can infect cells that do not express CD150, although this process is inefficient 
and usually does not result in cell-to-cell spread or virus release [53]. However, a 
number of CD150- cell types of epithelial or neuronal origin have been identified 
in which wild-type MV infection at a low MOI results in cytopathic effects and virus 
release [127,128,137]. It is thought that entry into these CD150- cells is mediated by 
an unidentified cellular receptor for MV, which is often referred to as the epithelial cell 
receptor (epR). Even though the receptor has not been identified, epR-binding sites 
on the MV hemagglutinin protein have been mapped [127,137], and the receptor 
appears to be a protein expressed on the basolateral side of polarized epithelial 
cells associated with tight junctions [125,137,280]. In human tissues, cells within the 
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epithelium have historically been shown to be infected by wild-type MV. More recently, 
epithelial cell infection has been demonstrated with dual immunofluorescence, using 
the recombinant rMVIC323EGFP strain in non-human primates [54,125]. However, 
the limited epithelial cell infection observed predominantly occurs in the presence 
of substantial infection of lymphoid and myeloid cells, which is consistent with the 
differential expression of CD150 on these cell types.

It has been postulated that MV infection starts from the luminal side of the upper 
respiratory epithelium [16]. However, there is no direct evidence for initial MV 
infection and replication in epithelial cells. Furthermore, the absence of CD150 or 
epR on the apical side of these cells makes it highly unlikely that respiratory epithelial 
cells are an initial target for MV. However, the respiratory epithelium contains many 
other cell types besides epithelial cells. Several research groups have postulated 
new strategies for MV to enter a host, namely via direct initial infection of CD150+ 
immune cells present throughout the respiratory tract and interdigitated within 
the epithelium [54,117]. In 2006, the C-type lectin DC-SIGN was identified as an 
attachment receptor for MV [132]. In vitro DC-SIGN expressing DC could efficiently 
capture and transmit MV to CD4+ and CD8+ T-lymphocytes expressing CD150. This 
suggests a potential role for the DC as an initial target cell in vivo, where DC capture 
the virus from the luminal side of the respiratory tract and, with or without productive 
infection, transport the virus to draining lymph nodes (LN) containing many CD150+ 
cells, thereby initiating the typical systemic infection [132,255].

In the present study, we have generated a rMV based on a genotype B3 wild-type 
MV isolate from Khartoum, Sudan. The open reading frame (ORF) encoding EGFP 
was introduced into the virus genome in the promoter-proximal position within an 
ATU using a similar approach as previously described for rMVIC323EGFP [52]. In an 
attempt to identify the early target cells of MV in non-human primates, macaques 
were infected with rMVKSEGFP and sacrificed 2, 3, 4 or 5 days post-infection (d.p.i). 
Infections were performed by inhalation of a high dose of virus formulated as small-
particle size nebulized aerosol, thus exposing the entire upper and lower respiratory 
tract to the virus. MV-infected EGFP+ cells were identified at all four time points, 
albeit at low levels 2 and 3 d.p.i. Infection is initiated in large mononuclear cells in 
the alveolar lumen, most likely either AM or DC.

Materials & Methods

Ethics statement
Animals were housed and experiments were conducted in strict compliance with 
European guidelines (EU directive on animal testing 86/609/EEC) and Dutch 
legislation (Experiments on Animals Act, 1997). The protocol was approved by the 
independent animal experimentation ethical review committee DCC in Driebergen, the 
Netherlands (Erasmus MC permit number EUR1664). Animal welfare was observed 
on a daily basis, and all animal handling was performed under light anesthesia using 
a mixture of ketamine and medetomidine to minimize animal suffering. After handling 
atipamezole was administered to antagonize the effect of medetomidine.
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Generation of wild-type recombinant MV expressing EGFP
rMVKSEGFP is based on a wild-type genotype B3 virus isolated from PBMC collected in 
1997 from a severe measles case in Khartoum, Sudan [87]. The clinical isolate (MVKS) 
was passaged exclusively in CD150+ human B-LCL and was previously shown to be 
highly pathogenic in macaques [281]. Total RNA was isolated from B-LCL infected 
with MVKS and the complete consensus genomic sequence determined following 
RT-PCR (GenBank accession number HM439386). The sequences of the genomic 
termini were confirmed by 5’ RACE. A full-length cDNA which expressed the MVKS 
anti-genome (pMVKS) was constructed based on a modified pBluescript vector [282]. 
A single silent mutation was introduced into the N ORF (T1245C) to act as a genetic 
tag to distinguish recombinant virus from the clinical isolate. The full-length plasmid 
was modified further by the introduction of an ATU expressing EGFP at the promoter 
proximal position to generate pMVKSEGFP. Plasmid sequences are available on 
request. Recombinant viruses were recovered from MVA-T7-infected Vero-SLAM 
cells transfected with the full-length plasmids along with plasmids expressing MV N, 
P and L. Virus stocks were grown in B-LCL and tested negative for contamination 
with Mycoplasma species. Virus titers were determined by endpoint titration in Vero-
SLAM cells, and expressed in 50% cell culture infectious dose (CCID50).

Virus fitness of MVKS, rMVKS, rMVKSEGFP and rMVIC323EGFP was compared in a 
growth curve. Human B-LCL were infected in triplicate with MVKS, rMVKS, rMVKSEGFP 
or rMVIC323EGFP in 24-wells plates at MOI 0.1. At 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours post 
infection plates were freeze-thawed at −80°C, and cells and supernatant fluids 
were harvested. After sonification and clarification, the amounts of cell-free virus at 
different time-points were determined by endpoint titration in Vero-CD150 cells using 
ten-fold dilutions and testing eight wells per dilution, and expressed in CCID50.

Early target cell animal study
Twelve juvenile, MV-seronegative cynomolgus macaques (Macaca fascicularis) 
were housed in negatively pressurized, HEPA-filtered BSL-3 isolator cages. Animals 
were infected with rMVKSEGFP by aerosol inhalation using a pediatric face mask 
(ComfortSeal silicone mask assembly, small, Monaghan Medical Corp., Plattsburgh 
NY). Aerosol was generated using the Aerogen Aeroneb Lab nebulizer with an OnQ 
aerosol generator (kind gift of Dr. J. Fink, Aerogen) as previously described [265]. 
This nebulizer generates a small particle size aerosol (VMD 4–6 μm), which is 
deposited on epithelia throughout the entire respiratory tract upon inhalation [283]. 
A total dose of 106 CCID50 was nebulized, but we previously found that a substantial 
part of nebulized virus is lost due to inactivation during nebulization, condensation in 
the nebulizer tubing or face mask, deposition on the skin of the animals or deposition 
in the mouth followed by swallowing. We therefore estimated that the delivered dose 
was approximately 105 CCID50, of which based on previous studies approximately 
10% is expected to reach epithelia in the lungs [283]. Animals were euthanized on 2, 
3, 4 or 5 d.p.i. (n = 3 per time point).
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Necropsy
Animals were euthanized by sedation with ketamine (20 mg/kg body weight) followed 
by exsanguination. Macroscopic detection of EGFP was performed at necropsy as 
described previously [54]. Briefly, fluorescence was detected with a custom-made 
lamp containing 6 LEDs (peak emission 490 – 495 nm); emitted fluorescence was 
detected through an amber cover of a UV transilluminator used for screening DNA 
gels. Photographs were made using a Nikon D80 SLR camera. Organs were collected 
in PBS, directly processed and screened for presence of EGFP by UV microscopy. 
From here, EGFP+ samples were transferred to 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde in PBS 
(to preserve EGFP autofluorescence) or to 10% neutral buffered formalin. The left 
lung lobe was inflated as described previously [284] using a solution of 4% (w/v) 
agarose in PBS mixed 1:1 with DMEM/Ham’s F12 medium supplemented with 
L-glutamine (2 mM), 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS), penicillin 
(100 U/ml) and streptomycin (100 μg/ml). The inflated lung was allowed to solidify on 
ice, and ~1 mm slices were cut by hand. Slices were permeabilized with 0,1% (v/v) 
Triton-X100, counterstained with DAPI and directly analyzed for EGFP fluorescence 
by confocal laser scanning microscopy with a LSM700 system fitted on an Axio 
Observer Z1 inverted microscope (Zeiss). Images and videos were generated using 
Zen software.

Blood samples
Small volume blood samples were collected in Vacuette tubes containing K3EDTA 
as an anticoagulant daily after infection. White blood cells (WBC) were obtained 
by treatment of EDTA blood with red blood cell lysis buffer (Roche diagnostics, 
Penzberg, Germany) and used directly for detection of EGFP by flow cytometry. 
During necropsy blood was collected in heparin to prevent coagulation, PBMC were 
isolated by density gradient centrifugation, washed, resuspended in complete RPMI-
1640 medium (Gibco Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) supplemented with L-glutamine 
(2 mM), 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated FBS, penicillin (100 U/ml) and streptomycin (100 
μg/ml), counted using a haemocytometer and used directly for flow cytometry and 
virus isolation. Isolation of MV was performed on human B-LCL using an infectious 
center test as previously described [281]. Virus isolations were monitored by UV 
microscopy for EGFP fluorescence after co-cultivation with B-LCL for 3 – 6 days and 
results were expressed as number of virus-infected cells per 106 total cells.

Broncho-alveolar lavage
A BAL was performed post-mortem by direct infusion of 10 ml PBS into the right lung 
lobe. BAL cells were resuspended in culture medium with supplements as described 
above, counted and used directly virus isolation. Virus isolation was performed 
on B-LCL as described above. The remaining BAL cells were examined for EGFP 
expression by UV microscopy.

Throat and nose swabs
Throat and nose swabs were collected daily in transport medium (EMEM with 
Hanks’ salts, supplemented with lactalbumine enzymatic hydrolysate, penicillin, 
streptomycin, polymyxine B sulphate, nystatin, gentamicin and glycerol) and frozen 
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at -80°C. After thawing samples were vortexed, the swab was removed and the 
remaining transport medium was used for virus isolation [285]. Isolation of MV 
was performed on Vero-SLAM cells using an infectious center test as previously 
described [281]. The isolations were screened for EGFP fluorescence at day 3 and 
7 post titration and results are expressed as the number of EGFP+ wells per 96 total 
wells.

Lymphoid organs
Lymphoid organs were collected during necropsy in PBS for direct preparation of 
single cell suspensions using cell strainers with a 100 μm pore size (BD Biosciences). 
Single cell suspensions were used directly for detection of EGFP by flow cytometry. 
From a selection of lymphoid organs (retropharyngeal LN, mandibular LN, tonsil 
and tracheobronchial LN) single cell suspensions were also used for virus isolation 
on Vero-SLAM cells as described above. The isolations were screened for EGFP 
fluorescence at day 3 and 7 post titration. The axillary and tracheobronchial LN were 
also collected in RNA later (Ambion) during necropsy for virus detection by real-time 
RT-PCR.

Flow cytometry
Freshly isolated WBC, PBMC and single cell suspensions prepared from lymphoid 
organs were analyzed unstained for EGFP expression by flow cytometry. EGFP was 
detected in the FITC channel on a FACS Canto II, approximately 106 events were 
obtained per sample to allow detection of low frequent EGFP+ populations.

Immunohistochemical and immunofluorescence analysis of fixed tissues
Only lung slices which were scored positive on live UV fluorescent screening were 
processed to paraffin. At days 2 and 3, 8/49 and 16/95 slices were scored positive, 
respectively. Sections (7 μm) were cut and deparaffinized, antigen retrieval was 
performed in a pressure cooker at full power for 3 min in 0.01 M TRIS-EDTA buffer 
(pH 9.0). MV-infected cells were detected using a polyclonal rabbit antibody to EGFP 
(Invitrogen). Sections were incubated in primary antibody overnight at 4°C, and 
specific antibody-antigen binding sites were detected using an Envision-Peroxidase 
system with DAB (DAKO) as substrate. Dual labeling indirect immunofluorescence 
was performed using polyclonal rabbit anti-EGFP and monoclonal mouse antibodies 
to the macrophage/DC marker CD11c (Novocastra, clone 5D11), the T-lymphocyte 
marker CD3 (DAKO, clone F7.2.38), the B-lymphocyte marker CD20 (DAKO, clone 
L26), the epithelial cell marker cytokeratin (DAKO, clone AE1/AE3), the endothelial 
cell marker CD31 (DAKO, clone JC70A) and the macrophage marker Mac387 
(Abcam). Further dual labeling to assess the organization of epithelia and different cell 
types within BALT were carried out with a polyclonal antibody to epithelial cytokeratin 
(DAKO, Cat. No. Z0622) in combination with the above monoclonal antibodies 
to CD3, CD20 or CD11c. In all cases antigen binding sites were detected with a 
mixture of anti-mouse Alexa 568 and anti-rabbit Alexa 488 (Invitrogen). Sections 
were counterstained with DAPI hardset mounting medium (Vector). All fluorescently 
stained slides were assessed and digital fluorescent images acquired with a Leica 
DFC350 FX digital camera and processed using Leica FW4000 software.
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Results

Generation and characterization of rMVKSEGFP
MVi/Khartoum.SUD/34.97/2 (MVKS) was isolated from a measles case in Khartoum, 
Sudan in 1997 [48,87,286]. This virus was previously shown to be highly virulent 
in macaques [281]. A consensus sequence of the complete viral genome was 
derived de novo, including the 3’ and 5’ ends which were sequenced following 
rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE), and a full-length anti-genomic plasmid 
(pMVKS) was constructed (Figure 1A). The plasmid was modified by the addition of 
an ATU encoding EGFP at the promoter proximal position (Figure 1A) to generate 
pMVKSEGFP. Recombinant viruses rMVKS and rMVKSEGFP were recovered following 
transfection of Vero-SLAM cells, and were passaged exclusively on Epstein-Barr 
virus-transformed human B-lymphoblastic cells (B-LCL) (Figure 1B). Presence of a 
silent point mutation in the MV nucleocapsid (N) ORF (T1245C) acts as a genetic 
tag and its presence was confirmed by RT-PCR and sequencing of the ORF (data 
not shown). Observation of rMVKSEGFP by fluorescence microscopy revealed a high 
level of EGFP expression associated with single infected cells and multinucleated 
syncytia. Growth analysis of MVKS, rMVKS, rMVKSEGFP and rMVIC323EGFP in B-LCL 
over a period of 4 days demonstrated that the viruses reached equivalent titers 
(Figure 1C).

Figure 1. Generation and growth of rMVKSEGFP. (A) Plasmids generated after RT-PCR, cloning and 
sequencing of MV RNA isolated from MVKS-infected PBMC. pMVKS is a full-length plasmid containing 
the complete antigenome of MVKS and pMVKSEGFP was modified by the insertion of an ATU at the 
promoter proximal position containing the ORF encoding EGFP. (B) rMVKS and rMVKSEGFP were 

rescued from Vero-SLAM cells and passaged in B-LCL. Fluorescence microscopy confirmed high levels 
of EGFP expression in rMVKSEGFP-infected cells. (C) Growth curves of MVKS, rMVKS, rMVKSEGFP and 

rMVIC323EGFP in human B-LCL. Virus was harvested 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours post infection, CCID50 was 
determined in an endpoint titration test. Measurements shown are averages of triplicates ± SD. Key: 

h.p.i.: hours post infection.

Early rMVKSEGFP replication in the respiratory tract
Four groups of three cynomolgus macaques were infected with rMVKSEGFP via the 
aerosol route as described previously [265]. Throat and nose swabs were collected 
daily and virus isolations were performed to determine the MV load in these clinical 
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samples. Necropsies were performed 2, 3, 4 and 5 d.p.i. BAL cells were collected 
for virus isolation and the entire respiratory tract was screened macroscopically and 
microscopically for fluorescence by live cell UV fluorescence and confocal scanning 
laser microscopy. At 2 and 3 d.p.i., no macroscopic fluorescence was detectable, 
probably because of low levels of viral replication. No virus could be isolated from 
the nose, whereas from throat swabs virus was only isolated at 4 (2/6 animals) and 5 
(3/3 animals) d.p.i. (Figure 2A). However, MV was isolated from BAL cells as early as 
2 d.p.i. (2/3 animals) and by 3, 4 and 5 d.p.i. virus was isolated from BAL cells of all 
animals with virus loads increasing over time (Figure 2A). Microscopic detection of 
MV replication in freshly collected tissues of the respiratory tract proved that as early 
as 2 d.p.i. the virus was consistently present in the lungs of all animals (Figure 2B). 
On 2 and 3 d.p.i. single infected mononuclear cells with the appearance, size and 
typical tissue distribution of AM and/or DC were detected attached to the alveolar 
wall or inside the alveolar lumen. At these time points no MV-infected epithelial cells 
were detected in the lungs of any animal, either phenotypically, following screening 
of lung slices for EGFP+ cells or histologically, by dual staining of MV proteins 
and cytokeratin. MV-infected cells could not be detected in the nasal septum, 
nasal concha, nasal lining, trachea or primary bronchus 2 and 3 d.p.i. By 4 d.p.i. 
a fluorescent signal was detected in the nasal septum of a single animal, and by 5 
d.p.i. the nose, trachea and primary bronchus were consistently positive (Table 1).

Table 1. Dissemination of MV in tissues during early stage of infection. Numbers indicate the number 
of macaques with EGFP+ cells in this tissue (n = 3). 1LN: lymph node. 2PBMC: peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells. 3GALT: gut-associated lymphoid tissue. 4-: no EGFP+ cells detected.

Days post infection (d.p.i.)
Tissue 2 3 4 5
Lung 3 3 3 3
Tracheobronchial LN1 1 3 3 3
PBMC2 -4 - 3 3
Adenoid 1 - 3 3
Retropharyngeal LN - - 1 3
Mandibular LN - - - 3
GALT3 - - 1 3
Spleen - - 1 2
Tonsil - - 1 1
Thymus - - 1 1
Nasal septum - - 1 1
Nasal concha - - - 2
Trachea - - - 2
Inguinal LN - - - 2
Axillary LN - - - 1
Mesenteric LN - - - 1
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Figure 2. Early rMVKSEGFP replication in the respiratory tract. (A) Virus isolation performed from 
nose and throat swabs (left two panels), and from BAL cells (right panel). Each symbol represents an 
individual animal, bars indicate the geometric mean. Key: VI: virus isolation; d.p.i.: days post infection. 
(B) Live cell confocal microscopy performed on agarose-inflated lung slices from animals on 2 and 3 
d.p.i. EGFP+ cells are shown in green, DAPI was used to counter stain nuclei (blue). Three images 
were collected, labeled i, ii and iii. Panels iia and iib show infected cells in one image from different 

orientations.

Systemic rMVKSEGFP replication
Virus isolations were performed from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) 
and single cell suspensions of four lymphoid organs (retropharyngeal LN, mandibular 
LN, tonsil and tracheo-bronchial LN). RNA isolations and virus detection by RT-
PCR were performed on the axillary LN and tracheo-bronchial LN, which drain the 
arm and the lungs, respectively. Furthermore, PBMC and all lymphoid organs were 
analyzed directly by flow cytometry and UV microscopy for fluorescence. Viremia 
was detected in all animals on 4 and 5 d.p.i. but in none of the animals sampled 
2 and 3 d.p.i. (Figure 3A, left panel, and Table 1). Virus was not isolated from any 
lymphoid organ 2 d.p.i. However, by 3 d.p.i. virus was isolated from the tracheo-
bronchial LN of all animals (data not shown). RT-PCR and flow cytometry confirmed 
the early presence of MV in the tracheo-bronchial LN, but not in more distally located 
LN, for example the axillary and retropharyngeal LN (Figure 3A, right panel and 
Figure 3B). Flow cytometry confirmed that the number of EGFP+ cells increased 
over time. Virus was detected by almost all methods in multiple lymphoid organs 4 
and 5 d.p.i. by which time the MV was spreading systemically (Table 1). Macroscopic 
detection of EGFP proved possible only 4 and 5 d.p.i (Figure 3C). The tonsil of a 
single animal was positive 4 d.p.i . By 5 d.p.i. MV was detected macroscopically at 
multiple locations (adenoids, tonsil, retropharyngeal LN, trachea, tongue, tracheo-
bronchial LN) in all animals indicating widespread dissemination. Phenotyping of the 
MV-infected cells in PBMC or single cell suspensions of lymphoid tissues collected 
on 4 and 5 d.p.i. showed that these were predominantly T- or B-lymphocytes (data 
not shown).
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Figure 3. Systemic rMVKSEGFP replication. (A) MV load in PBMC 
and LN. The left panel shows virus isolations performed from PBMC, 

each symbol represents an individual animal, bars indicate the 
geometric means. The right panel shows the presence of MV genome 

in the axillary LN (crosshairs, geometric mean in blue) and in the 
tracheobronchial LN (triangles, geometric mean in red). Key: VI: virus 
isolation; RT-PCR: real-time reverse transcriptase PCR; d.p.i.: days 
post infection. (B) Detection of EGFP+ cells by flow cytometry from 

the retropharyngeal LN (left) and the tracheobronchial LN (right) on 2, 
3, 4 and 5 d.p.i. Data are shown as dot plots of FL-1 (EGFP) versus 

FL-2 (empty channel), generated with BD FACSDiva software. In these 
plots autofluorescent cells usually appear on a diagonal line as they 
cause comparable signals in both channels. The EGFP+ events were 

gated as indicated by the curvilinear line. Data of a representative 
animal are shown on each time point. Numbers of EGFP+ cells per 

million total cells are shown in each plot. (C) Representative example 
of macroscopic EGFP detection at 5 d.p.i. Arrow indicates the infected 
tonsillar tissue expressing EGFP. Key: Tg: tongue; Tn: tonsil; L: larynx.

Phenotyping of early MV-infected cells in the lungs
Early after infection MV was consistently present in the lungs. In order to characterize 
the early target cells, live agarose-inflated lung slices containing EGFP+ cells 
were formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded. Serial sections were cut and used for 
immunohistochemistry and indirect immunofluorescence to determine the precise 
location of MV infection, identify the phenotype of the infected cells and gain an 
understanding of how such “seeding” of MV infection in the lungs might lead to the 
establishment of systemic infection. At 3 d.p.i., two foci of infection were identified in 
paraffin-embedded lung sections of one of the three infected animals, interestingly 
both in BALT (Figure 4A). These BALT structures were lined by a cytokeratin-positive 
epithelial cell layer and contained numerous immune cells (Figure 4B), that stained 
positive with CD11c for AM or DC, Mac387 for macrophages, CD20 for B-lymphocytes 
and/or CD3 for T-lymphocytes. Blood vessels, identified using the endothelial cell-
specific marker CD31, were always present in BALT structures irrespective of the 
presence or absence of MV-infected cells. Since there were a limited number of foci 
of infection identified this early after infection, we were unable to quantify the levels of 
infection in different cell types. However, MV-infected B-lymphocytes, T-lymphocytes 
and DC could readily be detected by specific dual labeling at higher magnifications 
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(Figure 4C and Figure S2). Multiple foci of MV-infected cells were detected 4 and 5 
d.p.i. in the alveolar lumina and walls of all animals and the majority of these infected 
cells were CD11c+ (Figure S1), consistent with what had been observed previously 
in macaques euthanized 7 d.p.i. [265].

Figure 4. Characterization of MV infection in BALT structures. (A) H&E staining on lung slice from 
an animal euthanized on 3 d.p.i.. The number of EGFP+ foci was extremely low, the boxed area 

(Ai) is a BALT which was the only area on the section where EGFP+ cells were present. (Aii) shows 
a serial section stained with anti-GFP (black) to detect the presence of virus. (B) Indirect dual 

immunofluorescence of the infected BALT structure, showing the presence of T-lymphocytes (CD3), DC 
or macrophages (CD11c, mac387) and B-lymphocytes (CD20) within the BALT. The BALT is lined by 
a layer of cytokeratin-positive epithelial cells, and has a blood vessel with CD31+ endothelium running 

through it transversely. (C) Higher magnifications of dual immunofluorescence within the BALT indicates 
the presence of MV-infected T-lymphocytes (CD3), DC or macrophages (CD11c) and B-lymphocytes 
(CD20), Double positive cells are indicated by arrows. In panel (B) and (C), EGFP+ cells are shown in 

green, cell-type specific staining is shown in red. DAPI was used to counter stain nuclei in blue. (D) Dual 
immunofluorescence performed on uninfected BALT region. Dual labelling with cytokeratin (green) and 
CD3, CD11c or CD20 (red) showed that T-lymphocytes, B-lymphocytes and DC or macrophages are 
present in very close proximity or in direct contact with the alveolar or bronchiolar lumen (asterisks). 

Single colour images for (C) are available as supporting data (Figure S2).
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Analysis of BALT structures in the lungs of non-infected macaques indicated that 
even though cytokeratin-positive epithelial cells lined these structures, cells of 
lymphoid and myeloid origin were present both within the epithelium and in direct 
contact with the adjacent lumen. Indirect immunofluorescence identified CD11c+, 
CD3+ and CD20+ cells in direct contact with the lumen of alveoli, bronchioles or 
bronchi (Figure 4D, asterisks). This was also confirmed in virus-negative BALT 
structures from uninfected animals.

Figure 5. Dissemination of MV into the lymphoid organs via blood vessels. (A,B) H&E staining (left 
panel) and EGFP staining (right panel) on serial sections of tonsils at 4 d.p.i. (A) and 5 d.p.i. (B). 

Asterisk denote the proximity of venules to MV-infected cells. (C) Dual labeling of EGFP (green) and the 
endothelial marker CD31 (red) performed on the tonsils from animals euthanized 5 d.p.i. The left panel 

shows MV-infected cells in close proximity to CD31+ endothelial cells of venules (arrows), the right 
panel shows an MV-infected cell migrating through the wall of the venule (arrow). DAPI was used to 
counter stain nuclei in blue. Single color images for (C) are available as supporting data (Figure S2).

Early MV infection in lymphoid tissue is frequently associated with the 
presence of blood vessels
Within the infected BALT structures, MV-infected cells were readily detected in direct 
contact with or in close proximity to the endothelial wall of blood vessels. A similar 
distribution was observed in the tracheo-bronchial LN, tonsils and adenoids on 4 and 
5 d.p.i., in which MV-infected cells were mostly detected in close proximity to venules 
(Figure 5). On rare occasions, MV-infected cells with the morphology of dendritic 
cells could be seen migrating through the endothelium (Figure 5, right panel and 
Figure S2).
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Discussion
In the present study, we have generated and utilized a virulent rMV strain expressing 
EGFP, based on a wild-type genotype B3 MV isolate from Khartoum, Sudan. In 
growth curves in human B-LCL recombinant strains rMVKS and rMVKSEGFP reached 
equivalent titers, which were slightly higher than those reached by rMVIC323EGFP. 
These data suggest that the addition of EGFP into the genome had no detectable 
effect on virus fitness as determined in vitro. Pathogenesis studies performed 
with molecular clones of wild-type MV have thus far exclusively been based on 
the Japanese strain IC323 [52]. Development of a second recombinant wild-type 
MV serves to complement ongoing studies of MV pathogenesis and ensures that 
observations are not strain-specific. Expression of EGFP from a promoter-proximal 
ATU leads to significant amounts of EGFP and, interestingly in the case of MV, has 
no or only a limited effect on the virulence in vivo. This was not the case for other 
morbilliviruses, for example canine distemper virus [105]. The new recombinant 
virus rMVKSEGFP described here also proved to be virulent in cotton rats [284], and 
allowed sensitive microscopic detection of the virus in vitro, ex vivo and in vivo.

Macaques were infected with a high dose of rMVKSEGFP via the aerosol route and 
early necropsies were performed to identify the initial target organs, tissues and 
cells. The nebulizer used was similar to the type that is used in ongoing clinical trials 
of measles aerosol vaccination, organized in India by the World Health Organization. 
The nebulizer produced a volume median diameter (VMD) of 4–6 μm, allowing the 
inoculum to deposit both in the upper respiratory and lower respiratory tract, and 
reach the alveolar lumina. A high infectious dose (106 CCID50) was nebulized to 
ensure that all potential early target cells for MV infection in the respiratory tract were 
exposed to the virus. Such an approach is important in any study that aims to identify 
key cells targeted by a respiratory virus as it ensures the pathogen can access the 
broadest range of cell types and associated tissues throughout the respiratory tract. 
However, it is important to acknowledge our limited understanding of how MV is 
transmitted from human to human: in our current study we have infected animals 
with cell-free virus but transmission between humans could also involve excretion of 
cell-associated virus. Studies which examine the pathological consequences of MV 
infection in animals at later time points would greatly facilitate our understanding of 
virus transmission, both for MV and other respiratory viruses. The techniques and 
bank of tissues collected in this and other studies could be used to shed light on 
person to person transmission.

Our data strongly suggest the following sequence of events. At early time points (2 
and 3 d.p.i.), MV infected large mononuclear cells with the phenotype and location 
of AM or DC. Targeting of these cells was followed by the establishment of localized 
MV replication in close proximity, lymphoid aggregates in the lungs (BALT). These 
BALT structures contained a large number of B-cells and memory CD4+ T-cells 
[287], both cell types previously described as preferential targets for MV in lymphoid 
tissue at later time points [54]. Seeding and amplification of the infection in these 
microenvironments, which are well suited to a lymphotropic virus such as MV, is 
likely to be critical in the establishment of the infection. From the lungs, MV was 
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transported by infected cells to the draining tracheo-bronchial LN. After localized 
replication in the lungs and increased replication in the tracheo-bronchial LN, MV 
spread systemically through viremia to the majority of lymphoid organs by 4 or 5 
d.p.i. MV-infected cells were always detected in close proximity to venules within 
lymphoid organs, suggesting that these were involved in spreading the virus.

It has been stated that MV initially targets the epithelium of the upper respiratory 
tract to establish infection [16]. However, all known wild-type MV receptors are 
absent on the luminal side of respiratory epithelial cells, making their initial infection 
by MV highly unlikely. Other potential entry strategies by which MV might enter a 
susceptible host have been described in the literature. For example, the Trojan 
horse strategy that has been described for HIV-1 has also been considered for MV 
[255]. DC could capture MV from the respiratory tract using dendrites protruding 
through the epithelium and transmit virus to CD4+ and CD8+ T-lymphocytes, leading 
to infection. In vivo in the macaque model, infection of DC has indeed been described 
in submucosal tissues [54]. Furthermore, in the present study we demonstrate that 
MV was detectable in the lungs 2 d.p.i., since MV-infected cells could be both isolated 
from BAL and imaged in situ by live cell confocal scanning laser microscopy. These 
data confirm that large mononuclear cells present in the alveolar lumen or lining the 
alveolar epithelium, most likely AM and/or DC, are among the earliest cells infected 
by MV in the macaque model. Even though the IfnarKO-SLAMGe mouse model does 
not recapitulate the whole spectrum of measles pathogenesis, initial infection of AM 
and DC was also shown in this model by flow cytometry [288].

We show here that, in the respiratory tract, BALT structures were the only MV-
infected tissues at 3 d.p.i. BALT is normally lined by a continuous epithelial layer, 
making direct entry of MV unlikely. However, the epithelium of the BALT has 
previously been described to be a flattened respiratory epithelium, with common 
influx and efflux of lymphocytes, AM and DC [289]. Furthermore, the epithelium of 
BALT of many mammalian species contains M-cells [290], cells that are specialized 
for antigen uptake. In mouse models, it has been shown that BALT plays a role 
in the uptake of multiple bacteria (Pseudomonas aeruginosa [291], Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis [292]). Reoviruses have also been described to be taken up by M-cells, 
with subsequent spread to the regional lymph nodes [293]. In this study we did not 
observe antigen uptake by M-cells. Instead, we observed infected cells resembling 
AM or DC at 2 d.p.i. and suggest that they transported MV through the BALT 
epithelium into the underlying lymphoid tissue.

An alternative route for MV to enter a susceptible host would be via direct infection of 
CD150+ cells in Waldeyer’s tonsillar ring, consisting of tonsils and adenoids. Tonsils 
and adenoids are lined by CD150- epithelial cells, but at sites of damage or in tonsillar 
crypts direct infection of CD150+ cells at the luminal surface might be possible. In 
our model, tonsils and adenoids were directly exposed to a high dose of nebulized 
virus, but a consistent level of infection was only detected 4 and 5 d.p.i., when the 
infection already was systemic. Only one out of six animals had MV-infected cells 
in the adenoid 2 d.p.i. and no infection was observed in the tonsils 2 and 3 d.p.i. 
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These data suggest that MV cannot easily penetrate the epithelial layer to initiate MV 
infection of CD150+ cells in tonsillar tissue of the Waldeyer’s ring.

Following the initial infection of cells in the lung, the draining TB-LN was the first 
lymphoid organ being consistently MV-positive 3 d.p.i. Since this LN drains the lungs, 
it is most likely that MV-infected cells are transported through lymphatic vessels to 
reach the TB-LN. In the BALT and TB-LN, MV-infected cells were often detected in 
close proximity of venules. We hypothesize that MV-infected cells are transported 
through these venules into the bloodstream, from where they reach the spleen and 
other lymphoid organs, initiating the systemic infection as observed 4 and 5 d.p.i. 
The proximity of MV-infected cells to venules in the tonsils and adenoids 4 and 5 
d.p.i. substantiates this hypothesis.

In conclusion, aerosol exposure of the entire respiratory tract of macaques to a high 
dose of infectious MV leads to initial infection of mononuclear cells in the alveoli (2 
d.p.i.), followed by MV replication in BALT (3 d.p.i.). Phenotypically and based on 
location it is likely that the initial target cells in the alveoli are AM or DC. In BALT, 
T-lymphocytes, B-lymphocytes and DCs are all productively infected. CD11c+ cells 
are the major target cell population in the lungs 4 and 5 d.p.i. indicating an important 
role for AM and/or DC early in establishing the infection.
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Figure S1. CD11c+ DC and macrophages targeted in the lung at 4 and 5 d.p.i. At 4 and 5 d.p.i. the 
CD11c+ DC or macrophage population was the major cell type in the lung in which MV replicates. Dual 
labelling for EGFP (green) and CD11c (red), DAPI was used to counter stain nuclei in blue. Left panels 
show EGFP alone (green), centre panels show CD11c alone (red), right panels show overlay of EGFP 

and CD11c. The two rows are two representative examples of double positive cells as indicated by 
arrows.

Figure S2. Single color images for Figure 4C and 5C.
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Abstract
The global increase in measles vaccination has resulted in a significant reduction 
of measles mortality. The standard route of administration for the live-attenuated 
measles virus (MV) vaccine is subcutaneous injection, although alternative needle-
free routes, including aerosol delivery, are under investigation. In vitro, attenuated MV 
has a much wider tropism than clinical isolates, as it can use both CD46 and CD150 
as cellular receptors. To compare the in vivo tropism of attenuated and pathogenic 
MV, we infected cynomolgus macaques with pathogenic or attenuated recombinant 
MV expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) (strains IC323 and 
Edmonston, respectively) via the intratracheal or aerosol route. Surprisingly, viral 
loads and cellular tropism in the lungs were similar for the two viruses regardless 
of the route of administration, and CD11c+ cells were identified as the major target 
population. However, only the pathogenic MV caused significant viremia, which 
resulted in massive virus replication in B and T lymphocytes in lymphoid tissues 
and viral dissemination to the skin and the submucosa of respiratory epithelia. 
Attenuated MV was rarely detected in lymphoid tissues, and when it was, only in 
isolated infected cells. Following aerosol inhalation, attenuated MV was detected at 
early time points in the upper respiratory tract, suggesting local virus replication. This 
contrasts with pathogenic MV, which invaded the upper respiratory tract only after the 
onset of viremia. This study shows that despite in vitro differences, attenuated and 
pathogenic MV show highly similar in vivo tropism in the lungs. However, systemic 
spread of attenuated MV is restricted.
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Introduction
Measles virus (MV) is one of the most contagious human viruses and is transmitted 
via aerosols or by direct contact with contaminated respiratory secretions. Clinical 
symptoms appear approximately 2 weeks after infection and include fever, rash, 
cough, coryza, and conjunctivitis [16]. Measles is associated with immune 
suppression, resulting in increased susceptibility to opportunistic infections. While 
significant progress has been made in global control programs, 164,000 deaths 
were attributed to measles in 2008 [278].

MV was first isolated in cell culture in 1954 [172]. This Edmonston wild-type MV 
strain was passaged multiple times in primary human kidney and amnion cells and 
adapted to eggs and chicken embryo fibroblasts to produce the live-attenuated 
Edmonston-B vaccine virus [294], which was later replaced by the more attenuated 
MV strains (Edmonston-Zagreb, Moraten, and Schwarz) [295]. These vaccines have 
been shown to be safe and effective, and high coverage in two-dose regimens has 
successfully interrupted endemic MV transmission in large geographic areas [296].

For many years, laboratory-adapted MVEdmonston strains were used as the prototype 
virus and were shown to display a wide cellular tropism in vitro. The virus efficiently 
infected epithelial cells, which were considered the target cells for primary MV 
infection in vivo [297]. In 1993, the cell surface glycoprotein CD46, expressed by 
virtually all nucleated human cells, was identified as a cellular receptor for MV 
[110,111]. However, it became evident that only vaccine and laboratory-adapted 
MV strains were able to utilize this molecule as a cellular receptor [112]. CD150, a 
membrane glycoprotein expressed on subsets of lymphoid and myeloid cells, was 
identified as the receptor for wild-type MV strains in 2000 [113,214].

Experimental infections of non-human primates with the Edmonston wild-type MV 
have given variable results: initial studies reported clinical signs, including rash 
[298], but later studies suggested that these viruses were in fact attenuated [98,102]. 
It is now known that most MV strains isolated in CD150- cells are attenuated in vivo, 
whereas non-cell-culture-passaged MV or wild-type strains isolated and passaged 
in CD150+ cells retain pathogenicity [99]. We recently infected macaques with a 
recombinant MV based on the IC323 strain expressing a fluorescent protein [52,53], 
a virus that exclusively uses CD150 as a cellular receptor. This virus retained its 
pathogenicity in non-human primates, and CD150-expressing lymphocytes and 
dendritic cells (DC) were the predominant target cells for MV replication [54].

Although attenuated MV strains have been used successfully in large-scale 
vaccination campaigns, surprisingly little is known about the molecular mechanisms 
underlying this attenuation. In addition to having a wider tropism in vitro, attenuated 
MV strains have deficiencies in their capacity to antagonize innate immune 
responses [299]. Experimental infections in non-human primates demonstrated that 
attenuated MV may cause low-level viremia, although virus loads were 10- to 100-
fold lower than those observed in animals infected with pathogenic MV [98,102] and 
in some cases were undetectable [300]. However, nothing is known about the cell 
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types and tissues targeted by attenuated MV strains in vivo. This subject has gained 
importance in recent years due to activities aimed at developing alternative needle-
free routes of measles vaccination [301].

In the present study, we aimed to compare the in vivo tropism of attenuated and 
pathogenic MV using two recombinant MV strains expressing enhanced green 
fluorescent protein (EGFP): rMVrEdtEGFP, a clone of the Edmonston-tag (Edtag) virus 
[51] that contains a repaired phosphoprotein (P) gene (L. J. Rennick et al, unpublished 
data), and rMVIC323EGFP [53], which was previously used in pathogenesis studies of 
macaques [54]. rMVrEdtEGFP can use both CD46 and CD150 as cellular receptors 
in vitro, whereas rMVIC323EGFP exclusively uses CD150 as a cellular receptor. In the 
majority of previous experimental MV infections of macaques, we used intratracheal 
(i.t.) inoculation as the route of virus administration. The main advantage of this route 
is that it ensures delivery of the complete virus dose to the lungs. However, there is 
a clear disadvantage in that it does not mimic the natural route of MV transmission. 
In the present study, we compared i.t. inoculation and aerosol inhalation in order to 
overcome this limitation and better understand how the virus is able to establish a 
natural infection.

Materials & Methods

Cells and viruses
For the scope of this study, an attenuated and a pathogenic MV expressing EGFP 
were used. The attenuated MV was based on the first molecularly cloned MV strain, 
the Edtag virus [51]. The Edtag strain of MV has historically been used for in vivo 
MV studies [32,302,303]. The V protein of the Edtag strain has been shown to be 
defective in counteracting interferon (IFN) signaling pathways due to tyrosine-to-
histidine and cysteine-to-arginine substitutions at amino acid positions 110 and 
272, respectively [28,304,305]. The presence of a functional V protein is crucial for 
establishing a productive infection in vivo [304]. For this reason, the P gene of the 
recombinant Edtag virus was replaced with that of an early-passage Edmonston 
vaccine strain [306] (GenBank accession number GU327676). This gene encodes 
a V protein that is identical to that of the Moraten vaccine strain of MV, which has 
been shown to be competent for antagonizing the IFN signaling pathway [304]. 
Upon rescue, this virus was shown to have a normal V protein and stable EGFP 
expression and was designated rMVrEdtEGFP (L. J. Rennick et al, unpublished data). 
As a pathogenic MV, we used rMVIC323EGFP, the in vivo virulence of which has been 
previously validated in the macaque model [54]. Virus stocks were grown in an 
Epstein-Barr virus-transformed human B-lymphoblastic cell line (B-LCL) and tested 
negative for contamination with Mycoplasma species. Virus titers were determined 
by endpoint titration in Vero-CD150 cells and were expressed as 50% cell culture 
infectious doses (CCID50).

In vitro infection of primary human cells
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were isolated from human blood by 
density gradient centrifugation. T lymphocytes were expanded by stimulation of 
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PBMC with phytohemagglutinin (PHA-L) in the presence of interleukin 2 (IL-2) (50 IU/
ml); B lymphocytes were isolated with CD19 magnetic beads and expanded by co-
culture with gamma-irradiated murine L cells expressing human CD40L [307] in the 
presence of recombinant human IL-4 (40 IU/ml); monocytes were isolated by CD14 
magnetic-bead separation and differentiated into immature DC and macrophages. 
Immature monocyte-derived DC were obtained by culturing monocytes for 5 days 
in the presence of IL-4 (300 IU/ml) and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating 
factor (GM-CSF) (300 IU/ml), whereas to obtain macrophages, the monocytes 
were cultured in the presence GM-CSF only. Immature DC were differentiated by 
stimulation with a maturation mixture containing tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα), 
IL-6, IL-1β1, and prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), as described previously [308]. Different 
cell types were infected with either rMVrEdtEGFP (attenuated) or rMVIC323EGFP 
(pathogenic) MV at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.01 and cultured for 3 days. 
The percentages of MV-infected cells were measured by flow cytometry at 24, 48, 
and 72 h post infection (p.i.) by measuring the percentage of EGFP+ cells on a FACS 
Canto II. Measurements were performed in triplicate on cells obtained from two 
different blood donors. Prior to infection, all cell types were analyzed for expression 
of the MV receptors CD46 and CD150 by flow cytometry with appropriate isotype 
controls performed in parallel.

Ex vivo infection of macaque spleen cells
Spleens were collected from three rhesus macaques, which had been sacrificed in the 
framework of another study. The spleens were minced, and single-cell suspensions 
were prepared using cell strainers with a 100 μm pore size (BD Biosciences); 
mononuclear cells were obtained by density gradient centrifugation. The cells were 
infected with either attenuated or pathogenic MV at an MOI of 0.1 and cultured for 
4 days. Infection percentages were measured in duplicate by flow cytometry at 24, 
48, and 96 h p.i.

Animal study design
Juvenile MV-seronegative cynomolgus macaques were housed in negatively 
pressurized, HEPA-filtered biosafety level 3 (BSL-3) isolator cages. The animals 
were infected with either rMVIC323EGFP (groups A and B; n = 8) or rMVrEdtEGFP 
(groups C and D; n = 8). Within these two groups, four animals were infected with 
104 CCID50 by i.t. inoculation (groups A and C), and four animals were infected by 
aerosol inhalation (groups B and D). Aerosol was generated using the Aeroneb Lab 
nebulizer with an OnQ aerosol generator (kind gift of J. Fink, Nektar Therapeutics). 
Previous studies had shown that this combination efficiently delivers an aerosol to 
the airways of nonhuman primates, depositing over 10% of the generated aerosol 
into the lungs [283]. In order to optimize the infectious dose of virus, the virus was 
titrated on Vero-CD150 cells before and after bench nebulization. This showed an 
approximate 2-fold decrease in the amount of infectious virus (data not shown). 
Therefore, we hypothesized that exposing the macaques to a dose of 106 CCID50 
of nebulized virus corresponded to an approximate i.t. dose of 104 CCID50. This 
corrected for the limited deposition into the lungs, virus loss by nebulization, loss 
of the aerosol into the environment, aerosol deposition on the skin and eyes, and 
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aerosol that was swallowed during nebulization. All animals were euthanized on day 
7, which we estimated to be the peak of attenuated-MV replication and shortly before 
the peak of pathogenic-MV replication. This study was approved by the animal ethics 
committee and performed according to Dutch guidelines for animal experimentation.

Samples
Small-volume EDTA blood samples were collected in Vacuette tubes containing 
K3EDTA as an anticoagulant 0, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 days p.i. Plasma was separated 
from the blood by centrifugation, heat inactivated (30 min; 56°C), and stored at 
-20°C. White blood cells (WBC) were obtained by direct treatment of EDTA blood 
with red blood cell lysis buffer (Roche Diagnostics, Penzberg, Germany). WBC 
were resuspended in complete RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 
CA) supplemented with L-glutamine (2 mM), 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated fetal bovine 
serum (FBS), penicillin (100 U/ml), and streptomycin (100 μg/ml); counted using a 
hemocytometer and used directly for virus isolation and flow cytometry. PBMC were 
isolated from EDTA blood 0, 6, and 7 days p.i. by density gradient centrifugation; 
resuspended in culture medium as described above; and used for virus isolation 
and flow cytometry. A bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) was performed 6 days p.i. by 
i.t. infusion of 10 ml phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) through a flexible catheter. On 
day 7 p.i., a BAL was performed postmortem by direct infusion of 10 ml PBS into the 
right lung lobe. BAL cells were resuspended in culture medium with supplements as 
described above, counted, and used directly for virus isolation. The remaining BAL 
cells were directly analyzed for EGFP expression by UV microscopy. Throat and 
nose swabs were collected 0, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 days p.i. for both virus isolation and 
virus detection by real-time reverse transcription (RT)-PCR [285].

Virus detection
Isolation of MV was performed on human B-LCL using an infectious-center test as 
previously described [281]. Virus isolations were monitored by UV microscopy for 
EGFP fluorescence after co-cultivation with B-LCL for 3 to 6 days. The results are 
expressed as the number of virus-infected cells per 106 total cells. Real-time RT-
PCR on throat and nose swabs was performed as described previously [285].

Macroscopic detection of EGFP fluorescence
Macroscopic detection of EGFP was performed as described previously [54]. Briefly, 
fluorescence was detected with a custom-made lamp containing 6 LEDs (peak 
emission, 490 to 495 nm); the emitted fluorescence was detected through an amber 
cover of a UV transilluminator used for screening DNA gels. Photographs were made 
using a Nikon D80 SLR camera.

Necropsies
Animals were euthanized by sedation with ketamine (20 mg/kg body weight), followed 
by exsanguination. Samples were collected in 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 
PBS (to preserve EGFP autofluorescence) or in buffered formalin. Representative 
blocks from the upper, intermediate, and lower lung were sampled to provide 
maximum surface area. A selection of samples was also collected in PBS for direct 
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processing of tissues or was snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C.

Flow cytometry
Freshly isolated WBC and PBMC were stained with monoclonal antibodies raised 
against human antigens and cross-reactive with macaque cell surface markers. 
T lymphocytes were detected by staining them with CD3 (BD Pharmingen; clone 
SP34-2) and subdivided into CD4 (NIH; clone L200) and CD8 (Dako; clone DK25). B 
lymphocytes were identified using HLA-DR (BD Biosciences; clone L243) and CD20 
(BD Biosciences; clone L27) monoclonal antibodies. EGFP was always detected 
in the fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) channel. Fluorescence was measured on 
a FACS Canto II, obtaining approximately 106 events to allow detection of low-
frequency EGFP+ populations. Lymphoid tissues, collected in PBS, were minced, 
and single-cell suspensions were prepared using cell strainers with a 100 μm pore 
size (BD Biosciences); the cells were directly used for flow cytometry, after being 
stained with CD3 and CD20.

Immunohistochemical and immunofluorescence analyses of formalin-fixed 
tissues
All formalin-fixed sections were deparaffinized, and antigen retrieval was performed 
in a pressure cooker at full power for 3 min in 0.01 M Tris-EDTA buffer (pH 9.0). MV-
infected cells were detected using a polyclonal rabbit antibody to EGFP (Invitrogen). 
Sections were incubated in primary antibody overnight at 4°C, and specific antibody-
antigen binding sites were detected using an Envision-Peroxidase system with DAB 
(Dako) as a substrate. Dual-labeling indirect immunofluorescence was performed 
using polyclonal rabbit anti-EGFP and monoclonal mouse antibodies to the myeloid 
(macrophage/DC) marker CD11c (Novocastra; clone 5D11), the T-lymphocyte 
marker CD3 (Dako; clone F7.2.38), the B-lymphocyte marker CD20 (Dako; clone 
L26), and an epithelial cytokeratin cell marker (Dako; clone AE1/AE3). Antigen 
binding sites were detected with a mixture of anti-mouse Alexa 568 and anti-rabbit 
Alexa 488 (Invitrogen). Sections were counterstained with DAPI (4’,6’-diamidino-2-
phenylindole) hard-set mounting medium (Vector). All fluorescently stained slides 
were examined at x200, x400, and x1,000 magnifications on a fluorescence imaging 
microscope (Leica Microsystems).

Results

In vitro infections of different cell types
To compare the in vitro potential of the viruses to use CD150 as an entry receptor, Vero 
or Vero-CD150 cells were infected with rMVrEdtEGFP (attenuated) or rMVIC323EGFP 
(pathogenic). In Vero cells, pathogenic MV was able to infect single cells, but only at 
a high MOI and never associated with cytopathic effects (Figure 1A). Attenuated MV 
replicated well in Vero cells, resulting in large syncytia irrespective of the MOI. Both 
viruses efficiently infected Vero-CD150 cells both at high and at low MOIs, resulting 
in clear cytopathic effects (Figure 1A).
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To compare the in vitro susceptibilities of primary human cells of lymphoid and 
myeloid origin, activated T and B lymphocytes, macrophages, immature DC, and 
mature DC were infected with either attenuated or pathogenic MV. At the time of 
infection, all cell types expressed CD46 at a high level, whereas CD150 expression 
was high on B lymphocytes, lower on T lymphocytes and mature DC, and virtually 
absent on immature DC and macrophages (Figure 1B). Infection with attenuated 
MV resulted in higher percentages of infected cells than infection with pathogenic 
MV (Figure 1C). Monocyte-derived macrophages and immature DC showed low 
infection percentages with pathogenic MV, corresponding to the absence of CD150, 
but despite the abundant expression of CD46, an analogous restriction in virus 
replication was also observed with attenuated MV (Figure 1C).

Figure 1. (A) Infection of Vero and Vero-CD150 cells by attenuated and pathogenic MV. Attenuated 
MV was capable of infecting and causing cell-cell fusion in Vero and Vero-CD150 cells. Pathogenic MV 
infected and fused Vero-CD150 cells efficiently, but in Vero cells, only sparse single infected cells were 
detected. Overlays of normal light and fluorescence micrographs were created using Adobe Photoshop 

CS3 software. (B) CD46 and CD150 expression on primary human cells. Prior to infection of primary 
human cells, the levels of CD46 and CD150 surface expression were determined by flow cytometry. (C) 
Infection of primary human cells. Different cells of lymphoid or myeloid origin were infected in vitro with 
attenuated or pathogenic MV. Infection was measured by flow cytometry at 3 days p.i. The results are 
shown as means and standard deviations (SD) of triplicate measurements of two different donors. (D) 
Infection of macaque splenocytes. Macaque splenocytes were infected with attenuated or pathogenic 

MV, and infection was measured by flow cytometry at 1 to 4 days p.i. The results are shown as means ± 
SD of duplicate measurements of three different animals.

In order to compare the infectivity of MV for macaque splenocytes, complete spleen 
cell populations were infected ex vivo with either attenuated or pathogenic MV. 
Using an MOI of 0.1, infection with attenuated MV resulted in 1 to 2% EGFP+ cells 
24 h p.i., which remained stable up to 4 days p.i. In contrast, pathogenic MV was 
barely detectable for the first 2 days p.i., but at day 4, the percentage of EGFP+ cells 
increased up to 5 to 6% (Figure 1D).
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MV replication after aerosol and i.t. delivery
Macaques were infected in four groups of four animals each with either pathogenic 
or attenuated MV, via either the i.t. or aerosol route. No clinical signs were observed 
during the course of the experiment. Virus isolations were performed from PBMC 
and BAL cells to compare viremia and local replication in the lower respiratory tract. 
Real-time RT-PCR on throat and nose swabs was performed to detect viral presence 
in the upper respiratory tract. Pathogenic MV was isolated from PBMC of all eight 
animals; the virus loads in these samples were comparable for both administration 
routes (Figure 2A, right). Clearly, the level of infection was still increasing to 7 days 
p.i., indicating that the animals were euthanized slightly before the peak of virus 
replication. Kinetics were similar to those described previously for pathogenic MV 
infections in macaques [54,1-2.281,309,310]. In contrast, attenuated MV was isolated 
only from PBMC of a single animal at a very low level in the aerosol-infected group 
(Figure 2A, right). The amounts of virus isolated from BAL cells were comparable 
after either i.t. or aerosol infection with pathogenic MV, and virus could be isolated 
from all animals. The BAL from all macaques infected with attenuated MV contained 
infectious MV at either 6 or 7 days p.i. The numbers of MV-infected cells were 
comparable after either i.t. or aerosol infection and were approximately 10-fold lower 
than those observed with pathogenic MV (Figure 2A, left). UV microscopy was used 
to confirm the presence of EGFP+ cells in BAL in all cases (data not shown).

Figure 2. Detection of MV in blood, lungs, throat, and nose. In all plots, the results are shown as means 
± SD of the 4 animals within a group. (A) Virus isolations from BAL cells and PBMC. Virus was isolated 
in human B-LCL in an infectious-center assay, and the results are expressed as the number of infected 

cells per 106 total cells. AER, aerosol. (B) Flow cytometry of PBMC subpopulations. The data shown 
are the percentages EGFP+ cells in the CD3+ CD4+, CD3+ CD8+, and CD20+ subpopulations. FACS, 

fluorescence-activated cell sorter. (C) RT-PCR on throat and nose swabs. MV was detected by real-time 
RT-PCR on total RNA isolated from throat and nose swabs collected in transport medium.
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Flow cytometry of WBC and PBMC showed that CD3+ CD4+, CD3+ CD8+, and CD20+ 
cells were infected with pathogenic MV to similar extents after i.t. or aerosol infection, 
with CD3+ CD4+ cells identified as the primary target cells. Attenuated MV could not 
be detected in PBMC by flow cytometry (Figure 2B).

Table 1. Detection of MV antigen in different tissues by immunohistochemistry. a URT, 
upper respiratory tract; Nas., nasal; LRT, lower respiratory tract; 10 bronchus, primary 

bronchus; Up., upper; Int., intermediate; Low., lower; RP-LN, retropharyngeal lymph node; 
TB-LN, tracheobronchial lymph node. b MV infection in different cell types is indicated. EP, 
epithelium; SUB, submucosa; IM, immune cells. Scores for 2 animals per group are shown. 
-, absence of virus from all cell layers; +, sparse virus-infected cells; ++, moderate number 
of virus-infected cells with multinucleated giant cells (MNGC); +++, high numbers of virus-

infected cells with MNGC; ND, not determined.

Tissuea

Infection scoreb

Pathogenic (rMVIC323EGFP) Attenuated (rMVrEdtEGFP)
i.t. Aerosol i.t. Aerosol

EP SUB IM EP SUB IM EP SUB IM EP SUB IM
URT
  Nas. septum -/- -/- -/- -/+ -/- -/+ -/- -/-

  Nas. concha -/- -/+ -/+ +/+ -/- -/+ -/- +/+

  Trachea +/+ +/++ -/+ -/++ ND/- ND/- -/- -/-

LRT
  10 bronchus -/- -/- -/+ +/+++ -/- -/- -/- -/-

  Up. lungs -/- -/- -/- +/+++ -/- +/+ -/- +/+

  Int. lungd -/- -/+ -/- +/++ -/- -/+ -/- +/+

  Low. lungs -/- -/- -/+ -/+ -/- -/+ -/- +/+

Lymphoid
  Tonsils ++/++ ++/++ -/- -/+

  Adenoids -/+ ++/+++ ND/ND ND/ND

  RP-LN ND/+++ ++/+++ ND/- -/+

  TB-LN +/+++ +/+++ -/- -/+

Digestive
  Tongue -/+ -/+ -/+ -/+++ -/- -/- -/- -/-

  Stomach -/- ++/++ -/- ++/++ -/- -/- -/- -/-

MV was detected by RT-PCR in the upper respiratory tract of all animals infected 
with rMVIC323EGFP, but only after the onset of viremia (day 4 for throat swabs, 
and day 6 for nose swabs). Viral loads were again comparable for both routes of 
administration. In attenuated-MV-infected animals, there was a striking difference 
between the i.t. and aerosol infections. I.t. infection with attenuated MV did not lead 
to local replication in the nose and throat, whereas infection via the aerosol route 
led to immediate replication in the upper respiratory tract. Virus could already be 
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detected 2 days p.i. (Figure 2C). Virus isolations performed with cells from the throat 
and nose swabs showed similar results (data not shown), indicating that the virus 
detected by real-time RT-PCR was indeed live infectious virus. However, although 
pathogenic MV could never be detected in any nose or throat sample at these early 
time points, it should be noted that the absolute levels that were detected were 
relatively low compared to those detected at later time points in animals infected with 
pathogenic MV.

Figure 3. Lymphoid infection by attenuated or pathogenic MV. (A,B) Percentages of EGFP+ cells in 
lymphoid organs. The percentages of MV-infected cells were determined in single-cell suspensions 

from lymphoid organs by flow cytometry and are shown as geometric means ± SD from the 4 
animals within a group. AER, aerosol; RP-LN, retropharyngeal lymph node; TB-LN, tracheobronchial 

lymph node; Mes-LN, mesenteric lymph node. (C,D) Detection of EGFP+ cells in lymph nodes. 
Immunohistochemistry confirmed abundant MV-infected cells in lymphoid organs of pathogenic-MV-
infected animals. Attenuated MV could be detected in only a few isolated cells from lymph nodes of 

two out of eight animals (see arrows in panel D). (E,F) Presence of lymphoid infiltrations in the lungs. 
In macaques infected with pathogenic MV, lymphoid infiltrations containing MV-infected cells were 

frequently observed in lung sections. In attenuated-MV-infected macaques, lymphoid infiltrations were 
less frequent and did not contain virus-positive cells.

Infection of lymphoid tissues by pathogenic and attenuated MV
Macroscopic fluorescence was detected in all animals following either i.t. or aerosol 
infection with pathogenic MV. The affected tissues were similar in both groups and 
included the skin, gingiva, buccal mucosa, tongue, trachea, primary bronchus, lungs, 
and all lymphoid tissues (lymph nodes, spleen, thymus, tonsils, adenoids, and gut-
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associated lymphoid tissue) (data not shown). These tissues correlate with affected 
tissues described previously [54]. Flow cytometry of single-cell suspensions from 
lymph nodes indicated that CD20+ B lymphocytes were the primary target cells for 
pathogenic MV in these tissues and again showed no difference between infection 
via the i.t. or aerosol route (Figure 3A and B).

In attenuated-MV-infected macaques, macroscopic fluorescence was detected 
only in the upper and lower respiratory tract; all lymphoid tissues were negative. 
The absence of attenuated MV in these organs was confirmed by flow cytometry 
(Figure 3A and B). Immunohistochemistry revealed virus in lymph nodes from two 
attenuated-MV-infected macaques, but the numbers of infected cells were very 
limited in comparison to pathogenic-MV-infected lymph nodes (Table 1 and Figure 
3C and D).

Local MV replication in the lungs
Macroscopically, EGFP was detected in all pathogenic-MV-infected lungs and in the 
lungs of 2 out of 4 attenuated-MV-infected animals from both the i.t. and aerosol-
infected groups. Upon comparison to pathogenic MV, which formed large foci around 
the edges of the lung lobes, attenuated MV was observed to form smaller EGFP+ 
foci of infection throughout the lungs (Figure 4). Microscopically, the presence of 
MV in the lungs was detected in all animals (Table 1). Little difference was observed 
between infected cells observed in the parenchyma of the lungs of pathogenic- and 
attenuated-MV-infected animals (Figure 5 and 6). However, in the lungs of animals 
infected with pathogenic MV, many EGFP+ cells were found in infiltrating immune 
cells, whereas these cells were much less infected by attenuated MV (Figure 3E and 
F, respectively).

Figure 4. Lung infection with attenuated or pathogenic MV. (A,B,D,E) Macroscopic detection 
of EGFP fluorescence. (C,F) Microscopic detection of MV-infected cells with anti-EGFP 

(counterstained with hematoxylin).

Attenuated MV infects lymphoid, myeloid and epithelial cells in the lungs
Indirect-immunofluorescence dual labeling was performed on lung tissues from 
both i.t. and aerosol-infected macaques to identify which cell types were infected by 
attenuated MV. The vast majority of cells infected with attenuated MV were CD11c+, 
and several CD11c+ multinucleated giant cells were observed (Figure 5). While 
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MV infection of the epithelium surrounding the alveoli was detected, cytokeratin 
immunostaining (AE1/AE3) was disrupted within foci of infected cells (Figure 5). 
Furthermore, viral spread appeared to be predominantly mediated by cell-to-cell 
spread between intimately connected CD11c+ cells. While CD3+ T lymphocytes were 
abundantly present in the lungs, MV-infected T lymphocytes were rare and difficult to 
detect (Figure 5). Finally, only low numbers of CD20+ B lymphocytes were detected 
in the lung parenchyma (although lymphoid infiltrations in the lung did contain B 
lymphocytes), and MV-infected B lymphocytes could not be observed (Figure 5).

Pathogenic MV infected similar cell types in general, although cytokeratin+ infected 
epithelial cells were less frequently observed. Notably, more than 90% of EGFP+ 
cells double stained with CD11c (Figure 6). An important difference with the lungs of 
animals infected with attenuated MV was that large numbers of MV-infected T and B 
lymphocytes were observed, mostly within large areas of lymphoid tissue but rarely 
around the alveoli (Figure 6).

Discussion
In this study, we performed a side-by-side comparison of the in vivo tropism of 
attenuated and pathogenic MV in non-human primates after i.t. or aerosol delivery. 
In the lungs, both viruses predominantly infected CD11c+ myeloid cells, which 
include alveolar macrophages and DC. Although we have tried different surface 
molecules as specific markers, we have been unsuccessful in discriminating DC or 
macrophages in formalin-fixed tissues. Only the pathogenic MV also caused viremia 
and was disseminated to lymphoid tissues, the respiratory submucosa, and the skin.

The aerosol route of infection more closely mimics a natural MV infection than i.t. 
delivery. For the pathogenic MV strain (rMVIC323EGFP), no differences were observed 
in the virus isolation profiles from BAL cells, blood, throat, or nose samples between 
the two routes of infection. In addition, no macroscopic or microscopic differences in 
distribution or intensity of fluorescent cells were observed in affected organs during 
necropsies 7 days p.i. Further analysis of the samples taken from macaques infected 
via either delivery route identified the same major target cells described previously 
[54], with CD3+ CD4+ T lymphocytes predominantly infected in blood and CD20+ B 
lymphocytes predominantly infected in lymphoid organs. In all tissues, multifocal 
infection was detected, characterized by the presence of interconnected EGFP+ 
cells, strongly suggesting that the virus spread in a cell-to-cell manner, as observed 
for several other viruses [143].

We used rMVrEdtEGFP as an attenuated strain of MV. This virus is a recombinant 
EGFP-expressing virus based on the Edtag strain of MV. An important consideration 
in the use of Edtag for in vivo infections is previous studies that show that Edtag 
probably does not encode a functional V protein, due to many C-to-T transitions 
[304]. Therefore, we corrected the P gene sequence by site-directed mutagenesis 
and rescued a recombinant virus with normal V protein expression. To determine 
whether the attenuated rMVrEdtEGFP behaved like other laboratory-adapted 
MV strains, in vitro infection experiments were performed with Vero and stably 
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transfected Vero-CD150 cells. As expected, Vero cells were efficiently infected by 
attenuated MV, but not by pathogenic MV, whereas Vero-CD150 cells were infected 
by both strains. This confirmed that the attenuated strain can use both CD46 and 
CD150 in vitro, whereas the pathogenic MV strain uses only CD150. Attenuated and 
pathogenic MV displayed similar tropism in primary human cells. Activated primary B 
and T lymphocytes and mature DC were efficiently infected, whereas only low levels 
of infection were observed in immature DC and macrophages. It is noteworthy that 
these cells all expressed CD46 at a high level but were infected inefficiently with the 
attenuated strain of MV. Strikingly, in these in vitro infections, attenuated MV reached 
higher infection percentages than pathogenic MV. This was not the case in primary 
macaque splenocytes, where pathogenic, but not attenuated, MV was able to spread 
and reached higher percentages at 4 days p.i. Overall, the percentages of infection 
were lower in the mixed splenocyte population than in the B and T lymphocytes and 
mature DC, probably due to the activation status of these cells. Previously, ex vivo 
infection of human tonsillar tissue with both recombinant pathogenic and attenuated 
MV strains also revealed that pathogenic MV infected most cell populations more 
efficiently [171].

It is important to note that rMVrEdtEGFP is not completely identical to a live-attenuated 
MV vaccine strain. A sequence comparison was carried out between rMVrEdtEGFP 
and the vaccine strains Moraten, Schwarz, Zagreb, Rubeovax, and AIK-C (GenBank 
accession numbers AF266287, AF266291, AF266290, AF266289 and AF266286 
respectively). Analysis indicated that there were six amino acid changes in 
rMVrEdtEGFP that were not present in at least one of the vaccine strains: M (R175G), 
F (M94V), H (E492G), and L (E429D, R1629Q, and N1805S). The mutations in 
M, F, and H have been investigated previously [311–313], on the basis of which 
it was decided not to change them to vaccine-identical amino acids. The changes 
in L either were outside the conserved domains (R1629Q) or the same changes 
were also retained in a previous study (E429D and N1805S) [304]. It was therefore 
decided that it was not necessary to change them to vaccine-identical amino acids 
either. However, the possibility that part of our results may reflect specific properties 
of the Edtag strain cannot be excluded.

In macaques, pathogenic MV was detected in PBMC from all animals from 4 days 
p.i., whereas attenuated MV was detected only in PBMC from a single animal at 
6 days p.i. These data are in good agreement with previous studies of macaques 
using non-recombinant MV strains [98,102]. The most remarkable parallel between 
attenuated and pathogenic MV was observed in the lungs. Attenuated MV was readily 
isolated from BAL cells 6 and 7 days p.i., albeit at lower levels than pathogenic 
MV. Immunohistochemical staining of infected lung tissue showed similar levels of 
infection, and dual staining indicated that the target cells in the lungs for both viruses 
were also similar. Attenuated and pathogenic MV predominantly infected CD11c+ 
cells in the lungs, while MV-infected cytokeratin+ epithelial cells were detected only 
occasionally. Lymphoid infiltrations in pathogenic-MV-infected macaques contained 
high levels of infected T and B lymphocytes. Whether these are sites of primary 
virus replication or are a consequence of viremia remains to be determined. The 
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extent of infected epithelial cells in lung tissue has been previously described by 
Ludlow et al, with infection of the epithelium occurring only when MV was present 
in the underlying submucosa [125]. Our data indicate that MV-infected cells of a 
non-epithelial origin are often present in the BAL or located in the lumen of alveoli, 
indicating that infection of epithelial cells may not be required for transmission of MV, 
as has been previously suggested [137].

One difference governed by the route of infection was observed in animals infected 
with attenuated MV. In the upper respiratory tract, pathogenic MV was detected only 
after infiltration of MV-infected CD150+ cells following the onset of systemic viremia 
in both i.t. and aerosol infections. This is probably because infection of the airway 
epithelium from the apical side is not possible, and only low numbers of CD150+ 
target cells are available. Infection of cytokeratin+ epithelial cells was observed, 
however, possibly via the recently described putative epithelial cell receptor present 
on the basolateral sides of these cells [127,137]. Early detection of attenuated MV in 
the throat and nose after aerosol inhalation indicates that, in contrast to pathogenic 
MV, attenuated MV may be capable of primary replication in the upper respiratory 
tract. Such early replication might be mediated by the use of CD46 as an entry 
receptor. However, the presence of MV-infected cells could not be confirmed by 
immunohistochemistry, suggesting that the numbers of infected cells in the upper 
respiratory tract were low.

Our study was not designed as a vaccination study but as a comparative study of 
two MV strains with important biological differences. For this reason, we did not 
include the standard route of administration of live-attenuated MV vaccines in our 
experimental design. We are currently preparing for a vaccination study in which 
rMVEdmonston-Zagreb expressing EGFP will be administered to macaques via four routes 
of inoculation: subcutaneous injection, i.t. inoculation, small-particle aerosol (for 
deep lung delivery), and large-particle aerosol (for upper respiratory tract delivery). 
In this study, animals will either be euthanized at early time points to assess virus 
tropism or be kept alive for monitoring of immune responses and assessment of 
protection from challenge infection.

In conclusion, we have shown that attenuated MV is capable of efficient replication 
in lymphoid cells in vitro, while replication in these cells is impaired ex vivo and in 
vivo. In addition, we show that even though attenuated MV is incapable of causing 
systemic infection, it causes a robust infection in the lungs of macaques. Most 
importantly, the cell types that are mainly targeted in the lungs are very similar to 
those targeted by pathogenic MV, and attenuated MV seems to prefer CD150 as a 
cellular entry receptor. It will be interesting to determine if this is the case in humans. 
There have been reports of progressive infection in vaccine recipients who have 
underlying immunological disorders [180,185]. Such tissues should be examined, as 
this would answer this question for the natural host and would also add to the weight 
of the macaque model as an ideal experimental-infection model for MV.
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Figure 5. Lung infections with attenuated MV: immunohistochemical double stainings. All rows show 
EGFP staining in green on the left, cell-type-specific staining in red in the middle (CD11c, cytokeratin, 
CD3, and CD20 for myeloid cells, epithelial cells, T lymphocytes, and B lymphocytes, respectively), 

and double staining on the right. DAPI counterstaining was used to identify nuclei. Magnifications are 
indicated on the right of each row. The percentages shown in white in the right-hand panels represent 

estimations of the relative contributions of these cell types to the total number of MV-infected cells in the 
lungs. Arrows indicate double-positive cells. Note that EGFP+ cells shown in the CD3 and CD20 double 

stains are MV-infected CD11c+ cells and that none of the CD3+ or CD20+ cells were EGFP+.
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Figure 6. Lung infections with pathogenic MV: immunohistochemical double stainings. For details, see 
the legend to Figure 5. Note that infected lymphocytes were mainly found in lymphoid infiltrations in the 

lungs.
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Abstract
Measles virus (MV) is one of the most contagious human infectious diseases, with 
an estimated R0 of 12 – 18. However, the specific mechanism(s) responsible for the 
high transmissibility from infected to susceptible individuals are unknown. In this 
study, we have utilized the macaque model of measles to analyze virus distribution 
throughout the respiratory tract prior to and at the peak of virus replication. Analysis of 
tissues collected at early time-points, showed the presence of MV-infected lymphoid 
and myeloid cells in the absence of infected epithelial cells in both lower and upper 
respiratory tract (URT) epithelium. The crucial role of PVRL4, recently identified to 
mediate entry of MV into epithelial cells, in facilitating virus spread from immune 
cells to epithelial cells was confirmed by generating a PVRL4 ‘blind’ recombinant 
wild-type MV and developing a novel in vitro B-cell/primary epithelial cell co-culture 
model. Previous analysis of PVRL4 mRNA levels has led to the proposal that MV 
transmission is facilitated by preferential targeting of epithelial cells of the trachea. 
However, we demonstrate widespread expression of PVRL4 in tissues throughout 
the respiratory tract and detected high infection levels in epithelial cells in the URT, 
particularly in the nasal cavity. This was accompanied by infiltration of MV-infected 
and uninfected immune cells, resulting in extensive disruption of the epithelial 
integrity throughout the respiratory tract. Tonsillar and adenoidal epithelia displaying 
the highest level of disruption, while this was absent or limited in the trachea and 
tongue. The epithelial damage resulted in large numbers of MV-infected lymphoid 
cells ‘spilling’ into the respiratory tract. Expulsion of cellular debris and cell free virus 
into the air following the induction of a coughing response likely explains the highly 
infectious nature of MV.
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Introduction
Measles virus (MV), the prototype morbillivirus of the family Paramyxoviridae, 
remains a major cause of morbidity and mortality in the developing world and is 
highly transmissible [73]. An important consequence of this high rate of virus 
transmission is that vaccine coverage of >95% is required to eliminate endemic 
transmission [79], which increases the complexity and difficulty of MV eradication. 
Recent drops in vaccination rates in Europe have resulted in large-scale outbreaks 
of measles in a number of countries, with 30,567 cases, 8 deaths and 27 cases 
of acute encephalitis reported in 2011 [82]. However, whilst the epidemiology of 
measles has been extensively studied and is under constant surveillance by WHO 
reference laboratories, a paucity of data exists on the underlying lesions induced 
by MV in the respiratory tract of infected individuals that lead to such high rates of 
transmission.

The parameters of the contagious nature of MV and a postulated respiratory mode 
of transmission were first outlined by Peter Panum, following investigation of an 
epidemic in the Faro Islands in 1846 [75]. This enabled the incubation period 
of measles to be specified at 14 days, at which point the outbreak of the typical 
exanthem rash and catarrhal cough was associated with the time at which infected 
individuals were most infectious. Rapid resolution of the rash after 4 – 5 days was 
later shown to be associated with a strong immune response with cell-mediated 
rather than humoral immunity being predominantly responsible for clearance of 
MV [98,314]. Subsequent clinical studies demonstrated that MV is first detected in 
respiratory secretions during the preceding 2 – 4 day pro-dromal period [315,316], 
a feature of measles which complicates the management and control of outbreaks 
[63]. Thus MV-infected individuals are capable of transmitting virus to susceptible 
contacts for a total of 7-9 days. It is has been reported that <20% of cases are 
responsible for >80% of virus transmission [317], suggesting that differences in virus 
loads or degree of tissue damage during infection and/or host genetic differences 
have prominent roles in virus transmission.

In contrast to other paramyxoviruses such as respiratory syncytial virus and 
human metapneumovirus, which predominantly infect ciliated epithelial cells in the 
respiratory tract, MV is primarily a lymphotropic virus and causes systemic disease. 
Spread of virus to respiratory tract tissues following viremia is thought to be a 
mechanism responsible for the spread of MV to a new host. Studies showing that 
the apical side of ciliated epithelial cells is refractory to MV infection strongly indicate 
that these cells are not the initial target cells for MV infection in the respiratory tract 
[125,127]. However, the susceptibility of the basolateral side of epithelial cells to MV 
infection has led to the proposal that MV crosses the airway epithelium by directly 
infecting epithelial cells in the late stages of the disease [137]. Virus budding from the 
apical cell surface would then enable efficient transmission of virus via respiratory 
aerosols. The recent identification of PVRL4 as a cellular receptor for MV on some 
epithelial cell-lines [131] and subsequent confirmation and extension of this finding 
to primary differentiated epithelial cells grown on air-liquid interface [130] provides a 
mechanism through which MV infection of epithelial cells may occur in vivo.
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We have previously investigated the early and viremic phases of measles in the 
macaque model, showing that alveolar macrophages and dendritic cells act as early 
targets of MV infection [54,256]. In addition, we demonstrated a prominent role for 
CD150+ lymphocytes and myeloid cells in facilitating the spread of virus to lymphoid 
tissues throughout the body [54,256]. Moreover, we demonstrated that infection 
and subsequent depletion of memory T-lymphocytes and follicular B-lymphocytes 
may largely explain measles immune suppression [318]. Macaques provide an 
excellent natural model in which to investigate the late stages of measles and a 
number of outbreaks have been reported in primate colonies with extensive chains 
of transmission between animals [319–321]. In the present study we have examined 
the mechanism(s) through which MV is able to cross the epithelium and emerge 
into the respiratory tract of infected macaques at the peak of infection. We report 
a critical role for PVRL4 in mediating virus spread from immune to epithelial cells 
through a novel B-lymphocyte/epithelial cell model and show that disruption induced 
by immune cells infiltrating into the epithelium of respiratory tract and Waldeyer’s 
ring tissues, concomitant with high levels of epithelial cell infection in the upper 
respiratory tract (URT), are key determinants governing MV transmission.

Materials & Methods

Ethics Statement
Animals were housed and experiments were conducted in compliance with 
European guidelines (EU directive on animal testing 86/609/EEC) and Dutch 
legislation (Experiments on Animals Act, 1997). The protocols were approved by the 
independent animal experimentation ethical review committee (DCC) in Driebergen, 
The Netherlands. Animal welfare was observed on daily basis, animal handling was 
performed under light anesthesia using ketamine and medetomidine. After handling 
atipamezole was administered to antagonize the effect of medetomidine. 

Cells and viruses
Two molecular clones of wild-type MV expressing EGFP, rMVIC323EGFP and 
rMVKSEGFP, both validated in the macaque model previously [54,256,265], were 
used in this study to facilitate sensitive macroscopic and microscopic detection 
of foci of virus infection and the confirmation of pathological findings for different 
MV genotypes. rMVKSEGFP was rescued from a molecular clone based on a wild-
type genotype B3 virus isolated in 1997 from PBMCs taken from a measles case 
in Khartoum, Sudan [87,256] while rMVIC323EGFP was based on the wild-type 
IC (Ichinose)-B strain of MV isolated from a throat swab taken from a patient in 
Japan in 1984 [53,322]. rMVKSEGFP-PVRL4- was rescued in Vero-hCD150 cells 
following the insertion of two point mutations (P497S and P543A) into the H gene 
of pMVKSEGFP (K. Lemon et al, in preparation). Virus stocks were generated in a 
human B-lymphoblastic cell line (B-LCL) and were tested to ensure the absence of 
Mycoplasma species prior to use in animal infections. Virus titres were obtained by 
endpoint titration in Vero-hCD150 cells and were expressed as 50% tissue culture 
infectious doses (TCID50/ml). 
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Differentiation of NHBE cells
Normal human bronchial epithelial cells (NHBE) (Lonza, Walkersville Inc, MD, USA) 
were differentiated on type I collagen- and fibronectin-coated 6.5-mm transwell 
inserts with 0.4 μm pore size (Corning, Lowell, MA, USA) using an air-liquid interface 
as described previously [323]. Transepithelial electrical resistance measurement 
was measured using an STX3 electrode and EVOM meter device (World Precision 
Instruments). Cells were monitored using a DM IRBE UV microscope (Leica 
Microsystems) and images collected using a Leica DM600B microscope equipped 
with a Leica DFC350 FX digital camera and processed using Leica FW4000 software.

Animal study design
Cells and tissues were collected from MV-seronegative cynomolgus (n=35) and 
rhesus macaques (n=5) which were infected with rMVIC323EGFP or rMVKSEGFP (104 
cell culture infectious dose-50 (CCID50) by intra-tracheal inoculation or by aerosol 
inhalation. Animals were euthanized at 2 (n=3), 3 (n=3), 4 (n=3), 5 (n=4), 7 (n=9), 9 
(n=8), 11 (n=6), 13 (n=2) or 15 (n=2) d.p.i. and represent animals infections reported 
previously (n=40) [54,256,265,318].

Virus detection in BAL, nose and throat swabs
Broncho-alveolar lavage (BAL) samples were collected by intra-tracheal infusion of 
PBS (10 ml) through a flexible catheter, followed by immediate recovery of 5 – 7 
ml. After centrifugation (10 minutes, 300 g) the pellet was resuspended in PBS (3 
ml) and BAL cells were counted using a hemocytometer. Nose- and throat swabs 
were collected using a polyester minitip urethral swab (Copan) or a cytobrush plus 
cell collector (Medsc and Medical), respectively. The swabs were collected in virus 
transport medium (2 ml), consisting of EMEM with Hanks’ salts, supplemented with 
lactalbumine enzymatic hydrolysate (0.5 g/L), penicillin, streptomycin, polymyxine 
B sulphate, nystatin, gentamycin and glycerol (10% v/v). Swabs were frozen at 
-80°C within 2 hours after collection. Samples collected at different d.p.i. were 
thawed, vortexed, 200 μl was collected in lysis buffer for RNA isolation, and the 
remainder was used for serial two-fold titration (in eight rows) on Vero-hCD150 cells 
in 96-wells flat-bottom plates (Greiner Bio-One). Virus loads in BAL are expressed 
as the number of virus-infected cells per 106 total cells, virus loads in nose and throat 
swabs are expressed as the 50% endpoint dilution (TCID50). In two experiments, 
including eight macaques, procedures were adapted to discriminate between cell-
free and cell-associated virus. To this end, nose- and throat swabs were collected 
in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 
processed immediately after collection. The samples were briefly vortexed, and 
subsequently centrifuged for 10 minutes at 300 g. The supernatant was transferred 
to a new centrifuge tube, and the pellet was resuspended in an equivalent volume of 
RPMI + 10% (v/v) FBS to assess the level of cell-associated virus. The supernatant 
was centrifuged a second time for 15 minutes at 1000 g, and subsequently used to 
assess the level of cell-free virus. 
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Necropsies
Animals were euthanized by exsanguination under ketamine / medetomidine 
anesthesia, and macroscopic foci containing EGFP visualized and photographed 
as described previously [54,265]. Samples collected for direct detection of EGFP 
were collected in freshly prepared 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS, while 
samples required for histological, immunohistochemical or immunocytochemical 
analysis were collected in buffered formalin. Representative blocks from lung, 
multiple transverse cut blocks from trachea and primary bronchus, tonsil, adenoid, 
nasal septum, nasal concha, tongue, Koplik’s spot and inner cheek were sampled. 
Tonsillar and adenoidal lymphoid tissues were bisected and embedded to provide 
full cross sections. 

Immunohistochemical and immunofluorescence analysis of formalin fixed 
tissues
All formalin-fixed sections were deparaffinized, antigen retrieval performed and 
MV-infected cells detected as described previously [54] using polyclonal rabbit 
antibodies to EGFP (Invitrogen) or anti-measles N protein (Novus Biologicals) while 
PVRL4 present in adherent cell junctions in epithelia was detected using a polyclonal 
rabbit antibody (Sigma). An Envision-Peroxidase system with 3,3’-Diaminobenzidine 
(DAB) (DAKO) as substrate to detect antigen binding sites. Following assessment of 
histology and virus immunopathology in respiratory tract tissues, blocks were selected 
for dual labeling immunofluorescence performed using polyclonal rabbit antibodies 
to EGFP (Invitrogen), polyclonal rabbit and monoclonal mouse antibodies to measles 
N protein or human hyperimmune serum obtained from a patient with subacute 
sclerosing panencephalitis (SSPE) together with monoclonal mouse antibodies to 
the myeloid cell marker CD11c (Novocastra clone no. 5D11), T-lymphocyte marker 
CD3 (DAKO, clone F7.2.38), B-lymphocyte marker CD20 (DAKO, clone L26), 
macrophage marker Mac387 (Abcam) and an epithelial cytokeratin cell marker 
(DAKO, clone AE1/AE3) or a polyclonal rabbit antibody to PVRL4 (Sigma). Antigen 
binding sites were detected using antibodies anti-mouse/rabbit Alexa 488, anti-
mouse/rabbit/human Alexa 568 and anti-human Alexa 488 (Invitrogen). Following 
washes to remove unbound antibody, sections were mounted on glass slides using 
DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) hardset mounting medium (Vector). Selected 
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) or immunohistochemically-stained sections were 
digitally scanned at high resolution and imaged using PathXL™ software package 
(i-Path Diagnostics Ltd.). Images from immunofluorescence stained slides were 
obtained using a fluorescent imaging microscope (Leica Microsystems).

Results

MV infection of respiratory tract tissues is widespread at the peak of MV 
infection
The spread of MV into respiratory tract tissues has been examined at different time-
points in rhesus and cynomolgus macaques (n=40) [318] infected with recombinant 
(r) wild-type MV strains expressing EGFP. The expression of EGFP from an additional 
transcription unit facilitated sensitive macroscopic and microscopic detection of 
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MV-infected cells [54,104]. This targeted pathological assessment augmented the 
traditional use of 7 μm sections cut from selected blocks of formalin fixed paraffin-
embedded tissues, which alone provide only a snapshot of the wider virus infection. 
Extensive EGFP fluorescence, indicative of MV infection, was visible throughout the 
respiratory tract at the peak of infection at 9 days post-infection (d.p.i.). Individual 
foci of MV infection were visible in the lung and trachea (Figure 1A and B), with 
more extensive fluorescence observed in the buccal mucosa, gingiva, tongue and 
Waldeyer’s ring lymphoid tissues such as the tonsils (Figure 1C – E). Examination 
of transverse sections through the nose facilitated the detection of infected cells in 
the nasal concha and, more extensively, in the adjacent nasal mucosa (Figure 1F). 
Individual foci of infection were also present in the epithelium of the nasal septum 
(data not shown). 

Figure 1. Detection of macroscopic EGFP fluorescence in tissues from recombinant wild-type MV 
infected macaques. At the peak of infection (days 9 – 11) MV infection is present in (A) all lobes of 

the lung (B) trachea (C) buccal mucosa and gingiva (D) tongue and tonsils (E) gingiva (F) Transverse 
section through the nasal cavity. Direction of inhaled and exhaled airflow is indicated by blue and red 

arrows respectively and a schematic (inset) indicates the anatomical location of the transverse section. 
AD, adenoid; HP, hard palate; NC, Nasal Concha; NM, nasal mucosa; NP, nasopharynx; SP, soft palate; 

TN, tonsil.

The release of virus into the respiratory tract lumen of infected macaques was 
examined between 0 and 13 d.p.i. through analysis of nose and throat swabs 
by virus isolation using Vero-hCD150 cells. Virus was neither isolated from nor 
detected in throat and nose samples until 3 and 5 d.p.i., respectively. Virus shedding 
reached a peak in the throat and nose at 9 – 11 d.p.i. (Figure 2A). Infectious virus 
was not isolated from throat or nose swabs at 13 d.p.i. or later. These results were 
confirmed by real-time reverse transcriptase PCR assays (data not shown). The 
widespread MV infection in respiratory tract tissues of infected macaques led us to 
hypothesize that virus-infected cells and/or cellular debris may be released into the 
lumen augmenting the budding of cell-free virus from the apical surface of epithelial 
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cells. This was examined by separating cell-associated and cell-free virus obtained 
from nose and throat swabs by repeated centrifugation. Isolation of virus from cell-
associated or supernatant fractions showed equivalent levels of cell-associated and 
cell-free virus in throat- and nose samples, indicating either could be involved in 
transmission to susceptible hosts (Figure 2B). 

Figure 2. Time course of MV replication in the respiratory tract of the macaque. (A) Isolation of MV from 
throat and nose swabs by assay on Vero-hCD150 cells. Median values are shown based on samples 

obtained from 38 wild-type MV infected animals between 0 and 13 d.p.i. (B) Taqman RT-PCR detection 
of cell-free and cell-associated MV from BAL, throat and nose swabs.

PVRL4 is detected in epithelia in a large number of tissues in the LRT and URT
Primary normal human bronchial epithelial (NHBE) cells were cultured on transwell 
filters and differentiated at air-liquid interface, resulting in ciliated pseudostratified 
columnar epithelial cell cultures. Formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded differentiated 
NHBE cells were used to test a number of commercial antibodies to PVRL4. Upon 
identification of a polyclonal antibody (Sigma) which met our criteria for acceptable 
levels of background staining and a staining pattern consistent with our understanding 
of spatial PVRL4 expression within epithelia (Figure 3A), this antibody was used 
to examine PVRL4 distribution in a large number of respiratory tract tissues from 
uninfected and MV-infected macaques. Prior to use, specificity of the antibody was 
verified by positive immunocytochemical staining of PVRL4 along the membrane of 
CHO-K1 cells transfected with a plasmid expressing human PVRL4, while negative 
staining was observed in cells transfected with an empty vector control plasmid (data 
not shown). High levels of PVRL4 expression were observed in the non-keratinized 
stratified squamous epithelia of the tonsil, with strong PVRL4 expression observed 
around the entire cell membrane of epithelial cells (Figure 3B). An analogous PVRL4 
staining pattern was observed in focal areas of tongue epithelium (Figure 3C). In 
contrast, a more irregular polarized staining pattern was observed in nasal concha 
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epithelia in the URT and tracheal epithelia in the LRT, in which PVRL4 was mostly 
detected along the basolateral surface of pseudostratified columnar epithelial cells 
(Figure 3D and E). High levels of PVRL4 expression were also observed in the lung, 
especially in epithelial cells surrounding the lumen of bronchi (Figure 3F).

Figure 3. Distribution of PVRL4 within respiratory tract epithelia. (A) Differentiated normal human 
bronchial epithelial (NHBE) cells grown on air-liquid interface. No positive staining is observed in control 
sections stained with an isotype antibody control (top). Immunohistochemical (middle, brown staining) 
and immunocytochemical (bottom, green staining) detection of PVRL4 present along the basolateral 

surface of epithelial cells and at cell junctions. Little positive staining is observed along the basolateral 
surface of basal cells in direct contact with the plastic membrane on which the cells are cultured. (B) 
Immunocytochemical detection of PVRL4 (green) at squamous epithelial cell boundaries within the 

epithelium of a tonsil obtained from an uninfected macaque.  Nuclei were visualized using DAPI (blue). 
(C-F) Immunohistochemical staining of formalin fixed tissue sections taken from infected macaques 
at 9 d.p.i., at the peak of infection. (C) Tongue. Negative isotype control staining (left), high PVRL4 
expression at cell boundaries of squamous epithelial cells in focal areas of the epithelium (middle), 
boxed area is shown at higher magnification (right). (D,E) PVRL4 expression is detected along the 

basolateral surface of pseudostratified ciliated epithelial cells in the nasal concha (D) and trachea (E). 
(F) Detection of PVRL4 at cell boundaries of bronchial epithelial cells in the lung. Strong expression of 

PVRL4 is observed throughout bronchial epithelium surrounding the lumen of the bronchus (inset).

MV infection of epithelial cells occurs following contact with infected immune 
cells in respiratory tract epithelium
Respiratory tract tissue sections were examined at 7 d.p.i., one or two days prior 
to the peak of viremia, to assess how MV spreads into respiratory tract epithelia. 
While a low level of epithelial cell infection was observed in most respiratory tract 
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tissues (data not shown), an observation we have previously reported at this time 
point [54,284], large numbers of MV-infected leukocytes and myeloid cells were 
present beneath and within tonsillar epithelium (Figure 4A). Immune cells were the 
predominant MV-infected cell lineage present in respiratory tract epithelia at this 
time-point. Low levels of MV-infected immune cells were observed in close proximity 
to tracheal epithelium, with cellular processes interdigitating into the epithelium from 
underlying infected myeloid cells spanning the basement membrane, providing a 
route of virus entry into the epithelium (Figure 4B). The absence of MV-infected 
epithelial cells at many of these sites at this time point suggests that infiltration of 
infected immune cells or alternatively infection of resident immune cells in respiratory 
tract epithelium is an inherent pathological feature of MV infection and is not occurring 
in response to MV infection of epithelial cells.

Figure 4. Detection of MV-infected immune cells into respiratory tract epithelium. (A-C) 
Immunocytochemical staining of formalin-fixed tissue sections taken from infected macaques at 7 d.p.i., 
prior to the peak of infection. (A) Dual labeling of EGFP+ immune cells (green) and epithelial cells (red) 
showing MV-infected cells in simple squamous epithelium of tonsillar crypts. Bar, 200 μm. Inset, Higher 

magnification of MV-infected immune cells present in tonsillar epithelium in the absence of adjacent 
epithelial cell infection. Bar, 50 μm. (B) A cellular process from a MV-infected myeloid cell (green) 

interdigitating between pseudostratified columnar epithelial cells (red) in the trachea. Bar, 20 μm. Nuclei 
were visualized using DAPI (blue).

The role of MV-infected immune cells in the establishment of infection within respiratory 
tract epithelia was further investigated by establishing an in vitro co-culture model 
using human Epstein-Barr virus-transformed B-lymphoblastic cell lines (B-LCL) and 
differentiated NHBE cells. This model was used to monitor virus spread over time 
from rMV (rMVKSEGFP) or PVRL4-‘blind’ MV (rMVKSEGFP-PVRL4-)-infected B-LCL 
to epithelial cells. PVRL4-‘blind’ MV contained two amino acid changes in the H gene 
(P497S and P543A), which have previously been shown to ablate virus-to-cell and 
cell-to-cell fusion in human epithelial cells [137]. Introducing these into the wild-type 
rMVKS strain did not affect virus growth in B-LCL, but prevented MV cell-to-cell spread 
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in PVRL4+ NCI-H358 epithelial cells (K. Lemon et al, in preparation). Differentiated 
NHBE cultures containing beating cilia, mucus production and a transepithelial 
electrical resistance >800 Ω/cm2 contained multiple cytokeratin+ cell layers and cilia 
in immunohistochemically stained transverse sections of uninfected differentiated 
NHBE epithelium (Figure 5A). In order to model the seeding of immune cells directly 
into respiratory tract epithelium, 104 B-LCL infected with rMVKSEGFP or rMVKSEGFP-
PVRL4- at an MOI of 1 for 24 hours were overlaid onto the apical surface of intact 
NHBE cultures, or onto cultures in which the tight junctions had been scratched 
by drawing a pipette tip over the surface of the transwell. Prior to use in overlay 
experiments, MV-infected B-LCL were rinsed in DPBS to remove cell-free virus. This 
was confirmed by virus assay on Vero-hCD150 cells. As expected, no epithelial cell 
infection was observed at any time-point in transwells in which MV-infected B-LCL 
were overlaid onto the apical surface of an epithelium with intact tight junctions (data 
not shown). Fluorescent cells were observed to adhere equally to the scratched 
surface within twenty minutes of overlay of both rMVKSEGFP and rMVKSEGFP-
PVRL4- infected B-LCL onto wounded epithelium. (Figure 5B and C). Monitoring 
these infections over time revealed differences in the capacity of the viruses for cell-
to-cell spread. Spread of rMVKSEGFP into epithelial cells occurred from 12 hours 
post overlay (h.p.o.), and small foci of approximately 10-15 MV-infected epithelial 
cells were readily distinguished from adjacent fluorescent B-LCL at 24 h.p.o. (Figure 
5D). At this time-point large aggregates of infected B-LCL were present at the sides 
of the transwell due to movement of cilia. Subsequent MV cell-to-cell spread resulted 
in progressively larger foci of >100 infected cells at 48 and 72 h.p.o (Figure 5D). 
In contrast, restricted cell-to-cell spread of MV from rMVKSEGFP-PVRL4--infected 
B-LCL to adjacent epithelial cells was observed at 24 and 48 h.p.o., with foci of only 
2 – 3 infected epithelial cells apparent at 72 h.p.o. (Figure 5E). Thus spread of MV 
from infiltrating immune cells within respiratory tract epithelium is dependent on the 
ability of the MV hemagglutinin glycoprotein to bind to PVRL4 on adjacent epithelial 
cells.

MV infection in the adenoid and tonsil is associated with extensive damage to 
the epithelium
We have previously shown that Waldeyer’s ring lymphoepithelial tissues, including 
the adenoids (nasopharyngeal tonsils) and palatine tonsils, of macaques infected with 
pathogenic rMV contain large numbers of infected B- and T-lymphocytes and other 
mononuclear cells [54,265]. Although the role of these tissues in MV transmission 
has not been examined, disruption of adenoid or tonsillar epithelium would facilitate 
the release of both MV-infected cells and cell-free MV into the throat and nasal 
cavity. This hypothesis was examined in serial sections of Waldeyer’s ring tissue 
from infected macaques. Epithelia showed extensive infection-associated lesions 
in comparison to uninfected tissue (Figure 6A). The adenoid and tonsillar epithelial 
architecture was disrupted with breakdown of the cytokeratin network observed, 
together with a reduction in the thickness of the epithelium and a concomitant 
infiltration of MV-infected and uninfected inflammatory immune cells. In a number of 
locations the epithelial cell barrier had been breached, with the lumen exposed to the 
underlying immune cells. Extensive disruption of the epithelium was also associated 
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with high levels of MV-infection of stratified squamous or pseudostratified ciliated 
columnar epithelial cells in the palatine tonsil or adenoid, respectively. Similar 
examples of epithelial disruption were observed in both the primary bronchus and 
lung (data not shown). 

Figure 5. PVRL4-blind MV does not 
spread from infected B-cells to epithelial 

cells. (A) Differentiated NHBE cells grown 
on air-liquid interface. Multiple cell layers 

and cilia (arrows) visible in an H&E 
stained section (top) stain positive for the 
cytokeratin cell marker AE1/AE3 (middle). 
No positive staining is observed in control 
sections in which the primary antibody is 
omitted (bottom). (B,C) Phase contrast 
and fluorescence photomicrographs 20 

minutes after overlay of rMVKSEGFP (B) or 
rMVKSEGFP-PVRL4- (C) infected B-LCL onto 
scratched monolayers of differentiated NHBE 
cells. (D) Time course of infection following 
overlay of rMVKSEGFP infected B-LCL onto 

scratched monolayers of differentiated 
NHBE cells. Fluorescent images of the entire 
transwells at 24, 48 and 72 h.p.o are shown 
in the top panel while representative higher 

magnification images are shown in the 
bottom panel. Virus spread to epithelial cells 
is readily visualized at 24 h.p.o. (arrows) with 
increased cell-to-cell spread observed at 48 
and 72 h.p.o. (E) Time course of infection 
following overlay of rMVKSEGFP-PVRL4- 

infected B-LCL onto scratched monolayers 
of differentiated NHBE cells. Only infected 
B-LCL are visible at 24 and 48 h.p.o with 
isolated examples of limited epithelial cell 

present at 72 h.p.o. (arrow).

The availability of formalin-fixed samples of tonsillar tissue from a large number of 
animals enabled a retrospective temporal histopathological analysis to be performed 
on serial sections of tonsillar crypts (Figure 6B). These invaginated structures 
increase the surface area of tonsillar epithelium exposed to the environment and 
as such represent attractive targets in the investigation of routes of MV egress from 
the body. MV-infected cells and associated epithelial disruption were not evident in 
uninfected tonsillar crypt epithelium, but large numbers of MV-infected cells were 
present in underlying lymphoid tissue and within the stratified squamous epithelium 
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by 11 d.p.i. This was associated with epithelial disruption and the presence of large 
amounts of cellular debris containing mononuclear cells in the crypts. While MV-
infected cells were no longer detected and some degree of epithelium repair was 
evident at 15 d.p.i., analysis of H&E-stained serial sections showed cellular debris 
consisting predominantly of mononuclear cells still trapped within the lumen of the 
crypts.

Figure 6. Disruption of tonsillar epithelium in MV-infected macaques due to infiltration of 
immune cells. (A,B) Serial H&E stained (left) and immunohistochemically stained sections (MV-N, 

centre; Cytokeratin, right) of tonsillar tissue from MV-infected macaques. (A) Extensive MV infection 
of epithelial cells and infiltration of infected and uninfected lymphoid/myeloid cells is associated with 
damage to the integrity of adenoidal epithelium at the peak of infection at 9 d.p.i. Bar (top), 160 μm; 

Bar (bottom), 40 μm. (B) Progressive infection and disruption is observed in tonsillar crypt epithelium. 
No infection is observed in uninfected epithelium, but extensive infection and disruption is evident at 11 
d.p.i. MV infected cells are not observed in the epithelium at 15 d.p.i but aggregates of cellular debris 

remain in the lumen of the crypt (arrow). Bar (uninfected), 160 μm; Bar (days 11 – 15), 80 μm.

Epithelial disruption in the respiratory tract is associated with immune cell 
infiltration
Extensive infiltration of immune cells into respiratory tract epithelium was a prominent 
feature of MV infection at the peak of infection (9 d.p.i.), a pathology not observed 
in uninfected tissues. Dual labeling of bronchial epithelium with antibodies against 
EGFP and cytokeratin showed the presence of exfoliated epithelial cells and EGFP+ 
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cells which did not contain cytokeratin (Figure 7A). Cytokeratin- EGFP+ cells were 
commonly observed in the lumen of the respiratory tract. Examination of serial 
H&E and immunohistochemically stained sections of primary bronchus revealed 
extensive infiltration of mononuclear cells into the epithelium including locations 
which did not contain prominent MV infection, suggesting that both uninfected and 
infected immune cells infiltrate into the epithelium from underlying aggregates of 
lymphoid cells (Figure 7B). Epithelium disruption was more extensive than the 
observed level of epithelial cell infection and thus cannot be attributed to epithelial 
cell infection alone. Analogous lesions were readily observed in sections of the lung, 
in which the normal architecture of the simple squamous and cuboidal epithelium 
lining bronchioles was disrupted due to extensive infiltration of underlying immune 
cells, resulting in the formation of giant cells within the epithelium (data not shown).

Figure 7. Characterization of pathology in epithelium of MV-infected macaques. (A) Disruption of 
bronchial epithelium architecture due to extensive immune cell infiltration. Cytokeratin+ epithelial cells 

(red) at the luminal surface contain EGFP (green) (asterisks) and in some instances are exfoliated 
into the lumen (arrowhead). A single MV-infected cell on the apical surface of the epithelium does 
not contain cytokeratin (arrow). Bar, 50 μm. (B) Extensive infiltration of leukocytes (arrows) into 

primary bronchus epithelium is present in an H&E stained section of primary bronchus. Bar, 80 μm. 
Inset. MV-infected cells observed in an immunohistochemically stained serial section showing focal 

infection of the epithelium. (C) Dual labeling of MV antigen (green) and CD20+ B cells (red) in adenoid 
tissue showing B-cells infiltrating through a break in the epithelium (arrows). Contiguous MV infection 

of pseudostratified ciliated columnar adenoidal epithelial cells is observed adjacent to this area 
(arrowheads). The approximate location of the demarcation boundary of the epithelium from underlying 
tissue is indicated by a dashed line. (D) Dual labeling of MV infected cell (green) and CD11c-expressing 
myeloid cells (red) beneath and within tonsillar epithelium. MV-infected simple squamous epithelial cells 
are present adjacent to ‘breaks’ in the integrity of the epithelium (arrows). Bar (C,D), 100 μm. DAPI was 

used to counterstain nuclei (blue).
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Epithelial cell disruption was much more prominent in adenoid and tonsillar 
epithelium than in the bronchi and lung. Breaks in the integrity of adenoid epithelium 
facilitated the release of MV-infected CD20+ B cells into the nasopharynx (Figure 
7C), and large numbers of CD11c+ myeloid cells were present beneath and within 
disrupted tonsillar epithelium (Figure 7D). The degree of epithelium disruption in the 
respiratory tract correlated with the amount of lymphoid tissue present with the more 
extensive infection and disruption of tonsillar and adenoid epithelium associated with 
high levels of underlying immune cell infection.

Figure 8. Detection of MV-infected cells in the trachea. (A) Direct detection of a focus of MV-infected 
epithelial cells on the luminal surface of the trachea. No cell-to-cell fusion is observed within the focus 

of infection. A schematic diagram illustrates the presence of the circular EGFP+ focus on the inside 
wall of the trachea. Bar, 250 μm. (B) Dual labeling of cytokeratin (green) and MV-N (red) showing MV 
infection of the luminal epithelial cell layers. MV-N was observed to accumulate beneath the apical cell 

membrane (arrows). Bar, 50 μm. Inset. A lower magnification image taken of the same region in an 
immunofluorescence stained serial section showing contiguous EGFP+ epithelial cells (green). Bar, 200 

μm. (C) No alteration of PVRL4 expression (green) is visible within a large focus of MV-infected cells 
(red). Bar, 80 μm. (D) Co-localization is observed between EGFP (green) and cytokeratin+ epithelial 

cells (red). (E,F) No infiltration of CD20+ B cells (red) (E) or CD11c+ myeloid cells (red) (F) is observed 
into epithelium containing EGFP+ epithelial cells. (G) Infiltration of CD3-expressing T-cells (red) into 

regions of epithelium containing foci of MV-infected epithelial cells (green). Bar (D-G), 100 μm. DAPI 
was used to counterstain cell nuclei (blue).
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MV infection of oral epithelium was investigated by targeted histopathological analysis 
of EGFP+ foci taken from the inner cheek, tongue and buccal mucosa, which were 
readily identified macroscopically in the oral cavity (Figure 1). MV infection of the 
inner cheek was predominantly associated with infection of aggregates of lymphoid 
tissue adjacent to minor salivary gland ducts (Figure S1A). Non-keratinized stratified 
squamous epithelial cells lining the ducts were infected and this was associated with 
exfoliation of infected cells into the lumen of the duct and disruption of the epithelium 
(Figure S1B). Foci of MV infection in the buccal mucosa consisted of aggregates of 
infected lymphocytes and myeloid cells in the oral mucosa, with spread to adjacent 
non-keratinized stratified squamous epithelial cells (Figure S1C). Examination of 
intact foci of MV infection from the buccal mucosa by live cell confocal microscopy 
showed loosely connected aggregates of infected cells, with focal areas of cell-to-
cell fusion visible in areas containing the highest density of MV-infected cells (Figure 
S1D). Importantly, no disruption of the oral epithelium adjacent to the lumen of the 
oral cavity was apparent, suggesting that these MV-infected cells present within 
the parenchyma of the tissue were unlikely to contribute to transmission. Similarly, 
analysis of serial histological and immunostained sections showed that MV-infected 
cells in the tongue were surrounded by uninfected keratinocytes and the overlying 
keratin layer, with little evidence of immune cell infiltration and no disruption of the 
integrity of the tongue epithelium (Figure S1E). Dual labeling with cytokeratin showed 
that infected cells within tongue epithelium consisted of non-keratinized stratified 
squamous epithelial cells (Figure S1F).

MV infection in the trachea is focal and does not result in damage to epithelium 
integrity
Microscopic examination of the inner surface of intact trachea rings obtained from 
animals at the peak of infection revealed circular foci of MV infected epithelial cells 
(Figure 8A). These may arise via the lateral spread of virus within the epithelium 
following initial infection of an epithelial cell, akin to virus cell-to-cell spread in 
vitro (compare with Figure 5D), albeit without apparent fusion of adjacent cell 
membranes.  Spread of virus into the epithelium resulted in MV infection of ciliated 
pseudostratified columnar epithelial cells (Figure 8B, inset). Dual labeling for MV 
nucleoprotein (N) and cytokeratin showed accumulation of N protein underneath 
the apical membrane of MV-infected epithelial cells and an absence of infection in 
cytokeratin+ cells present within lower layers of the epithelium (Figure 8B). Analysis 
of PVRL4 distribution showed that highest expression levels were present at the 
cell boundaries of basal tracheal epithelial cells, with no discernible modulation of 
PVRL4 expression visible within large foci of MV-infected cells (Figure 8C). Further 
analysis of the differential susceptibility of tracheal epithelial cells to MV infection by 
dual labelling with EGFP and Ki67, a marker of cellular proliferation, demonstrated 
that MV-negative epithelial cells present in basal cell layers of the epithelium stain 
positive for Ki67 and thus represent a population of uninfected proliferating epithelial 
cells (Figure S2A). The integrity of the tracheal epithelium was largely unaffected in 
areas of MV infection, apart from a low level of exfoliation of MV-infected epithelial 
cells from the cell surface (Figure 8D). Although no infiltration of CD20+ B-cells or 
CD11c+ myeloid cells into the epithelium was observed (Figure 8E and F), CD3+ 
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T-cells were observed in close proximity to MV-infected epithelial cells within the 
epithelium (Figure 8G). Absence of epithelial breakdown in foci of MV infection 
was occasionally observed in other tissues, including the primary bronchus (Figure 
S2B) and adenoids (data not shown). These rare foci were typically observed in 
the absence of underlying lymphoid infection and were characterized by fusion of 
adjacent pseudostratified columnar epithelial cells leading to large giant cells within 
the epithelium. Exfoliation and shedding of MV-infected epithelial cells was the 
predominant pathological response within such foci. 

Figure 9. MV infection of nasal epithelium. (A) Direct detection of a focus of EGFP+ cells on the 
surface of the nasal concha. No cell-to-cell fusion was observed between MV-infected cells. Bar, 

100 μm. (B) Large numbers of MV-infected epithelial cells are present in an immunohistochemically 
stained section of nasal concha. Bar, 160 μm. (Inset i) Serial section of nasal concha showing 

immunofluorescence detection of EGFP in adjacent epithelial cells. Bar, 100 μm. (Inset ii) A H&E stained 
serial section of nasal concha showing shedding of epithelial cells into the lumen. Bar, 160 μm. (C) 
Immunohistochemical detection of EGFP in URT epithelium. Extensive infection of epithelial cells is 

apparent in the absence of underlying MV-infected immune cells. Bar, 160 μm. (D) Higher magnification 
of MV-infected epithelial cells indicated by the asterisk in (C). Little infection is apparent in the basal 

epithelial cell layers of the epithelium. Bar, 80 µm. (E) Dual labeling of EGFP (green) and cytokeratin+ 
pseudostratified columnar epithelial cells (red). Bar, 50 μm.

Prominent MV infection of ciliated epithelial cells in the upper respiratory tract
High levels of MV-infected cells were present in the nasal cavity of MV-infected 
macaques at and immediately after the peak of infection (9 and 11 d.p.i., see Figure 
1F), which suggested a role for nasal epithelium in MV transmission. Live cell confocal 
analysis of the nasal concha collected from infected animals using UV microscopy 
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revealed irregularly shaped foci of morphologically identifiable infected epithelial 
cells on the surface of the tissue (Figure 9A), illustrating the lateral spread of MV 
between epithelial cells once infection in the epithelium is established via contact 
with MV-infected immune cells. Examination of a transverse section through the 
nasal concha revealed high levels of epithelial cell infection and epithelial damage 
due to shedding of these cells into the lumen (Figure 9B). In the nasal mucosa MV 
mainly infected ciliated pseudostratified columnar epithelial cells, with contiguous 
epithelial cell infection and exfoliation of MV-infected epithelial cells into the nasal 
cavity observed as characteristic features of the infection in the URT (Figure 9C and 
D). In common with the distribution of MV-infected cells in tracheal epithelium, no 
positive immunostaining was observed in non-ciliated basal epithelial cells present in 
lower levels of the epithelium. Although cell-to-cell fusion was observed in large foci 
of MV-infected cytokeratin+ epithelial cells, as evidenced by some degree of nuclei 
clustering, limited immune cell infiltration or disruption of the cytokeratin cytoskeleton 
was apparent (Figure 9E).

Cell-associated MV in the respiratory tract may contribute to MV transmission.
In addition to the presence of MV-infected cells in the lumen of the respiratory tract, 
non-cellular EGFP+ debris was readily detected adjacent to tracheal epithelium 
(Figure S3A and B). Dual labeling of EGFP and cytokeratin in nasal concha 
epithelium confirmed that this debris was present in the lumen and did not represent 
sub-cellular structures within infected cells (Figure S3C). Positive immunostaining 
observed using hyperimmune serum from an SSPE patient showed that MV antigen 
was present within these EGFP+ structures on the surface of tracheal epithelium 
(Figure S3D). Transport of cellular debris and infectious virus released from MV-
infected cells by the mucociliary escalator would represent an efficient mechanism 
through which MV infected cells/debris are removed from the body. 

Discussion
Measles is characterized by a number of unique pathological and epidemiological 
features which slow progress towards controlling and eradicating the disease, 
such as a long incubation period prior to the onset of clinical symptoms, the fact 
that individuals in the prodromal stage are highly infectious and the requirement of 
vaccine coverage of greater than 95% in order to prevent endemic transmission. 
Furthermore, in contrast to infections caused by other respiratory pathogens 
such as human respiratory syncytial virus (HRSV), seasonal influenza strains and 
rhinoviruses, MV spreads systemically and infection of respiratory tract tissues 
occurs only in the latter stages of the disease. The identification of MV-infected cells 
or tissues in the lower and upper respiratory tract (LRT/URT) of infected individuals 
contributing to MV transmission has historically proven difficult to assess, due to a 
paucity of published pathological studies from human measles cases which made use 
of a set of diverse tissue blocks free of complications caused by underlying disease 
or secondary bacterial infections. With the macaque being an established natural 
model of measles, we undertook a comprehensive analysis of the respiratory tract 
of MV-infected macaques to analyze the pathology associated with the late stages 
of measles complementing our studies into early events in measles pathogenesis 
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[256]. The availability of tissue blocks from the respiratory tract of a large number of 
MV-infected animals (n=40) strengthens the pathological observations made in this 
study.

Analysis of respiratory tract tissues from MV-infected macaques highlighted the 
crucial role of MV-infected immune cells in the spread of virus to epithelial cells. 
Although long assumed, this is the first direct evidence of immune cells having a 
direct role in the spread of MV into epithelia in vivo and thus completes a missing 
link in our understanding of measles pathogenesis. MV spread into epithelia is most 
likely mediated via the interaction of MV glycoprotein complexes on the surface of 
immune cells with PVRL4, which we show to be present in epithelial cell adherent 
junctions in a wide array of tissues including lung, bronchi, trachea, tonsils, adenoids, 
nasal concha and tongue. This provides a mechanism through which MV can access 
a cellular receptor that is inaccessible to virus present in the lumen of the respiratory 
tract, due to its spatial localization within epithelia, and allow MV infection of epithelial 
cells in tissues of both the LRT and URT. Interestingly, PVRL4 was present around 
the entire cell membrane of squamous epithelial cells in the tonsils and focal areas of 
the tongue, whereas more polarized expression was observed along the basolateral 
surface of pseudostratified ciliated epithelial cells in the trachea and nasal concha. 
The observation that MV infection is primarily restricted to non-dividing (Ki67-) 
pseudostratified columnar ciliated epithelial cells in tracheal epithelium, despite high 
levels of PVRL4 expression in dividing (Ki67+) basal epithelial cells, suggests that 
additional host factors or the context through which such cells are contacted by MV-
infected immune cells may influence the susceptibility of tracheal epithelial cells to 
MV infection.

We have previously reported the efficacy of using fluorescent MV to sensitively monitor 
virus cell-to-cell spread in vitro in neural and primary epithelial cells [125,324]. In this 
study we have applied these techniques to a novel in vitro co-culture model and 
show rapid virus spread from MV-infected B-cells to adjacent primary differentiated 
bronchial epithelial cells in which the adherent junctions were rendered accessible 
by cell wounding. This demonstrated that immune cells are capable of transferring 
MV infectivity into respiratory epithelium. The key role of PVRL4 in governing MV 
cell-to-cell spread from immune cells to epithelial cells in this model is highlighted by 
the observation that an rMV strain unable to bind to PVRL4 was restricted to B-LCL. 
The location of PVRL4 at adherent cell junctions within epithelia means that this 
molecule is inaccessible to cell-free virus, demonstrating that MV spread primarily 
occurs via cell-to-cell fusion rather than virus-cell fusion. Further research is required 
using model systems in which PVRL4 is expressed in its normal architectural location 
rather than over-expression in continuous cell-lines in order to gain a more complete 
understanding of the differences between these two modes of virus spread and 
ultimately their relevance to virus spread in vivo. 

Recently, the trachea has been proposed as the primary site from which MV emerges 
into the airways of the respiratory tract prior to transmission to a susceptible host 
[130,158]. However, our extensive analysis of MV infection and related epithelial 
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disruption of respiratory tract epithelia and lymphoid tissues presents a more 
complex picture. While we detected large circular foci of MV-infected ciliated 
epithelial cells along the inner surface of the trachea, the overall burden of MV 
infection and associated lesions were lower than those of the nasal concha and 
mucosa in the nasal cavity and lymphoid tissues such as the palatine tonsils and 
adenoids, in which strong PVRL4 expression in epithelia was also observed. The 
anatomical location of these tissues means that virus shed from these sites is 
inherently more likely to be expelled into the environment by air flow and coughing 
than virus emerging lower in the airways, which has to survive neutralization for a 
longer time period by host factors present in mucus and saliva. A number of other 
viruses transmitted via the respiratory route are known to infect the URT including 
HRSV, coronaviruses and rhinoviruses [325–327]. In the case of Sendai virus, 
transmission of virus from infected animals was directly associated with infection 
of the URT and was independent of infection in the lung [328]. Conversely, H5N1 
strains of influenza cause significant disease in humans with high case-fatality rates, 
but usually remain restricted to the initial index patient due to the fact that the virus 
replicates mostly in the LRT [329,330]. While the cough reflex typically associated 
with measles is triggered by stimulation of sensory nerves at or below the level of 
the larynx, URT infections can also trigger a productive cough due to non-specific 
effects of inflammatory mediators and increased mucus production on sensory nerve 
endings in the bronchi and trachea in the LRT [325].

Virus present in aerosol droplets expelled from MV-infected individuals by coughing 
is suspected of being the primary route of virus transmission to susceptible hosts 
[16] and is assumed to augment virus spread through fomites and/or close contact 
with bodily secretions. Conversely, while titers obtained from in vitro cultivation of MV 
are moderate (usually <107 TCID50/ml) and comparable to many other respiratory 
pathogens, virus shedding into the airways of the respiratory tract of MV-infected 
individuals results in measles being the most infectious of all currently circulating 
human viruses. Indeed, the transmissibility of MV has been extensively documented 
with infected individuals in schools, sports stadiums, airplanes and offices responsible 
for triggering outbreaks [331–334]. In many of these cases, aerosol transmission 
of MV was suspected due to the absence of direct contact between many of the 
secondary cases with the index case.

The extreme infectiousness of some MV-infected individuals has resulted in the use 
of the term ‘superspreader’. In a well documented case from April 1951 a large 
measles outbreak was initiated in Qaqortoq (formerly Julianehåb), Greenland, when 
an asymptomatic sailor infected approximately 250 people in a dancehall in a single 
evening [335]. The fact that this event occurred when the index case was still in the 
prodromal stage of measles, three days before the onset of rash, demonstrated 
the difficulty in controlling outbreaks of measles. This provides a prime example of 
the complexity and heterogeneity of virus transmission as modeling has shown that 
approximately 20% of measles cases are responsible for 80% of virus transmission 
[317], thus adhering to the general ‘20/80’ rule governing individual variation in virus 
transmission [336]. It remains to be determined if such variation is linked to either 
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differences in the extent of epithelial disruption or the virus burden in the epithelium 
of the URT. Although in vitro studies have shown that epithelial cells can be infected 
by MV and produce new virus particles by budding from the apical membrane 
[127,129,337], MV cell-to-cell spread is relatively slow and results in the release of 
low virus titers [125,130,137]. In contrast, the MV replication cycle in lymphocytes is 
usually more rapid, and results in higher levels of viral shedding [256,265]. Therefore, 
the high MV infection levels in the lymphoid tissues of the URT should be considered 
more seriously as potential source of transmissible MV, especially when taking into 
account the amount of epithelial disruption we observed in these tissues.

Our long term studies in MV cell-to-cell spread led us to hypothesize that cell-
associated virus may also contribute to virus transmission, especially in the spread 
of virus via close contact. This is supported by the fact that the release of giant 
cells into the lumen of the respiratory tract is a consistent pathological feature of 
measles [315,338,339]. Such cells obtained from nasopharyngeal or conjunctival 
swabs can be detected during the prodrome and have proven valuable as an 
additional diagnostic feature of measles in resource-limited areas [340]. Similarly, 
we also detected MV-infected cells and associated sub-cellular debris in the lumen 
of the respiratory tract together with cell-associated virus in nose and throat swabs 
taken from infected macaques. Such debris may be readily expelled into the air by 
coughing. Although there is a paucity of research into aerosol transmission of MV, it 
has been reported that cell-free MV survives for longer in the air than influenza virus 
[341], but shows increased rates of virus decay at humidity levels of 50-70%. It could 
be postulated that MV released into the environment in a cell-associated form would 
be better protected against environmental hazards such as humidity, temperature 
and UV radiation, and may be more infectious than cell-free virions due to the 
greater efficacy and speed of cell-to-cell fusion in comparison to virus-to-cell fusion. 
Future studies focused on aerosolized transmission of fluorescent morbilliviruses in 
the ferret, a model used extensively for virus transmission studies [342,343], would 
help to illuminate natural routes of virus transmission and provide the basis for more 
challenging studies into natural transmission of MV in the macaque.

In summary, we propose a mechanism for the introduction of MV into the respiratory 
epithelium following viremia, via the infiltration of MV-infected immune cells and 
subsequent spread to PVRL4-positive pseudostratified columnar and non-keratinized 
squamous epithelium (Figure S4), and demonstrate an analogous mode of cell-to-
cell spread in a novel in vitro co-culture model of respiratory epithelium. Differential 
levels of MV infection were observed in epithelium from different respiratory tract 
tissues with tonsillar and nasal epithelium in the URT consistently displaying the 
highest levels of infection. In many instances this was associated with the infiltration 
of large numbers of uninfected immune cells leading to breakdown of the epithelium 
and sloughing of debris into the lumen of the respiratory tract. This complex emerging 
view of the late stages of measles pathogenesis should inform further experiments 
focused on the aerosolized transmission of morbilliviruses.
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Figure S1. MV infection of oral epithelium. (A) Serial H&E (top) and IHC stained (bottom) sections of 
the inner cheek. Heavy MV-infection of lymphoid tissue is observed adjacent to epithelial-cell lined 

minor salivary gland ducts (arrows). Bar, 320 μm. (B) Dual labeling of EGFP (green) and cytokeratin 
(red) showing MV infected epithelial cells (arrow) lining a duct located in the inner cheek. Disruption 
of the normal cytokeratin architecture and exfoliation of MV-infected cells is visible at the base of the 
duct (arrowhead). Bar, 100 μm. (C) Serial H&E (top) and IHC stained (bottom) sections of a focus of 

infection present in the buccal mucosa. MV infection is predominately observed in infiltrates of immune 
cells but a few foci of infected epithelial cells are present (arrows). Bar, 160 μm. (D) Three-dimensional 
reconstruction of a focus of infection in the buccal mucosa obtained from a 50 μm vibratome-cut section 

showing interconnected MV-infected immune cells (green). Bar, 60 μm. (E) Serial H&E (top) and 
IHC stained (bottom) sections of tongue. No infiltration of immune cells or disruption of epithelium is 

observed. Foci of MV-infected stratified squamous epithelial cells are visible in tongue epithelium. Bar, 
320 μm. (F) Indirect dual immunofluorescence on a transverse tongue section. Large foci of MV-infected 

(EGFP, green) cells dual label with the epithelial cell marker cytokeratin (red). Bar, 200 μm. DAPI was 
used as a nuclei counterstain (blue) in (B and F).

Figure S2. MV does not infect proliferating basal epithelial cells in the trachea. (A) Little co-localization 
is observed between EGFP and Ki67, a marker of cell proliferation. The approximate location of the 

images shown at higher magnification in the bottom panel is indicated by an asterisk. The approximate 
location of the division between the epithelium and the sub-epithelial cell layers is shown by a dashed 
line. Bar (top), 200 μm; Bar (bottom), 50 μm. (B) Serial sections of primary bronchus. Multinucleated 

giant cells (arrows) present in the epithelium of an H&E stained section (left) are positive for EGFP in a 
serial immunohistochemically stained section (right). Bar, 40 μm.
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Figure S3. Visualization of cell-associated virus in the lumen of the respiratory tract. (A) Detection of 
EGFP+ sub-cellular debris from MV-infected cells on the surface of trachea epithelium. Bar, 160 μm. 

(B) Higher magnification image of boxed area in (A). Bar, 20 μm. (C) EGFP+ sub-cellular debris (green) 
is present adjacent to cytokeratin+ nasal concha epithelial cells (red). Bar, 25 μm. (D) Detection of MV 
antigen using SSPE serum in EGFP+ sub-cellular structures in the tracheal lumen. Bar, 12 μm. DAPI 

was used as a nuclear counterstain in (C,D).

Figure S4. A unified model of measles pathogenesis based on pathological analysis of tissues taken 
from wild-type MV infected macaques between 2 and 15 d.p.i.
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Abstract
Measles continues to be an important cause of childhood mortality in developing 
countries. Measles virus (MV) is lymphotropic and infects high percentages of B- and 
T-lymphocytes in lymphoid tissues. Cellular immunity is considered crucial for viral 
clearance; however, MV-specific T-lymphocytes generated during primary infection 
also constitute a potential target for MV infection. We therefore aimed to identify 
T-lymphocyte subsets that can clear MV infection without becoming infected. To 
this end, we infected human EBV transformed B-lymphoblastic cell lines (B-LCL) 
with a recombinant MV strain expressing enhanced GFP, and co-cultured these with 
non-infected B-LCL resulting in rapid viral spread. MV-specific CD8+ T-cell clones 
efficiently suppressed MV dissemination in autologous and HLA-matched, but not 
in HLA-mismatched B-LCL. In contrast, CD4+ T-cell clones could not control MV 
dissemination but became a target for MV infection themselves. Furthermore, PBMC 
collected 6 – 9 months after acute measles and stimulated with autologous MV-
infected B-LCL also efficiently suppressed MV dissemination; this was mediated 
by the fraction containing CD8+ T-lymphocytes. In conclusion, we have developed 
a powerful tool to study cellular immunity against measles, and demonstrate that 
control of MV dissemination is mediated by virus-specific CD8+ rather than by CD4+ 
T-lymphocytes.

In this issue

Measles virus-specific T cells: Kill or be killed
Measles is a highly contagious viral disease, killing approximately 200,000 children 
each year. The virus is lymphotropic and infects high percentages of B and T cells 
via its cellular receptor CD150. Paradoxically, virus-specific T cells can be either viral 
targets or effector cells mediating viral clearance. In this issue, de Vries et al examine 
whether specific CD4+ or CD8+ T cells can inhibit measles virus replication. The 
authors infected B cells with a recombinant measles virus expressing GFP, added 
specific T cells and monitored virus dissemination. Using this model, the authors 
demonstrate that measles virus-specific CD8+ T-cell clones and primary CD8+ T 
cells isolated from convalescent measles patients suppressed virus replication in 
autologous or HLA-matched B cells. Specific CD4+ T cells not only were incapable 
of inhibiting virus replication, but were also more readily infected by the virus. The 
authors speculate that a similar approach may be used to study functional T-cell 
responses as potential correlates of protection in vaccine trials.
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Introduction
Despite significant progress of global control programs, measles continues to be 
an important cause of morbidity and mortality in developing countries. Measles 
virus (MV) is a highly contagious agent that is transmitted by aerosols or direct 
contact with contaminated respiratory secretions. Measles starts with a prodromal 
phase of fever, cough and coryza, followed by a generalized maculopapular skin 
rash and conjunctivitis [16]. This phase is associated with a transient but profound 
immune suppression that can persist for months after convalescence, resulting in 
an increased susceptibility to opportunistic infections. Paradoxically, measles also 
induces strong MV-specific humoral and cellular immune responses, resulting in 
lifelong immunity [68].

Virus neutralizing serum antibodies are considered the main correlate of protection 
against MV infection [155]. However, viral clearance is predominantly mediated by 
cellular immune responses. This is illustrated by the fact that hypogammaglobulinemic 
children recover normally from MV infection [144,145], whereas children with deficits 
in cellular immunity develop severe disease and display prolonged viral shedding 
[144,146,344]. This could be partly due to the spread of MV via cell-cell fusion, thus 
potentially avoiding neutralizing antibodies in the bloodstream. Ex vivo experiments 
have shown that CD8+ MV-specific T-lymphocytes predominate shortly after acute 
measles [148], indicating that these cells play a role in viral clearance. However, 
in classical 51Cr-release assays both CD4+ and CD8+ MV-specific T-cell clones 
(TCC) had cytolytic activity against MV-infected autologous target cells [148–150], 
indicating that both subsets are capable of killing MV-infected cells.

Recent in vivo experiments in non-human primates have corroborated the 
importance of cellular immunity in MV clearance. MV-infected macaques depleted of 
B-lymphocytes were able to normally clear virus [153], whereas CD8+ T-lymphocyte-
depleted macaques presented with a more extensive rash, higher viral loads and a 
longer duration of viremia [314]. Depletion experiments for CD4+ T-lymphocytes have 
not been performed in macaques, but studies in cotton rats showed that depletion 
did not have an effect on viral titres in the lung or on viral clearance [154]. More 
recently it was shown in a mouse model for respiratory syncytial virus, a related 
member of the family Paramyxoviridae, that both CD4+ and CD8+ T-lymphocytes 
independently contributed to virus elimination [151].

Currently, most studies on antiviral cellular immunity focus on quantification of virus-
specific T cells rather than on the functional capacity of these cells. These assays 
either assess lymphoproliferation (e.g. CFSE dilution assays) [345], production 
of cytokines (e.g. ELISPOT or intracellular staining) [346–348], expression of cell 
surface markers (e.g. CD69 and CD107a) [349] or expression of a specific T-cell 
receptor (e.g. tetramer staining) [350]. Recently, a functional assay to assess virus-
specific T-lymphocyte-mediated killing was developed based on transfection of 
autologous target cells with a viral gene linked to GFP. This assay was referred to as 
the fluorescent antigen-transfected target cell-CTL assay [351]. We adapted this set-
up to a more dynamic system, in which autologous target cells were infected with a 
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recombinant MV strain expressing enhanced GFP (EGFP) [53] and co-cultured with 
MV-specific TCC. Using this assay, we determined the role of different T-lymphocyte 
subsets in the suppression of MV dissemination. We show that CD8+ TCC efficiently 
clear an ongoing MV infection in B-lymphocytes, while CD4+ TCC could not control 
spread of infection but instead became infected themselves. PBMC collected during 
measles convalescence could also control MV infection in autologous B cells, which 
was again predominantly mediated by CD8+ T lymphocytes.

Materials & Methods

EBV transformation and susceptibility of B-LCL to MV infection
B-LCL from six donors were used as APC in these studies and were prepared as 
described previously [150], and cultured in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 10% 
FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, penicillin (100 U/mL) and streptomycin (100 μg/mL). 
Susceptibility to WT recombinant MV expressing EGFP (rMVIC323EGFP [53], a kind 
gift of Dr. Y. Yanagi) infection was determined in a time-course experiment. Non-
infected B-LCL were seeded into a 96-wells round-bottom plate at 2 x 104 cells 
per well, 50 MV-infected cells expressing EGFP as determined by flow cytometry 
were added to the cell pellet. Subsequently, the percentage of EGFP-expressing 
CD19+ cells was determined in triplicate by flow cytometry after 6, 12, 24, 48 and 
72 h of co-cultivation. To validate EGFP expression as a marker for MV infection, 
an intracellular counterstaining for MV-N with an unconjugated primary antibody 
(KK2, Chemicon) followed by a PE-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibody 
(DAKO) was performed after fixation and permeabilization using cytofix/cytoperm 
buffers (BD Biosciences) containing 5% normal goat serum. Pictures of cell pellets 
were taken under an inverted light fluorescence microscope.

TCC
TCC (Table 1) were described previously (WH2.5, JP323, JP70 and Maja-F94) 
[148,219,234,352], or generated for the scope of this study (LB6 MV4, LB6 MV8, 
LB6 non-MV4 and LB6 non-MV8) as described previously [150]. Expression of CD4 
or CD8 was assessed by flow cytometry using mAb SK3 (BD Biosciences) and 
DK25 (DAKO). Specificity of TCC was analyzed by IFNγ ELISPOT (Mabtech AB) in 
duplicate as described previously [353]. Briefly, 5 x 103 TCC and 2 x 104 autologous 
B-LCL infected with MVEdmonston or rMVIC323EGFP were co-cultured for 1.5 h at 37°C 
in a 96-wells V-bottom plate. Cells were transferred to nylon membrane bottom 
ELISPOT plates (Millipore) coated with a mAb against IFNγ and incubated for 4 h at 
37°C. Spots were stained with a secondary mAb against IFNγ, and counted using 
an automated ELISPOT reader. One CD4+ and one CD8+ TCC that did not respond 
to MV in any assay were selected as non-specific controls.

PBMC bulk stimulations
PBMC from eight human donors (LB1 – 8) collected 6 – 9 months after acute 
measles were thawed and cultured in 96-well round-bottom plates at 2 x 105 cells 
per well. IL-7 was added at 3.5 ng/mL once after thawing and 5,000 autologous UV-
irradiated non-infected or MVEdmonston infected B-LCL were added per well. Cultures 
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were maintained, and IL-2 was added 7 and 10 days after thawing. After 14 days, the 
bulk cultures were separated into a CD4+ and CD8+ fraction by magnetic separation 
with CD4 and CD8 microbeads (BD Biosciences). Purity and viability of subsets 
was confirmed by flow cytometry (data not shown). Written informed consent was 
obtained from all donors. The study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee 
of the University Hospital Rotterdam-Dijkzigt (MEC 00.822).

Table 1. TCC used in virus suppression assays. Four CD4+ and four CD8+ TCC were used 
to determine the contribution of these subsets to viral suppression. From both subtypes 

one non-MV-specific TCC was used as a negative control. Four of the selected clones were 
specific for MV-F, specificities of the other TCC was unknown. Autologous B-LCL were 

prepared for all donors and used as target cells in different assays.
TCC CD4/8 Specificity Alternative names References
Maja-F94 CD4+ MV-F Maja 94, JG-F94, 3-F94 [219,234,352]
JP70 CD4+ MV --- [148]
LB6 MV4 CD4+ MV-F --- ---
LB6 non-MV4 CD4+ non-MV --- ---
WH2.5 CD8+ MV-F WH 25, WH-F40, 2-F40 [148,219,352]
JP323 CD8+ MV-F JP-F20, 1-F20 [219,352]
LB6 MV8 CD8+ MV --- ---
LB6 non-MV8 CD8+ non-MV --- ---

In vitro virus suppression assay
TCC and PBMC bulk cultures, or PBMC CD4+/CD8+ subpopulations, were evaluated 
for their ability to control dissemination of MV infection in human B-LCL. In 96-
well round-bottom plates (Greiner), a twofold dilution series of TCC or PBMC was 
prepared in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 10% FBS starting at 2 x 104 or 4 x 104 
cells per well, respectively. To each well, a mixture of 2 x 104 non-infected and 50 
rMVIC323EGFP infected autologous, HLA-matched or HLA-mismatched B-LCL was 
added (cell number based on EGFP-expressing cells identified by flow cytometry). 
After 48 h of co-culture, cell pellets were examined for EGFP under an inverted 
light fluorescence microscope to assess the presence of MV-infected cells. In the 
absence of virus-specific T cells these conditions always resulted in massive MV 
infection of the complete culture. Since TCC and PBMC were added as a twofold 
dilution series, the minimal amount of cells required to control spread of MV infection 
could be determined. All TCC virus suppression assays were performed in duplicate 
as three independent experiments; all PBMC bulk virus suppression assays were 
performed in duplicate with the total bulk, the CD4+ and the CD8+ fraction.

Susceptibility of T-cell subsets for MV infection
Four clones were selected to determine susceptibility of T-cell subsets for infection 
with MV. A non-specific and MV-specific CD4+ and CD8+ TCC from a single 
donor (LB6 MV4, non-MV4, MV8 and non-MV8) were stimulated with anti-CD3 
(Orthoclone, clone OKT3) and γ-irradiated allogeneic PBMC and B-LCL. Seven 
days after stimulation, 4 x 104 TCC were co-cultured with 1 x 104 MV-infected B-LCL. 
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At that moment, expression of the MV receptor CD150 on TCC was determined by 
flow cytometry by staining with mAb A12 (BD Pharmingen). As a negative control 
for CD150 expression, TCC were stained with an IgG1kPE isotype control (CLB, 
clone CLB-203). After 24 h, cells were stained with mAb to CD3 (BD Pharmingen, 
clone SP34-2) and CD45RO (BD Pharmingen, clone UCHL-1). CD3+CD45RO+ 
cells, representing the TCC, were selected and analyzed for EGFP expression by 
flow cytometry. CD45RO was used as a marker since in some cultures CD3 was 
downregulated due to specific stimulation; CD45RO was not expressed on any of the 
B-LCL used in this study. Infection percentages and geometric mean fluorescence 
levels of the positive populations were compared by Student’s t-test.

Results

MV spreads rapidly in human EBV transformed B-lymphoblastic cell line 
cultures
We previously demonstrated that CD150+ B-lymphocytes are a major target cell 
for MV infection in lymphoid tissues of macaques [54]. To mimic MV spread in 
lymphoid tissues, we added small numbers of MV-infected human EBV transformed 
B-lymphoblastic cell line (B-LCL) to non-infected B-LCL cultures. The percentage 
of MV-infected cells was determined by flow cytometry at time points 0, 6, 12, 24, 
48 and 72 h (Figure 1A). At time point 0, the 50 EGFP-expressing MV-infected cells 
were readily detectable by both flow cytometry and fluorescence microscopy (data 
not shown). After 48 h the percentage of MV-infected B-LCL of six different donors 
varied between 30 and 80%. MV infection could easily be assessed by screening for 
EGFP fluorescence under an inverted fluorescence microscope (Figure 1B). These 
experiments demonstrate that rMVIC323EGFP infection spreads rapidly in human 
B-LCL, resulting in productive infection of the majority of the cells within 48h. In 
order to confirm that EGFP expression could be used as a reliable marker of MV 
infection, we performed intracellular staining of MV-infected B-LCL for expression 
of MV-nucleoprotein (N) at the different time-points. The data shown in Figure 1C 
demonstrate that expression of N strongly correlates with EGFP positivity, validating 
that EGFP can indeed be used as a reliable indicator of MV infection in this system.

MV-specific TCC recognize autologous target cells infected with MV
Six MV-specific and two non-specific TCC were used in this study (Table 1). Specificity 
of all TCC for MV was re-evaluated in an IFNγ ELISPOT assay (Figure 2A and B). 
All MV-specific TCC produced IFNγ when stimulated with autologous B-LCL infected 
with either MVEdmonston or rMVIC323EGFP. TCC LB6 non-MV4 and non-MV8 did not 
recognize MV-infected autologous cells, and were used as non-specific controls. In 
subsequent experiments with the selected TCC, IFNγ ELISPOT assays were always 
performed in parallel to confirm specificity of the TCC and their capacity to recognize 
their autologous B-LCL.

MV-specific CD8+ TCC suppress dissemination of MV infection
To determine the ability of TCC to suppress spread of an ongoing MV infection, 
we co-cultured MV-infected and non-infected B-LCL as described in Figure 1, and 
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added serial dilutions of TCC. After 48 h the minimal numbers of TCC necessary to 
control infection were determined by screening for EGFP fluorescence. For TCC 
of which the restriction element was known, autologous, HLA-matched and HLA-
mismatched B-LCL were used, to confirm that suppression was HLA-restricted. All 
three MV-specific CD8+ TCC were capable of controlling spread of MV infection, 
whereas the non-specific CD8+ TCC could not (Figure 3A). In cultures in which 
infection was controlled the original 50 MV-infected B-LCL had also disappeared, 
demonstrating TCC-mediated clearance. Virus suppression in HLA-matched target 
cells was similar to that in autologous B-LCL, whereas MV infection could never 
be controlled in HLA-mismatched B-LCL. Similar experiments were performed with 
CD4+ TCC, which displayed limited or no suppression capacity: only TCC Maja-F94 
was capable of clearing MV-infected cells, but less efficient than any of the CD8+ 
TCC tested (Figure 3A).

Figure 1. MV spread in human B-LCL. (A) 50 
rMVIC323EGFP-infected B-LCL were added to 2 x 
104 non-infected B-LCL in 96-well round-bottom 
plates. Percentages of EGFP-expressing cells 
were determined by flow cytometry after 0, 6, 
12, 24, 48 and 72 h. Data show mean ± SD (n 
= 3) and are representative of six independent 
experiments. Symbols represent B-LCL from 
different human donors. (B) Representative 

images of cell pellets at 6, 24, 48 or 72 h after co-
culture. (C) Counter staining for MV-N validated 
the use of EGFP expression as a marker for MV 
infection. All EGFP+ cells also stained positive 

for MV-N by intracellular staining using mAb KK2 
followed by secondary staining with goat anti-
mousePE (DAKO), while EGFP+ cells remained 
negative after staining with an isotype control. 

Data shown were obtained with B-LCL from donor 
WH (same experiment as shown in (A)), at least 
three independent repeats were performed for 

different B-LCL with comparable results.

CD8+ fractions of specifically stimulated PBMC control MV infection
Instead of using MV-specific TCC, mock- or MV-stimulated bulk cultures of PBMC 
collected from eight human donors (LB1 – 8) 6 – 9 months after acute measles were 
tested for their clearance capacity. After a single round of stimulation with autologous 
MV-infected or mock-infected UV-irradiated B-LCL, two-fold dilutions of the PBMC 
bulk cultures were co-cultured with rMVIC323EGFP infected autologous B-LCL similar 
as described above for TCC. PBMC stimulated with mock-infected B-LCL displayed 
limited clearance capacity, but PBMC from six out of eight donors stimulated with MV-
infected BLCL specifically controlled MV spread (Figure 3B, left panel). Interestingly, 
we were unable to detect MV-specific T cells by IFNγ ELISPOT assays in any of 
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these bulk cultures, due to high background responses after stimulation with mock-
infected APC (data not shown). CD4+ fractions of these PBMC bulk cultures showed 
no suppressive capacity (Figure 3B, middle panel). In contrast, the CD8+ fraction 
inhibited MV dissemination to a comparable level as the complete bulk culture 
(Figure 3B, right panel), demonstrating that also in PBMC bulk cultures clearance 
was mediated by CD8+ T-lymphocytes.

Figure 2. Phenotype and MV specificity of TCC. Specificity of TCC was determined by IFNγ ELISPOT 
(bottom panels), and CD4/CD8 surface expression by flow cytometry (top panels). (A) CD4+ TCC 

Maja-F94, JP70 and LB6 MV4 are MV-specific; LB6 non-MV4 is a non-specific negative control. (B) 
CD8+ TCC WH2.5, JP323, LB6 MV8 are MV-specific; LB6 non-MV8 is a non-specific negative control. 
IFNγ ELISPOT was performed by co-culture of 2 x 104 autologous B-LCL (mock infected, MVEdmonston 
infected, rMVIC323EGFP infected) with 5 x 103 TCC. IFNγ ELISPOT results show spot forming cells 

(SFC), mean ± SD of duplicates. Data are representative of three independent experiments.

MV-specific CD8+ TCC are less susceptible to MV infection
While performing virus suppression assays we often observed MV infection of CD4+ 
TCC. Since MV-specific CD8+ TCC efficiently cleared MV infection, the susceptibility 
of CD4+ and CD8+ TCC to MV infection was difficult to compare in that system. We 
therefore selected non-specific and MV-specific CD4+ and CD8+ TCC for co-cultivation 
with MV-infected HLA-mismatched B-LCL to exclude an influence of specific killing. At 
the time-point of infection, all TCC expressed the MV receptor CD150 at comparable 
levels on their cell surface (Figure 4A). Susceptibility of the two non-specific and 
the CD4+ MV-specific TCC was comparable, but the MV-specific CD8+ TCC was 
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significantly less susceptible to MV infection (p < 0.05 for LB6 MV8 compared with 
all other TCC by Student’s t-test, Figure 4B, left panel). Flow cytometry showed that 
in MV-specific CD8+ TCC not only the percentage EGFP-expressing cells, but also 
the absolute EGFP expression levels were significantly lower than those in the other 
three TCC, suggesting that virus replication was suppressed (p < 0.05 for LB6 MV8 
compared with all other TCC by Student’s t-test, Figure 4B, right panel).

Figure 3. (A) Suppression of MV dissemination by CD4+ and CD8+ TCC. Data show the minimal 
number of TCC required to suppress MV spread in autologous B-LCL. Virus suppression assays 
with TCC Maja-F94, WH2.5, and JP323 were also performed with HLA-matched and mismatched 
target cells. Each symbol represents the mean of duplicate measurements in one assay, the three 

identical symbols represent the results of three independent experiments. IFNγ ELISPOT assays were 
performed in parallel to confirm the TCC specificity (data not shown). Data are representative of three 
independent experiments. These experiments were also repeated under different conditions and with 

different CD4+ and CD8+ TCC, always resulting in similar results. (B) Suppression of MV dissemination 
by PBMC bulk cultures. PBMC from eight donors collected 6 – 9 months after natural measles infection 
were stimulated with UV-inactivated mock- or MV-infected autologous B-LCL and expanded for 2 wk. 
Data show the minimal number of PBMC required for suppression of MV spread in autologous B-LCL 

(means of duplicate measurements). Each symbol represents an individual donor. The left panel shows 
suppression with total PBMC bulk cultures; the middle and right panels show suppression mediated by 

CD4+ and CD8+ fractions, respectively.
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Discussion
Here we have demonstrated that control of MV dissemination in vitro is predominantly 
mediated by HLA class I-restricted CD8+ T-lymphocytes. Both the use of virus-
specific TCC and PBMC bulk cultures confirmed that CD4+ T-lymphocytes have 
limited effector capacity, but that CD8+ T-lymphocytes efficiently cleared an ongoing 
MV infection. Furthermore we have shown that MV-specific CD4+ T-lymphocytes 
are targets for MV infection. MV-specific CD8+ T-lymphocytes could also be infected 
by the virus, but displayed a lower sensitivity and sustained lower levels of virus 
replication.

Figure 4. Susceptibility of TCC to MV infection. Four TCC isolated from a single donor were stimulated 
with mAb to human CD3 and irradiated feeder cells, IL-2 was added on days 1 and 4. After 7 days 
cells were washed and used for infection by co-culture with HLA-mismatched MV-infected B-LCL. 

(A) Staining of TCC with mAb to CD150 (solid line) or isotype control (dotted line). (B) Percentages 
MV-infected TCC after 24 h co-culture of 4 x 104 TCC with 1 x 104 MV-infected mismatched B-LCL (left 
panel), and the geometric mean fluorescence signal of the EGFP+ population (in arbitrary fluorescence 

units, AFU, right panel). Data show mean ± SD of triplicate measurements, *p < 0.05 as determined 
by Student’s t-test for TCC MV8 compared with all other TCC. This experiment was repeated twice 

with similar results under the conditions described here, and several times under other conditions (e.g. 
different number of infected cells, or direct infection of TCC with cell-free virus).

Our study design is based on the use of MV-specific TCC or PBMC bulk cultures, 
in combination with autologous or HLA-matched B-LCL infected with an EGFP-
expressing virus. IFNγ ELISPOT was performed in parallel with the suppression 
assays to confirm the specificity of the TCC in each experiment. We have previously 
used the same B-LCL as APC for these TCC, and demonstrated that CD8+ TCC 
recognize MV-infected B-LCL whereas CD4+ TCC can recognize either MV-infected 
or antigen-pulsed B-LCL [234]. The virus suppression assay as described here has 
several advantages over the more traditional methods to study cellular immunity: it 
directly assesses antiviral activity rather than parameters that are associated with 
the antiviral capacity, like IFNγ production or cytolytic activity. Compared to the 
fluorescent antigen-transfected target cell-CTL described by Van Baalen et al [351] 
this assay is closer to the natural situation, since it is based on infection rather than 
transfection of APC. Consequently, viral antigens are processed and presented as 
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they would be during natural measles in vivo, and antiviral capacity is measured 
against the entire virus instead of single proteins or peptides.

Previously, CD4+ MV-specific TCC were described to have cytolytic activity in classic 
51Cr-release assays, albeit at lower levels than CD8+ TCC [148–150]. In this study, 
we show that most CD4+ MV-specific TCC could not kill MV-infected cells, and that 
the CD4+ fraction from PBMC by itself had no viral suppression capacity. Apparently, 
the requirements for suppression of virus spread are more stringent than those for 
chromium release. Since our virus suppression assay more closely resembles the in 
vivo situation than a 51Cr release assay performed over a period of 4 – 6 h, our data 
suggest that CD4+ T-lymphocytes play a limited role in viral clearance during natural 
measles.

We also assessed suppression of MV dissemination by PBMC collected 6 – 9 months 
after recovery from measles, after stimulation with either MV- or mock-infected 
autologous B-LCL and expansion for 2 wk in the presence of IL-2. Specifically 
stimulated bulk cultures of the majority of the donors were capable of clearing the 
virus. When testing CD4+ and CD8+ fractions separately, MV clearance proved to 
be exclusively mediated by the CD8+ fraction. In conclusion, these data confirm that 
clearance of MV infection is predominantly mediated by CD8+ T-lymphocytes, and 
that CD4+ T-lymphocytes only have a limited contribution as effector cells.

It remains difficult to determine if MV control as determined in our assays is 
predominantly mediated by clearance of infected cells or by suppression of production 
of progeny virus. Theoretically, MV-specific T-lymphocytes could rapidly kill the 50 
MV-infected B-LCL that were used as input. However, it is likely that by that time 
the input cells have already started to infect the 2 x 104 uninfected B-LCL. Whether 
the outcome is mediated by killing of infected cells or suppression of MV replication 
before production of progeny virus, the outcome of our experiments is that control of 
MV dissemination is mediated by CD8+ T-lymphocytes.

Our studies indicated that the TCC themselves could become a target for MV 
infection. When comparing antigen-specific and non-specific CD4+ and CD8+ TCC 
from a single donor, the antigen-specific CD8+ TCC proved least susceptible. After 
co-culture of TCC with HLA-mismatched MV-infected cells, both the percentage of 
EGFP-expressing cells and the absolute levels of EGFP within the positive population 
were lower than those in the other three TCC. These experiments were performed 
with HLA-mismatched MV-infected cells to prevent specific killing of B-LCL by the MV-
specific CD8+ TCC. Once a fraction of the MV-specific CD8+ TCC becomes infected 
with MV these cells can serve as APC for the uninfected TCC in the same culture. 
Although we have not been able to experimentally prove auto-killing in the context of 
our assay, we hypothesize that the interaction between infected and uninfected MV-
specific CD8+ TCC may result in suppression of MV replication. Future experiments 
will focus on potential mechanisms of virus suppression, by studying the release 
of cytolytic effector molecules (e.g. granzyme, perforin), cytokines (e.g. TNFα and 
IFNγ) and the interaction between Fas and Fas-ligand [354].
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Like for HIV and other lymphotropic viruses, the cellular immune response to MV 
is characterized by a fierce battle between virus and host immune response: virus-
specific T-lymphocytes can either kill or be killed. However, whereas HIV establishes 
a chronic infection and slowly exhausts the immune system, MV causes an acute 
and usually self-limiting infection. In experimentally infected macaques levels of MV-
infected lymphocytes increase exponentially during the first 7 – 9 days but decrease 
rapidly during the subsequent week [54]. Our data suggest that viral clearance in 
vivo coincides with the appearance of MV-specific CD8+ T-lymphocytes.

In conclusion, the new approach towards measuring antiviral cellular immunity 
described here offers opportunities for specific and sensitive analysis of functional 
aspects of T-lymphocyte-mediated cytotoxicity. We have shown that we can 
determine the ability of TCC or PBMC bulks to suppress MV dissemination in 
autologous B-lymphocytes. In the future this approach could allow functional studies 
of the role of cellular immunity as a correlate of protection in virus infections and/or 
vaccine trials.
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Abstract
Measles remains a significant childhood disease, and is associated with a transient 
immune suppression. Paradoxically, measles virus (MV) infection also induces robust 
MV-specific immune responses. Current hypotheses for the mechanism underlying 
measles immune suppression focus on functional impairment of lymphocytes or 
antigen-presenting cells, caused by infection with or exposure to MV. We have 
generated stable recombinant MVs that express enhanced green fluorescent protein, 
and remain virulent in non-human primates. By performing a comprehensive study 
of virological, immunological, hematological and histopathological observations 
made in animals euthanized at different time points after MV infection, we 
developed a model explaining measles immune suppression which fits with the 
“measles paradox”. Here we show that MV preferentially infects CD45RA- memory 
T-lymphocytes and follicular B-lymphocytes, resulting in high infection levels in these 
populations. After the peak of viremia MV-infected lymphocytes were cleared within 
days, followed by immune activation and lymph node enlargement. During this period 
tuberculin-specific T-lymphocyte responses disappeared, whilst strong MV-specific 
T-lymphocyte responses emerged. Histopathological analysis of lymphoid tissues 
showed lymphocyte depletion in the B- and T-cell areas in the absence of apoptotic 
cells, paralleled by infiltration of T-lymphocytes into B-cell follicles and reappearance 
of proliferating cells. Our findings indicate an immune-mediated clearance of MV-
infected CD45RA- memory T-lymphocytes and follicular B-lymphocytes, which 
causes temporary immunological amnesia. The rapid oligoclonal expansion of MV-
specific lymphocytes and bystander cells masks this depletion, explaining the short 
duration of measles lymphopenia yet long duration of immune suppression.

Author Summary
Measles is associated with a transient immune suppression, resulting in increased 
susceptibility to opportunistic infections. Indeed, the main causes of measles 
mortality are secondary infections in the respiratory and digestive tract. Although 
measles is associated with lymphopenia, depletion of lymphocytes has often been 
dismissed as a cause of immune suppression. Lymphocyte counts rapidly return to 
normal after clearance of the virus, while immune suppression lasts several weeks 
to months. Many studies have focused on suppression of lymphocyte proliferation 
as an in vitro correlate of immune suppression. However, experimental infections 
of non-human primates show that in vivo lymphocyte proliferation is not impaired 
after measles. Instead, we hypothesize that massive expansion of MV-specific and 
bystander lymphocytes masks the fact that pre-existing memory lymphocytes have 
been depleted. We conclude that measles virus infection wipes out immunological 
memory, leaving individuals susceptible to opportunistic infectious agents that would 
normally be controlled by the immune system.
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Introduction
Measles is associated with a transient but profound immune suppression, which 
may last for several weeks to months after the acute stage of the disease. The 
clinical importance of this immune suppression is illustrated by the observation 
that measles mortality is typically caused by secondary infections in the respiratory 
or digestive tract [64–66]. However, the mechanism by which measles virus (MV) 
infection causes immune suppression is not completely understood. Multiple in vivo 
correlates of immune suppression have been described, including disappearance of 
Mantoux responses [156,160], lymphopenia [161,355] and impaired responses to 
vaccination [162,163]. Decreased lymphoproliferative responses [165,166], altered 
cytokine response profiles [167] and impairment of antigen-presenting cell function 
[168,169,356] have been described in vitro. The relevance of these observations to 
immune suppression and enhanced susceptibility to opportunistic infections remains 
unclear. The paradox of measles is that the acute phase of the disease is not only 
associated with immune suppression, but also with immune activation [170] and 
induction of robust MV-specific humoral and cellular immune responses that result 
in lifelong immunity.

MV infection is initiated in the respiratory tract. It has long been thought that the 
initial target cells of the virus were epithelial cells of the upper respiratory tract, 
but recent studies have demonstrated a major role for alveolar macrophages and 
dendritic cells (DC) in this process [256,288]. These first MV-infected cells transmit 
the virus to the bronchus-associated lymphoid tissue (BALT) and/or the draining 
lymph nodes, where the infection is further amplified in lymphocytes and viremia 
is initiated [256,357]. MV infects both T- and B-lymphocytes by binding of the MV-
hemagglutinin (H) glycoprotein to the cellular receptor CD150 [115]. Recently, the 
adherens junction protein PVRL4 was identified as cellular receptor on epithelial 
cells [130,131]. However, as this receptor is exclusively expressed on the basolateral 
surface of epithelial cells, it does not facilitate MV infection of epithelial cells during 
the early stages of the disease, but instead is thought to play a role in transmission 
during the late stages of measles pathogenesis [158].

It has been proposed that direct infection of lymphocytes and the subsequent 
lymphopenia could explain measles-associated immune suppression [358,359]. 
However, this hypothesis has often been dismissed based on the observation that 
lymphopenia only lasts about a week, whilst immune suppression persists for several 
weeks to months. In addition, during the peak of viremia no more than 1 to 5% 
of the total lymphocyte population in peripheral blood is infected [54,360]. Recent 
observations that MV infects high percentages of cells in lymphoid tissues [54] 
and preferentially targets CD45RA- or CD45R0+ memory T-lymphocytes [54,171] 
led us to revisit the lymphocyte depletion hypothesis for immune suppression using 
the macaque model. Analysis of virological, immunological and histopathological 
parameters has demonstrated a remarkable similarity between measles in macaques 
and humans [99]. Here we present a comprehensive overview of a number of in vivo 
studies performed in macaques which provides a unifying model for the etiology of 
measles immune suppression.
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Materials & Methods

Ethics statement
Animal experiments were conducted in compliance with European guidelines 
(EU directive on animal testing 86/609/EEC) and Dutch legislation (Experiments 
on Animals Act, 1997). The protocols were approved by the independent animal 
experimentation ethical review committee DCC in Driebergen, The Netherlands. 
Animal welfare was observed on daily basis, animal handling was performed under 
light anesthesia using ketamine and medetomidine. After handling atipamezole was 
administered to antagonize the effect of medetomidine. For experiments involving 
PBMC from human donors, written informed consent for research use was obtained 
by the Sanquin blood bank.

Animal study design
PBMC and tissues were collected from cynomolgus (Macaca fascicularis) (n = 35) or 
rhesus (Macaca mulatta) (n = 5) macaques included in previously published studies 
[54,256,265] (n = 26) or from unpublished infection experiments with rMVIC323EGFP 
or rMVKSEGFP (n = 14). Macaques were infected by intra-tracheal inoculation or 
aerosol inhalation and euthanized at 2 (n = 3), 3 (n = 3), 4 (n = 3), 5 (n = 4), 7 (n = 9), 
9 (n = 8), 11 (n = 6), 13 (n = 2) or 15 (n = 2) d.p.i. Although some of the experiments 
had been designed to address different research questions, the accumulated 
samples effectively covered all stages of MV infection in macaques.

Mantoux tests
Four macaques received intra-dermal vaccinations with 4 x 0.1 ml of live BCG (NVI, 
Bilthoven, Netherlands). The animals received an intra-dermal Mantoux test with 
old tuberculin (0.1 ml, 25,000 IU/ml, Statens Serum Institut) [361] 3 months post-
vaccination at 7 days pre-MV-infection, or 3 days prior to necropsy. Skin reactivity 
was assessed for three consecutive days. Skin samples from both Mantoux tests 
(pre- and post-MV infection) were collected into formalin.

Tuberculin- and MV-specific T-lymphocyte responses
PBMC obtained 7 days pre-infection and during necropsy were thawed and plated 
into 96-wells round-bottom plates at 2 x 105 cells per well. Cells were stimulated with 
either PPD (10 μg/ml), UV-inactivated MV (10 μg/ml) or live rMVrEdtEGFP [265] (5 
x 104 CCID50 in the presence of 10 μg/ml infection-enhancing lipopeptide PHCSK4 
[362]) for 48 hours in triplicate. IFNγ concentrations were measured in supernatants 
by ELISA (U-CyTech Biosciences).

Leukopenia
After each blood collection, total WBC counts were obtained using an automated 
counter (Sysmex pocH-100iV). To address measles-induced leukopenia in these 
animals, mean WBC counts were determined on 0 (n = 31), 1 (n = 6), 2 (n = 20), 3 
(n = 17), 4 (n = 18), 5 (n = 11), 6 (n = 20), 7 (n = 10), 8 (n = 6), 9 (n = 12), 11 (n = 8) 
and 13 (n = 2) d.p.i. Different animals were included at each time-point.
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Necropsy
Animals were euthanized by exsanguination under ketamine anesthesia. For the 
purpose of detecting EGFP fluorescence, a lamp was custom-made containing 
six 5-volt LEDs (Luxeon Lumileds, lambertian, cyan, peak emission 490 – 495 
nm) mounted with D480/40 bandpass filters (Chroma) in a frame that allowed 
decontamination with 70% (v/v) alcohol or fumigation with formaldehyde. Emitted 
fluorescence was visualized through the amber cover of a UV transilluminator 
normally used for screening DNA gels. Photographs were made using a Nikon 
D80 digital SLR camera. Lymphoid tissues were collected in buffered formalin for 
immunohistochemistry or PBS for preparation of single cell suspensions, which were 
used directly for flow cytometry.

Flow cytometry
T-lymphocytes were subdivided into Tn, TCM and TEM populations (Figure S1) by staining 
with CD3PerCP (BD Biosciences, clone SP34-2), CD4V450 (BD Biosciences, clone L200), 
CD8AmCyan (BD Biosciences, clone SK1), CD45RAPE-Cy7 (BD Biosciences, clone L48) 
and CCR7APC (R&D Systems, clone 150503). The APC signal was enhanced using 
an APC-FASER Kit (Miltenyi Biotec). B-lymphocytes were subdivided into Bn and 
BM populations (Figure S1) by staining with CD20PE-Cy7 (BD Biosciences, clone L27), 
HLA-DRPacific Blue (Biolegend, clone L243), CD27APC (eBioscience, clone O323) and 
a combination of IgDBiotin (Southern Biotech, goat polyclonal) and streptavidinPerCP 
(BD Biosciences). CD150 expression was determined by staining with CD150FITC 
(AbD Serotec, clone A12). The infection percentages within the populations were 
determined by detection of EGFP. All flow cytometry was performed on a FACS 
Canto II (BD Biosciences).

Histological and immunohistochemical analysis
H&E staining was performed to evaluate histological changes. Immunohistochemical 
staining was performed using a fully automated BondMax immunostainer with a 
polymer-based peroxidase detection system. MV-infected cells were detected using 
a polyclonal rabbit antibody to EGFP (Invitrogen). Similar stainings were performed 
with the following monoclonal antibodies: T-lymphocyte marker CD3 (DAKO, clone 
F7.2.38), B-lymphocyte marker CD20 (DAKO, clone L26), proliferation marker Ki67 
(DAKO, clone MIB1) and apoptosis marker cleaved caspase 3 (Cell Signaling, clone 
5A1E). Glass slides were scanned with a 40x/0.75 Olympus UPlan FLN objective on 
an Aperio Scanscope CS-O SS5200 equipped with Spectrum Plus. An Aperio Positive 
Pixel Count Algorithm was applied to quantify and therefore standardize the intensity 
of stains present to produce optimal discrimination between immunoperoxidase 
diaminobenzidine (DAB) tetrahydrochloride reactions and hematoxylin stained 
nuclei. Scanners are kept at ambient temperature in a temperature-controlled area 
to eliminate loss of performance due to overheating.

Susceptibility of lymphocyte subsets to infection
PBMC from healthy human or macaque donors were sorted into pure CD4+ or CD8+ 
naive (CD45RA+) and memory (CD45RA-) T-lymphocyte populations on basis of 
CD45RA expression. Unsorted or sorted PBMC from humans or macaques were 
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infected by co-culture with low numbers (1:1000) of autologous MV-infected B-LCL 
or BAL cells (infected with cell-free rMVKSEGFP at an MOI of 1 for 48 hours), 
respectively. After two days of co-culture infection percentages in the different 
subsets were determined by flow cytometry.

Statistical analysis
Differences between percentages infected cells or CD150 expression were tested by 
the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank test using SPSS software.

Results

Figure 1. MV infects high percentages of B-lymphocytes and CD45RA- memory T-lymphocytes. (A – 
D) Macroscopic detection of EGFP in lymphoid tissues of the gastro-intestinal tract in three different 
macaques: mesenteric lymph nodes (A), gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) (B,C), including the 

Peyer’s patches (C,D). Panel D is an enlargement of panel C (indicated by asterisk); (E – H) MV 
infection percentages in lymphocyte subsets during the approximate peak viremia. T-lymphocyte 
subpopulations were identified as Tn (CD45RA+), TCM (CD45RA-CCR7+) or TEM (CD45RA-CCR7-), 

B-lymphocytes were identified as Bn (CD27-IgD+) or BM (CD27+IgD-). Box plots were chosen since the 
data were not normally distributed, and show the median infection percentages with the 25th – 75th 

percentiles, error bars indicate the 10th – 90th percentiles, dots the 5th – 95th percentiles. The 10th – 90th 
percentiles and 5th – 95th percentiles are only shown if the number of observations is at least ten; **, P < 

0.01. *, P < 0.05. In panel E, F and G 14 animals were included; in panel H 3 animals were included.
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Figure 2. Susceptibility of human or macaque T-lymphocyte subsets to in vitro MV infection. (A) 
Human or macaque PBMC were sorted into naive (CD45RA+, Tn) or memory (CD45RA-, TM) CD4+ 

or CD8+ T-lymphocytes, and infected with MV in vitro. Percentages MV-infected T-lymphocytes were 
determined 2 d.p.i. by measuring EGFP fluorescence by flow cytometry. CD4+ (human and macaque) 
and CD8+ (human only) TM were significantly more susceptible to MV infection than the corresponding 
Tn. For macaque CD8+ T-lymphocytes the difference was significant in two out of three experiments; 
(B) Unsorted human and macaque PBMC were infected, MV infection percentages in the different 

T-lymphocyte subsets were determined 2 d.p.i. by flow cytometry. Both in human and macaque 
PBMC the CD4+ and CD8+ TCM and TEM were significantly more susceptible to MV infection than the 

corresponding Tn subpopulations. In addition, CD4+ TEM and, to a lesser extent, CD8+ TEM proved more 
susceptible to MV infection than TCM. (C – F) Levels of CD150 expression on the different T-lymphocyte 

subsets in human and macaque PBMC. (C) PBMC collected from human or macaque donors were 
stained for memory markers as described in Figure S1, in combination with an IgG1 isotype control 

or CD150FITC staining. CD150 expression on the different subsets is shown as geometric mean 
fluorescence intensity (Gmean FI) ± SD. Both for humans and macaques CD150 expression on CD4+ 
and CD8+ TCM and TEM was significantly higher than on Tn. Interestingly, in CD4+ T-lymphocytes CD150 

expression was significantly higher on TEM than on TCM, whereas in CD8+ T-lymphocytes an inverse 
pattern was observed. (D – F) An IgG1 isotype control was used to determine the level of background 

staining, and is shown in combination with the CD150 staining for each subset. **, P < 0.01. *, P < 0.05. 
Experiments were performed with sorted cells from 3 macaque and 2 human donors, and unsorted 
cells from 4 macaque and 5 human donors. Data are shown as means ± standard deviation (SD) of 

representative donors.

MV targets lymphoid tissues and preferentially infects CD45RA- memory 
T-lymphocytes
We have analyzed data from rhesus or cynomolgus macaques (n = 40) infected 
with recombinant (r) MV strains (rMVIC323 or rMVKS) expressing enhanced green 
fluorescent protein (EGFP), spanning the early, intermediate and late stages of MV 
infection. Data from previous studies [54,256,265] and from additional experimentally 
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infected macaques (n = 14) were combined. The rMVs expressed EGFP from an 
additional transcription unit, and MV replication results in the host cell becoming 
EGFP+. At the peak of viremia, EGFP fluorescence was macroscopically detected in 
all lymphoid tissues (Figure 1A – D). The percentages MV-infected cells in lymphocyte 
subsets in PBMC or lymphoid tissues collected 9 or 11 days post-infection (d.p.i.) 
were determined by flow cytometry. Lymphocytes were subtyped as CD4+ or CD8+ 
naive (CD45RA+, Tn), central memory (CD45RA-CCR7+, TCM) or effector memory 
(CD45RA-CCR7−, TEM) T-lymphocytes or as naive (IgD+CD27-, Bn) or memory (IgD-

CD27+, BM) CD20+HLA-DR+ B-lymphocytes (Figure S1). TCM and TEM were infected 
at a significantly higher level than Tn. In contrast, BM were not preferentially infected 
(Figure 1E – H).

To determine whether the increased susceptibility of CD45RA- memory T-lymphocytes 
(TM) to MV infection is an inherent property of these cells, and comparable between 
humans and macaques, we sorted naive and memory CD4+ and CD8+ T-lymphocyte 
populations from human or macaque PBMC on basis of CD45A expression. In vitro 
co-culture of these populations with MV-infected autologous cells showed that both 
human and macaque CD45RA− TM were preferentially infected by MV (Figure 2A). 
In an alternative approach, unsorted human or macaque PBMC were co-cultured 
with autologous MV-infected cells, and infection percentages in Tn, TCM and TEM were 
determined by flow cytometry, resulting in similar differences in the susceptibility 
of T-lymphocyte subpopulations (Figure 2B). This not only corroborated the in vivo 
results from the experimentally infected macaques, but also demonstrated a virtually 
identical trend for human and macaque subpopulations.

The MV receptor CD150 is expressed at high levels by activated human CD45ROhigh 
memory T-lymphocytes [118]. We determined the expression levels of CD150 
on the different human and macaque T-lymphocyte subsets. This confirmed the 
higher level of CD150 expression by human CD45RA- TCM and TEM when compared 
to CD45RA+ Tn, and showed that the expression levels of CD150 on human and 
macaque T-lymphocyte subsets are comparable, which likely explains the increased 
susceptibility of CD45RA- TM to MV infection (Figure 2C – F). Although we were 
unsuccessful in further subtyping B-lymphocyte subsets on basis of expression 
patterns of different surface markers, the observed efficient infection of both Bn and 
BM lymphocytes seems in accordance with recent studies demonstrating CD150 
expression on virtually all human B-lymphocyte subpopulations [363].

MV causes lymphocyte depletion in lymphoid tissues
To address the impact of MV infection in situ, immunohistochemical analyses of 
serial sections of lymphoid tissues collected at different d.p.i. were performed. This 
demonstrated that MV mainly replicated in B-cell follicles (Figure 3; 7 and 9 d.p.i.), 
as previously described [54,101]. Multiple syncytia were observed 9 d.p.i., and 
dual immunofluorescence showed these were of B-lymphocyte origin (Figure S2). 
Strikingly similar to classic observations in humans [142], lymphoid exhaustion of 
the centers of the B-cell follicles was observed during and shortly after the peak of 
viremia (Figure 3; 9 and 11 d.p.i.).
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Figure 3. Histology and immunohistochemistry of lymphoid tissues obtained from macaques 
euthanized between 5 and 15 d.p.i. Serial sections were stained for histological changes (H&E), MV 
infection (EGFP), B-lymphocytes (CD20), T-lymphocytes (CD3) or proliferating cells (Ki67). Multiple 

lymphoid tissues from multiple animals collected at each time-point were analyzed, panels shown are 
representative for the tissues that have been examined. The color intensity of the blue bars below the 
photomicrographs indicates the relative levels of viremia, lymphocyte depletion or proliferation. The 

green and red bars at the bottom indicate the appearance and disappearance of viremia and rash and 
correspond to the bars in Figure 5B.

MV infection suppresses tuberculin-specific T-lymphocyte responses
In vitro and in vivo recall T-lymphocyte responses to tuberculin were measured in 
Bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG)-vaccinated macaques, prior to and 11 or 13 d.p.i. 
IFNγ production of PBMC in response to purified-protein derivative (PPD) stimulation 
was reduced after MV infection. Notably, an MV-specific IFNγ response was detected 
in PBMC collected from macaques sacrificed 13 d.p.i. (Figure 4A). The in vivo recall 
response was determined by Mantoux testing. Before MV infection a characteristic 
delayed-type hypersensitivity response developed on the site of intra-dermal 
tuberculin injection, characterized by a well-delineated soft swelling of the cutus, 
corresponding with an influx of CD3+ T-lymphocytes (Figure 4B). In line with classical 
observations [159,160], Mantoux responses were suppressed after MV infection, 
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with a much smaller and harder swelling in the cutus, potentially corresponding 
with epidermal repair, skin-infiltrating CD3+ T-lymphocytes were absent (Figure 4B). 
Interestingly, we also observed macroscopically detectable EGFP expression in 
the skin at the sites where the animals had been vaccinated intra-cutaneously with 
BCG three months prior to MV infection (Figure S3), suggesting infection of tissue-
resident memory lymphocytes in the skin.

Figure 4. MV infection causes temporary immunological amnesia. (A) T-lymphocyte responses to PPD 
and MV were measured by IFNγ production after in vitro stimulation of PBMC collected from 4 BCG-
vaccinated macaques. Measurements were performed in triplicate, graphs shows means ± SD; (B) 

Mantoux tests were performed 7 days before (n = 4) and 8 (n = 2) or 10 (n = 2) days after MV infection. 
Images were collected 3 days after intra-dermal injection with tuberculin. Before MV infection classical 
delayed-type hypersensitivity responses were observed, associated with diffuse swelling and redness 

(indicated by arrows), after MV only a small localized papule was observed (indicated by arrow). 
Representative images from 4 animals are shown.

MV infection causes leukopenia followed by massive lymphocyte expansion
Analysis of macaque white blood cell (WBC) counts during the acute infection 
demonstrated a profound but transient leukopenia (Figure 5B, circles), which 
coincided with the peak of viremia. There was a relative decrease in size of the 
CD45RA- CD4+ and CD8+ TCM and TEM populations between 0 and 9 d.p.i. (Figure 
5A), suggesting that leukopenia was related to depletion of MV-infected cells. WBC 
counts rapidly returned to pre-infection levels between 9 and 15 d.p.i. (Figure 5B), 
paralleled by a restoration of the relative CD45RA- TCM and TEM population sizes 
(Figure 5A). Lymph nodes were enlarged in all animals euthanized between 11 and 
15 d.p.i., which was paralleled by the clearance of EGFP+ lymphocytes from lymphoid 
tissues. During this period large numbers of Ki67+ proliferating cells repopulated the 
B-cell follicles in the germinal centers of lymphoid tissues (Figure 3; 13 and 15 d.p.i.). 
Numbers of apoptotic lymphocytes, as detected by staining for cleaved caspase 3 
(CC3), remained low at all time-points (Figure S4). Infiltration of CD3+ T-lymphocytes 
into the B-cell follicles suggests that MV-infected cells were cleared by cytotoxic 
T-lymphocyte-mediated killing, rather than undergoing apoptosis [364].
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A unified model for measles immune suppression
Based on the observations described above we propose a model for the events 
leading to measles immune suppression. Infection and subsequent immune-
mediated clearance of CD150+ lymphocytes results in specific depletion of 
memory T-lymphocytes and follicular B-lymphocytes, whilst the naive T-lymphocyte 
population remains relatively unaffected (Figure 5B, populations shown in red and 
blue, respectively). However, this leaves the question how such a short duration of 
measles lymphopenia can be reconciled with the long-lasting immune suppression. 
We hypothesize that the lymphocyte depletion is masked by the massive expansion 
of MV-specific and bystander lymphocytes (Figure 5B, population shown in green), 
which has also been observed in humans by a massive expansion of CD8+ 
T-lymphocytes [148] and by demonstrating skewing of the T-cell receptor repertoire 
after measles [365]. As a consequence, the qualitative composition of the lymphocyte 
population immediately after recovery from lymphopenia is dramatically different 
from that before MV infection, as pre-existing memory lymphocytes have been 
depleted and replaced by MV-specific and bystander lymphocytes. The net result 
is a temporary immunological amnesia, and restoration of immunological memory 
may take several weeks. Thus this model explains why measles-associated immune 
suppression extends well beyond the transient lymphopenia.

Discussion
Based on our observations, we conclude that measles immune suppression can, at 
least in part, be explained by massive infection and subsequent immune-mediated 
clearance of CD150+ memory T-lymphocytes and follicular B-lymphocytes. Depletion 
of T- and B-lymphocytes has also been described in the BALT of measles patients 
[366]. We show that MV preferentially infects CD45RA- TCM and TEM, which during 
secondary immune responses are the primary source of T-lymphocyte expansion or 
generation of effector T-lymphocytes, respectively [367]. Infection and subsequent 
immune-mediated depletion of memory T-lymphocyte subsets fits with the first 
description of measles-induced immune suppression, namely the disappearance of 
Mantoux responses in measles patients [160].

Several hypotheses for the underlying mechanism of measles immune suppression 
have been described previously. However, none of these adequately explain the 
“measles paradox”: the disease is associated with immune suppression but also 
with induction of strong MV-specific immune responses. Our observations not only 
explain the measles paradox, but also shed light on many of the in vivo and in 
vitro correlates of measles immune suppression described in literature [368–370]. 
Unresponsiveness of PBMC to mitogens and altered cytokine profiles during 
and after the acute phase of measles have been demonstrated in vitro in several 
studies [165,166]. These observations are not disputed, but we consider it difficult to 
extrapolate unresponsiveness of PBMC to mitogens in vitro to immune suppression 
in vivo. In parallel with the clearance of MV-infected cells we observed high numbers 
of proliferating Ki67+ cells in B-cell follicles. This fits well with classical observations 
of immune activation following measles [170], suggesting that lymphoproliferation 
is not impaired in vivo during the convalescent phase. The observed in vitro 
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suppression of mitogen-induced lymphoproliferation could also be explained by the 
altered qualitative composition of lymphocyte populations in convalescent measles 
patients, compared to healthy controls. Our model and previously published 
observations [170] show that a large proportion of the lymphocytes that circulate 
during the first weeks after measles infection have been recently activated in vivo, 
potentially making these cells less susceptible to re-stimulation in vitro.
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Figure 5. A model for measles immune suppression. (A) Relative population sizes of CD4+ or CD8+ Tn, 
TCM and TEM in PBMC at different d.p.i., expressed as fold changes relative to 0 d.p.i. Means ± SEM 

of 9 animals are shown. (B). A model describing the changes in the relative size of pre-existing naive 
lymphocytes (blue), pre-existing memory lymphocytes (red, sum of TM and follicular B-lymphocytes) 

and newly induced MV-specific (and bystander) lymphocytes (green) before, during and after measles. 
The relative WBC counts obtained from the macaques included in this study have been overlaid (black 
circles, means ± SEM). Thirty-four animals were included to obtain the WBC count graph. The red line 
indicates the time-point of MV-infection, bars above the graph indicate the approximate period of MV 

viremia (green), rash (red) and immune suppression (black).

We do not exclude that a functional impairment of lymphocytes or DC contributes 
to immune suppression and thus may augment the extent of immune suppression. 
Actually, it is likely that there are many factors that contribute to immune suppression 
in vivo. To date, direct evidence of DC infection by MV in humans has not been 
obtained. However, it has been demonstrated in vitro that MV is capable of infecting 
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mature DC and Langerhans cells (LC) [123,168,169,255,257,371,372]. In vivo in 
experimentally MV-infected macaques there was strong evidence for infection of 
DC in the skin and secondary lymphoid tissues [54]. The role of DC in immune 
suppression has not been extensively studied in vivo, but it is possible that they play 
a role either by directly being targeted and depleted by MV or indirectly by interaction 
with and silencing of T-lymphocytes. Furthermore, the capacity to function as antigen 
presenting cells might be affected [164,370].

Our study covers a time period of two weeks after MV infection, and as such does not 
provide experimental proof of what happens during resolution of measles immune 
suppression. The strength of our model using recombinant EGFP-expressing MV 
mainly lies in the sensitive detection of MV-infected cells, which is limited to the 
first two weeks after MV infection. Clearly, the memory lymphocyte populations 
specific for previously encountered pathogens are not completely depleted, and are 
largely restored during the weeks to months after measles. For instance, previously 
positive Mantoux responses disappear after onset of rash [159,160], but eventually 
reappear. We have indicated this in our model (Figure 5B) by showing a gradual 
increase of the memory lymphocyte population after clearance of MV. Although we 
cannot fully explain the drivers of the resolution of immune suppression, it is possible 
that expansion of non-depleted TCM upon renewed antigen encounter may play an 
important role. However, homeostatic restoration by the immune system itself could 
be an alternative explanation.

Some of the individual observations described here have been reported earlier in 
relationship to animal morbillivirus-related immune suppression [106,373,374]. The 
novelty of our model lies in the immune-mediated lymphodepletion being masked 
by the massive expansion of MV-specific and bystander lymphocytes. Although 
effective MV-specific CD8+ T-lymphocyte responses as well as immune activation 
and lymph node enlargement have been described earlier [148,170,365,373], they 
have not been associated with immune suppression in this way.

The most important consequence of our model is that the qualitative composition 
of lymphocyte populations changes dramatically upon MV infection. Although 
lymphocyte numbers in peripheral blood and lymphoid organs appear normal, 
depletion of pre-existing specific T- and B-lymphocytes subpopulations provides 
a direct explanation for the suppression of recall responses to other pathogens 
during and after measles. This allows such pathogens to cause severe disease 
and in the developing world leads to the high level of MV-associated mortality. In 
addition, MV efficiently replicates in B-lymphocytes, resulting in follicular exhaustion 
and disorganization of the germinal centers, which are essential in actively ongoing 
humoral immune responses.

We observed comparable levels of MV-infected cells in TCM, TEM and Bn, and in 
parallel observed lymphocyte depletion and disorganization in B-cell follicles 
during the acute phase of MV infection (Figure 3, 9–11 d.p.i.). However, we have 
also shown that proliferating cells can be detected in lymphoid tissues as early as 
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11 d.p.i., after which time the follicle structure is being restored. This matches the 
kinetics of antibody responses in the macaque model, in that MV-specific IgM and 
IgG responses are first detected around 11 d.p.i. and peak at 17 (IgM) and 24 (IgG) 
d.p.i. [54,375]. These kinetics fit well with our conclusions from the data and map 
well onto the immune suppression model.

It has been described that MV infection can result in transient remissions of 
certain autoimmune diseases [376–378]. Our observations suggest that this can 
be explained by direct MV infection of CD150+ lymphocytes, followed by immune-
mediated depletion. Similarly, this mechanism could also explain reductions in HIV-1 
loads during acute measles [379,380]: MV infection of memory CD4+ T-lymphocytes 
could result in depletion of HIV-1-infected cells. In certain auto-immune diseases, 
and in animal studies in which lymphocyte populations were experimentally depleted, 
commensal or opportunistic infectious agents that would normally be controlled by 
the immune system have been shown to cause severe disease [381]. The high 
incidence of respiratory and gastro-intestinal complications following measles 
[64–66] may therefore be directly related to the observed high percentages of MV-
infection and subsequent lymphocyte depletion in the adenoids, tonsils and gut-
associated lymphoid tissue, which form a first line of defense against inhaled or 
ingested pathogens. We conclude that MV infection wipes immunological memory, 
resulting in increased susceptibility to commensal or opportunistic infections.
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Figure S1. Gating strategy used to distinguish between different T- and B-lymphocyte subsets. As a 
first step, the lymphocyte population was gated on basis of forward and side scatter (FSC and SSC, 
respectively). (A) T-lymphocyte subpopulations were subsequently detected on basis of expression 

of CD3 and CD4 or CD8, and identified as naive T-lymphocytes (Tn, CD45RA+), central memory 
T-lymphocytes (TCM, CD45RA-CCR7+) or effector memory T-lymphocytes (TEM, CD45RA-CCR7−). The 
monoclonal antibodies used (see materials and methods for clone numbers) cross-react with rhesus 

and cynomolgus macaque antigens (nhpreagentsbidmc.harvard.edu/), and identified similar lymphocyte 
populations as previously described for human T-lymphocytes. (B) B-lymphocytes were detected on 
basis of expression of CD20 and HLA-DR, and identified as naive B-lymphocytes (Bn, CD27-IgD+) or 

memory B-lymphocytes (BM, CD27+IgD-) as previously described. EGFP+ cells were gated to determine 
the level of MV infection within each lymphocyte subset. In some cases cells expressing high levels 

of EGFP were found to run “off-scale” (see upper right plot), but these events could be included in the 
analysis of the percentage EGFP+ cells.

Figure S2. Dual immunofluorescence staining 
of lymphoid tissues obtained from macaques 
euthanized 7 d.p.i. (A – C) Large numbers of 
multinucleated syncytia were observed in the 

B-cell follicles and were stained for EGFP (green) 
as a marker of MV infection. Double stains were 
performed with a B-lymphocyte marker (CD20, 

red, A), a T-lymphocyte marker (CD3, red, B) or a 
macrophage/DC marker (CD11c, red, C) and DAPI 

was used to counterstain the nuclei (blue). Left 
panels only show the red and blue channels, right 

panels show the combined red, blue and green 
channels. Multi-nucleated giant cells were mainly 
of B-lymphocyte origin (panel A), and the infection 

was associated with significant cytopathic effects in 
lymphoid tissues.
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Figure S3. Macroscopic detection of EGFP 
at BCG intra-dermal injection sites (indicated 
by arrows). (A) Corresponding normal and (B) 
fluorescent macroscopic photographs of BGC-

injection sites. To study MV infection of pre-existing 
specific memory lymphocytes, four macaques 
were vaccinated intra-dermally with BCG three 
months prior to MV infection. Vaccination with 

this live-attenuated bacterial vaccine resulted in 
macroscopically detectable local inflammatory 

responses, which remained detectable for several weeks post-vaccination. After MV infection, EGFP 
fluorescence was observed macroscopically in the skin at the BCG vaccination sites 9 d.p.i. This 

was due to the presence of EGFP+ lymphocytes (not shown), suggesting that the virus targeted the 
BCG-specific tissue-resident memory T-lymphocytes. We have previously described the presence of 
MV-infected aggregates of lymphoid cells in the skin of macaques [54], but were unable to determine 
the answer to the “chicken or egg” question: were these cells present in the skin before MV infection 

and subsequently targeted by the virus, or did they infiltrate into the skin after MV infection? The 
observed infection of lymphocytes in the skin at the location where the animals had been intra-dermally 
immunized with BCG three months earlier strongly suggests that these lymphocytes were present in the 

skin and subsequently targeted by the virus.

Figure S4. Immunohistochemical staining of lymphoid tissues obtained from macaques euthanized 
between 5 and 15 d.p.i. Apoptotic cells were visualized indirectly using monoclonal antibody against 

CC3 and DAB-detection. The same animals and lymphoid tissues used in Figure 4 were analyzed and 
panels shown are representative for the tissues that have been examined. The same B-cell follicle is 

shown at ×10 and ×20 magnification. The bar below the photomicrographs of the CC3 staining indicates 
the relative level of apoptosis, as was done for MV-infection, B-cell depletion, T-cell depletion and 

proliferation in Figure 4. Note that there was no change in the numbers of apoptotic cells within B-cell 
follicles during the time-course of MV infection. The green and red bars at the bottom indicate viremia 
and rash, and correspond to the bars in Figure 5B. Examples of CC3+ cells are indicated by arrows in 

the lower left panel at 5 d.p.i. These stainings show that the depletion of B-cell follicles is not caused by 
apoptosis of infected cells.
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Abstract
Measles virus (MV) is being considered for global eradication, which will result in 
reduced compliance to MV vaccination. As a result, children will grow up without 
MV-specific immunity, creating a niche for animal morbilliviruses. Recent outbreaks 
in captive macaques have shown that canine distemper virus (CDV) crosses the 
species barrier causing disease in non-human primates, but the potential primate-
adaptation of these viruses has not been assessed. We studied the virulence and 
tropism of recombinant (r) CDV in non-human primates. Two rCDV strains were 
used, based on the well-characterized wild-type strains Snyder-Hill (SH) and Ohio 
R252 (R252). Both rCDV strains expressed enhanced green fluorescent protein 
(EGFP) from an additional transcription unit (ATU) and were virulent in ferrets. 
In naive macaques rCDV caused viremia and fever, and predominantly infected 
lymphocytes and dendritic cells (DC). Percentages of peripheral blood lymphocytes 
infected with rCDVSHEGFP were higher than those with rCDVR252EGFP, and exceeded 
those previously observed after experimental MV infection. However, neither rCDV 
strain spread to epithelial cells or the CNS at the time points examined and the 
infections were self-limiting. rCDVSHEGFP infection of MV-vaccinated animals also 
resulted in viremia, but the virus was cleared more rapidly than in naive animals 
and virus shedding from the upper respiratory tract was virtually abolished. Neither 
CDV infection nor MV vaccination induced detectable cross-reactive morbillivirus 
neutralizing (VN) antibodies. However, MV-specific VN antibody levels of vaccinated 
macaques were boosted by rCDVSHEGFP infection, suggesting that cross-reactive 
VN epitopes do exist. In conclusion, this study demonstrates that wild-type strains 
of CDV readily infect non-human primates, but as yet unidentified mutations are 
apparently required to achieve full virulence in non-natural hosts. Understanding 
the mechanism underlying this adaptation is crucial, as it will offer the basis for 
surveillance of animal morbilliviruses that may emerge in humans after measles 
eradication.
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Introduction
Canine distemper has been described as an infectious disease of dogs since the 17th 
century [382]. The causative agent, canine distemper virus (CDV), is a member of 
the family Paramyxoviridae, genus Morbillivirus, and was first isolated in 1957 [383]. 
In common with the closely related measles virus (MV), CDV initially replicates in the 
lymphoid tissues [384]. Further spread and amplification of CDV infection in immune 
cells throughout the body results in profound lymphopenia and immune suppression, 
often leading to secondary opportunistic infections [374,385,386]. However, CDV 
readily infects cells of the central nervous system (CNS), which is rarer for MV 
[373,387]. This difference, together with the massive amount of lymphoid infection 
and problems with mounting a proper CDV-specific immune response, may explain 
the high case-fatality rates observed in canine distemper, which are substantially 
lower for measles [373].

The spectrum of CDV-induced disease is modeled well in ferrets that recapitulate 
many aspects of the disease in dogs. A recombinant (r) ferret-adapted CDV strain 
expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) has been used previously 
to examine the cellular tropism of CDV [105]. CDV initially replicated in T- and 
B-lymphocytes in lymphoid organs and the animals developed fever, rash and 
viremia. After the initial lymphoid phase, epithelial cell infection was readily observed 
around 12 days post-infection (d.p.i.). Furthermore, infected ferrets were severely 
immune suppressed and generally died 2 – 3 weeks post infection. Disease outcome 
in the ferret model is strain-dependent, with 100% mortality observed for strains that 
spread systemically and to the CNS [105,106].

CD150 or signaling lymphocyte activation molecule (SLAM) is the primary entry 
receptor for wild-type morbilliviruses on immune cells [113,115,388,389]. A rCDV 
unable to recognize CD150 was severely attenuated in ferrets, demonstrating 
infection of CD150+ lymphocytes and DC is vital for entry and virulence [117]. Similar 
to MV in non-human primates, CDV infects epithelial cells in ferrets, but to a much 
larger extent and mainly in the late stages of disease [105]. Poliovirus receptor-
related 4 (PVRL4) was recently described as a cellular receptor for MV expressed 
by epithelial cells [130,131]. PVRL4 is expressed in the adherens junctions at the 
basolateral surface of differentiated epithelial cells, explaining why morbilliviruses 
usually do not infect epithelial cells apically. Analogous residues to those on the MV 
hemagglutinin (H) glycoprotein involved in binding to PVRL4 have also been shown 
to be important for epithelial cell entry by CDV [390,391], and canine PVRL4 was 
recently demonstrated to be an entry receptor for CDV in the latter stages of the 
disease [392]. When ferrets were infected with a rCDV unable to infect epithelial cells, 
the virus replicated in lymphocytes and caused lymphopenia. However, the ferrets 
did not display fever or rash, CDV could not be isolated from the throat and epithelial 
cell infection was not detected by immunohistochemistry [391]. This suggests that 
epithelial cell infection is important for clinical disease and virus transmission, as was 
previously hypothesized for measles virus [137].
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Even though CDV was originally described as an infectious disease of dogs, it 
naturally infects a wide range of carnivores and has a relatively high propensity to 
cross species barriers. The virus has been reported to cause disease in a wide range 
of carnivores, including members of the families of Ailuridae, Felidae, Hyaenidae, 
Mustelidae, Procyonidae, Ursidae, Viverridae [393–405] and Phocidae [406–408]. 
Outside these carnivore families, CDV has also been reported to infect javelinas 
[409].

CDV infection of non-human primates, which are naturally susceptible to MV 
infection [99], was first reported in 1989 when 22 Japanese macaques (Macaca 
fuscata) kept in an animal research facility seroconverted to CDV, but not to MV 
[410]. More recently, related outbreaks in breeding colonies of rhesus macaques 
(Macaca mulatta) in China and cynomolgus macaques (Macaca fascicularis) in 
Japan were described [200,411,412]. Collectively the outbreaks included more than 
10,000 animals, and resulted in case-fatality rates of 5-30%. The main causes of 
death were pneumonia and few animals displayed neurological signs. The frequent 
detection of secondary pathogens suggests that the high case-fatality rates were 
related to opportunistic infections resulting from CDV-induced immune suppression. 
It remains unclear whether or not the virus had adapted to primates.

In April 2012, the WHO published the ‘Global Measles and Rubella Strategic Plan 
2012-2020’. One of the milestones of this plan is to establish a target date for the 
global eradication of measles. Although measles eradication would save many 
lives, it will result in reduced compliance in MV vaccination across the world. In 
this scenario children would grow up without MV-specific immunity, possibly creating 
a niche for animal morbilliviruses that might cross the species barrier to infect 
humans. Morbillivirus infections induce partial cross-protection, as illustrated by the 
use of live-attenuated MV vaccines to protect dogs from CDV [11,413,414]. Thus, 
cessation of MV vaccination may facilitate cross-species infection and adaptation 
of animal morbilliviruses to humans. Although it has been claimed that this risk is 
low [199], the large CDV outbreaks in non-human primates accompanied by high 
levels of morbidity and mortality suggest that animal morbilliviruses represent more 
than a theoretical risk for humans lacking morbillivirus immunity. Furthermore, new 
paramyxoviruses are still being discovered on a regular basis, emphasizing the need 
for surveillance [4].

We have previously used rMV expressing EGFP in conjunction with macroscopic 
and microscopic imaging techniques to sensitively detect virus-infected cells and 
study measles pathogenesis in the macaque model [54,125,256,265]. Here we 
show that cynomolgus macaques are susceptible to infection with wild-type strains 
of CDV via the respiratory route, and that MV vaccination cross-protects from CDV 
infection and disease. In addition, we show that the viruses mainly replicated in 
CD150+ lymphocytes and DC, but can adapt to efficient lateral spread in epithelial 
cells.
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Materials and Methods

Ethics statement
Animal experiments were conducted in compliance with European guidelines 
(EU directive on animal testing 86/609/EEC) and Dutch legislation (Experiments 
on Animals Act, 1997). The protocols were approved by the independent animal 
experimentation ethical review committee DCC in Driebergen, The Netherlands. 
This committee is not affiliated to the Erasmus MC, where the experiments were 
performed. During the period before CDV challenge, animals were housed in 
groups, received standard primate feed and fresh fruit on a daily basis and had 
access to water ad libitum. In addition, their cages contained several sources of 
environmental enrichment in the shape of hiding places, hanging ropes, tires 
and other toys. During the infection study animals were housed in HEPA-filtered 
negatively pressurized BSL-3 isolator cages. Animal welfare was observed on daily 
basis, and all animal handling was performed under light anesthesia using ketamine 
and medetomidine. After handling atipamezole was administered to antagonize the 
effect of medetomidine.

Animal study design
Nine juvenile CDV- and MV-seronegative and six MV-vaccinated cynomolgus 
macaques (Macaca fascicularis) were used for the CDV infection studies. A 
temperature probe was implanted intra-peritoneally two weeks before the beginning 
of the experiments to monitor body temperature non-invasively. CDV- and MV-
seronegative animals were infected with either a high dose rCDVSHEGFP (n=3), 
low dose rCDVSHEGFP (n=3) or a high dose rCDVR252EGFP (n=3). MVEZ-vaccinated 
animals were challenged at 10 months post vaccination with either a high (n=3) or 
low (n=3) dose rCDVSHEGFP. Animals receiving a high viral dose were infected with 
106 cell culture infectious dose-50 (CCID50) of CDV, of which 50% was administered 
IT, 40% intra-nasal (IN) and 10% onto the eyes. Animals receiving a low dose 
were infected with 105 CCID50 of CDV exclusively via IT inoculation. Animals were 
euthanized on 6, 10 or 14 d.p.i. (n=1 per group per time point). 

Necropsy
Animals were euthanized by exsanguination under deep ketamine anesthesia. 
Macroscopic detection of EGFP was performed as described previously [54,256,265]. 
During necropsy, tissues from the upper and lower respiratory tract, including the 
nasal concha, nasal septum, trachea, primary bronchus and lungs were harvested 
and directly screened for EGFP expression. The lungs were pre-inflated with 2% 
(w/v) low-melting point agarose before screening as described previously [256]. 
After screening the tissues were transferred to buffered formalin (FA). Non-lymphoid 
tissues were collected directly in FA, lymphoid tissues were either collected in FA for 
immunohistochemistry or phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for preparation of single 
cell suspensions using cell strainers with a 100 µm pore size (BD Biosciences), 
which were used directly for flow cytometry.
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Blood samples
Small volume blood samples were collected in Vacuette tubes containing K3EDTA as 
an anticoagulant 3, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 d.p.i. During necropsy blood was collected 
in heparin to prevent coagulation. After collection of blood, total WBC counts were 
obtained using an automated counter (Sysmex pocH-100iV). On all time-points, 
plasma was separated by centrifugation, heat inactivated (30 min 56°C) and 
stored at −20°C. PBMC were isolated by density gradient centrifugation, washed, 
resuspended in complete RPMI-1640 medium (Gibco Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, 
USA) supplemented with L-glutamine (2 mM), 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated fetal 
bovine serum (FBS), penicillin (100 U/ml) and streptomycin (100 µg/ml), counted 
using a haemocytometer and used directly for flow cytometry and virus isolation. 
Isolation of CDV was performed on VDS cells [389] using an infectious center test 
as previously described [281]. Virus isolations were monitored by UV microscopy 
for EGFP fluorescence after co-cultivation with VDS for 3 – 6 days and results were 
expressed as number of virus-infected cells per 106 total cells.

Broncho-alveolar lavage
A BAL was performed 3, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 d.p.i., by IT infusion of 10 ml PBS 
through a flexible catheter. In animals that were sacrificed, a BAL was performed 
post-mortem by direct infusion of 10 ml PBS into the righthand side of the lung. BAL 
cells were resuspended in culture medium with supplements as described above, 
counted and used directly for flow cytometry and virus isolation. Virus isolation was 
performed on VDS as described for MV on vero-CD150 [54].

Throat, nose and eye swabs
Throat, nose and eye swabs were collected 3, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 d.p.i. in transport 
medium (EMEM with Hanks’ salts, supplemented with lactalbumin enzymatic 
hydrolysate, penicillin, streptomycin, polymyxine B sulphate, nystatin, gentamicin 
and glycerol) and frozen at −80°C. After thawing samples were vortexed, the swab 
was removed and the remaining transport medium was used for virus isolation. 
Isolation of CDV was performed on VDS using an infectious center test as previously 
described [281]. The isolations were screened for EGFP fluorescence at day 3 and 
7 post-titration and results are expressed as TCID50 / ml.

CDV and MV serology
VN antibody responses were measured by an endpoint neutralization assay. Briefly, 
serial 2-log dilutions (starting at 2−2) of heat-inactivated plasma samples were 
incubated in triplicate with rCDVSHEGFP, rCDVR252EGFP or MV strain Edmonston 
(MVEd) for 1 h at 37°C in 96-well flat-bottom plates (Greiner Bio-One). Subsequently, 
trypsinized VDS (for CDV) or Vero (for MV) cells were added at a concentration of 1 x 
104 cells / well. Plates were incubated for 5-7 days at 37°C and visually monitored for 
CPE. VN titers were calculated as the 50% endpoint of triplicate measurements using 
the Reed & Muench method [349,428]. MV-F and MV-H glycoprotein–specific serum 
IgG antibody levels were determined by flow cytometry as described previously 
[375].
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Flow cytometry
Phenotyping of CDV-infected cells in PBMC was performed by flow cytometry. 
PBMC were stained with CD3APC-Cy7 (BD, clone SP34-2), CD4V450 (BD, clone L200), 
CD8AmCyan (BD, clone SK1), CD20PE-Cy7 (BD, clone L27), CD14PerCP (BD, clone M5E2) 
and CD150PE (BD, clone A12). Lymphoid organs were stained with the same set of 
monoclonal antibodies, with the exception of CD14PerCP. The infection percentages 
within the populations were determined by detection of EGFP. All flow cytometry 
was performed on a FACS Canto II (BD). The amount of proliferation in naive and 
memory T-lymphocyte subsets was determined for the rCDVSHEGFP high dose 
group only, by staining with Ki67V450 (BD, clone B56) CD3PE (BD, clone SP34-2), 
CD4PerCP (BD, clone SK3), CD8AmCyan (BD, clone SK1), CD45RAPE-Cy7 (BD, clone L48) 
and CCR7APC (R&D Systems, clone 150503). The APC signal was enhanced using 
an APC-FASER Kit (Miltenyi Biotec).

Histological and immunohistochemical analysis
H&E staining was performed to evaluate histological changes. Immunohistochemical 
staining was performed using a fully automated BondMax immunostainer with a 
polymer-based peroxidase detection system. CDV-infected cells were detected using 
a polyclonal rabbit antibody to EGFP (Invitrogen), specific antibody-antigen binding 
sites were detected using an Envision-Peroxidase system with diaminobenzidin 
(DAB, DAKO) as substrate. Dual labeling indirect immunofluorescence was 
performed using polyclonal rabbit anti-EGFP and monoclonal mouse antibodies to 
the macrophage/DC marker CD11c (Novocastra, clone 5D11), the T-lymphocyte 
marker CD3 (DAKO, clone F7.2.38), the B-lymphocyte marker CD20 (DAKO, clone 
L26) and the epithelial cell marker cytokeratin (DAKO, clone AE1/AE3). In all cases 
antigen binding sites were detected with a mixture of anti-mouse Alexa 568 and 
anti-rabbit Alexa 488 (Invitrogen). Sections were counterstained with DAPI hardset 
mounting medium (Vector). All fluorescently stained slides were assessed and digital 
fluorescent images acquired with a Leica DFC350 FX digital camera and processed 
using Leica FW4000 software.

In vitro rCDVR252EGFP adaptation to human cells
To adapt rCDVR252EGFP to human cells, the virus was passaged 28 times through 
human cells. To this end both H358, a human bronchio-alveolar lung carcinoma 
epithelial cell line expressing PVRL4, and maturated human moDC expressing 
CD150 were used. P1 – P8 were performed on H358, P9 – P18 alternatively on H358 
and moDC, P19 – P28 on H358. During P19 – P28, the most fusogenic viruses were 
selected every passage, and three rounds of plaque purification were performed. DC 
were infected by overlaying them onto the rCDVR252EGFP-infected monolayer. For 
this plaque-purified virus, the H gene was completely sequenced at P17, P20 and 
P25 and screened for mutations compared to P0. The plaque-purified virus obtained 
at P28 was named rCDVR252EGFP(C5) and was grown on H358, and the complete 
H, F and P genes were sequenced and screened for mutations.
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Growth curve of non-adapted and primate-adapted CDV
Growth curves were performed on both VDS and H358 with the original rCDVR252EGFP 
and the adapted rCDVR252EGFP(C5). Briefly, 6 wells plates with either VDS or H358 
were infected at multiplicity of infection (MOI) 0.01 or 0.1 respectively, in triplicate. At 
24, 48 and 72 hours post infection (h.p.i.) infections were snap-frozen. Subsequently 
all samples were thawed, sonicated and clarified, before titration on VDS.

Infection of primary normal monkey bronchial epithelial cells
Primary macaque bronchial epithelial cells or NMBE were obtained directly from 
bronchi of euthanized macaques (n=3), as described previously for humans [429]. 
Undifferentiated NMBE were grown in type 1 collagen and fibronectin-coated T75 
flasks, trypsinized at 60 – 80 % confluence and subsequently seeded into 6.5-
mm transwell inserts with 0.4 μm pore size at 5 x 104 cells per insert as described 
previously [323]. After the NMBE had polarized and developed cilia, the monolayers 
on filters were scratched and subsequently infected apically with 2 x 105 CCID50 of 
either rMVKSEGFP (3), rCDVSHEGFP, rCDVR252EGFP or rCDVR252EGFP(C5). After 90 
minutes, the virus was removed. At 72 h.p.i. the filters were screened for infection, 
fixed, permeabilized and counterstained for cilia with anti-human β tubulin IV. Stained 
filters were analyzed by confocal laser scanning microscopy with a LSM700 system 
fitted on an Axio Observer Z1 inverted microscope (Zeiss). Images and videos were 
generated using Zen software.

Results

rCDVSHEGFP and rCDVR252EGFP efficiently replicate in macaques
 Six morbillivirus-naive cynomolgus macaques were infected intra-nasally (IN), intra-
tracheally (IT) and onto the eyes with a high dose (106 TCID50) rCDVSHEGFP (n=3) 
or rCDVR252EGFP (n=3). Within each group, one animal was euthanized 6, 10 or 
14 d.p.i. Blood and broncho-alveolar lavage (BAL) samples were obtained 3, 6, 8, 
10, 12 and 14 d.p.i., and directly used for detection of EGFP by flow cytometry. 
EGFP+ cells were detected in the BAL (Figure 1A) and peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells (PBMC) (Figure 1B) of all animals. Infection levels in BAL were comparable 
for rCDVSHEGFP and rCDVR252EGFP (Figure 1A). In PBMC, rCDVSHEGFP infected 
approximately 10 times more cells than rCDVR252EGFP (Figure 1B). Subsequently, 
three additional animals were infected with a tenfold lower dose of rCDVSHEGFP, 
delivered exclusively by IT inoculation. This route was chosen as it was previously 
shown to be a highly reproducible way for experimental MV infection of macaques. 
Similar CDV infection percentages were detected in BAL and PBMC as compared to 
the animals inoculated with the high dose of rCDVSHEGFP, although virus replication 
peaked approximately one or two days later (Figure 1A and B). Macroscopic 
detection of EGFP during the necropsies of the high and low dose rCDVSHEGFP-
infected macaques at 6 d.p.i. showed EGFP fluorescence in the lymphoid tissues 
(Figure 1C – 1G).
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Figure 1. rCDVSHEGFP and rCDVR252EGFP replication in macaques. Nine morbillivirus-naive 
cynomolgus macaques were infected with either a low dose rCDVSHEGFP (red), a high dose 

rCDVSHEGFP (green) or a high dose rCDVR252EGFP (blue). PBMC and BAL were obtained 3, 6, 8, 10, 
12 and 14 d.p.i., and used for detection of EGFP+ cells by flow cytometry. Tissues were screened for 

macroscopic EGFP fluorescence during necropsy. (A,B) Detection of EGFP+ cells in BAL or PBMC. All 
plots show means ± SEM per group, symbols show the data of individual animals. (C-G) Macroscopic 

detection of EGFP during the necropsies of the high and low dose rCDVSHEGFP-infected macaques at 6 
d.p.i. showed EGFP fluorescence in the lungs and tracheobronchial lymph node (C), spleen (D), tonsils 

(E), mandibular lymph node (F) and the Peyer’s patches (G). Tr: trachea; Tg: tongue; Il: ileum.

rCDVSHEGFP and rCDVR252EGFP are virulent in the macaque and cause 
lymphopenia and fever
To confirm the pathogenicity of CDV in macaques and demonstrate that the EGFP+ 
cells produced infectious virus, virus isolations were performed from eye, nose and 
throat swabs, from BAL cells and from PBMC. With both strains, peak virus replication 
was reached around 6 – 8 d.p.i., especially in PBMC (Figure 2A – E). rCDVSHEGFP 
replicated to higher levels than rCDVR252EGFP. White blood cell (WBC) counts and 
body temperature were recorded. All groups developed leukopenia, which was most 
pronounced in the two rCDVSHEGFP groups (Figure 2F). In general, WBC returned to 
normal levels from day 8 onwards. All animals developed fever, which peaked earlier 
in animals infected with rCDVSHEGFP (Figure 2G). CDV-specific virus neutralizing 
(VN) antibodies were detected from 8 d.p.i. onward (Figure 2H – I), but no MV-
specific VN antibodies were detected in these animals (Figure 2J).
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Figure 2. rCDVSHEGFP and rCDVR252EGFP are virulent in macaques and result in lymphopenia, fever 
and VN antibody responses. The animals and legend correspond to the data shown in figure 1. (A-E) 
Virus was isolated in Vero-dogSLAM cells, and results are expressed in TCID50 / ml transportmedium 

(eye-, nose- and throat swabs) or as numbers of infected cells / 106 total cells (BAL, PBMC). (F,G) White 
blood cell (WBC) counts and body temperature are shown relative to the starting values of the individual 

animals. All groups showed leukopenia and fever. (H-J) Virus neutralizing (VN) antibody responses to 
CDV strain SH (H) and R252 (I) were detected from 8 d.p.i. onwards, but MV-specific VN antibodies 

were not detected (J).
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Tropism of rCDV in lymphoid tissues
The phenotype of CDV-infected cells in lymphoid tissues was assessed by 
immunohistochemistry and flow cytometry. In PBMC, CD3+CD4+ T-lymphocytes 
and CD20+ B-lymphocytes were the predominant CDV-infected cell types, and 
infection percentages in these subpopulations exceeded those observed previously 
in experimental MV infection [54,265,318]. CD8+ T-lymphocytes were also infected, 
whereas virtually no CD14+ monocytes or CD3-CD8+ NK cells were infected by 
CDV (Figure 3A). These results were mirrored when five key lymphoid tissues were 
examined and CD20+ B-lymphocytes were predominantly infected, followed by CD4+ 
and CD8+ T-lymphocytes. Macaques infected with the high dose of rCDVSHEGFP 
reached higher infection percentages in all populations on 6 d.p.i. than low dose 
infected macaques. In contrast, macaques receiving a low dose had higher levels of 
infection on 10 d.p.i. compared to the high dose (Figure 3B). This indicates an earlier 
peak of replication in animals receiving a high dose of CDV than was previously 
described for MV [102]. Flow cytometric staining with CD150 indicated, as expected, 
that the CDV-infected EGFP+ cells were CD150+ (Figure 3C).

Figure 3. Tropism of rCDV in PBMC and lymphoid tissues. The phenotype of CDV-infected cells 
in PBMC and lymphoid tissues was assessed by flow cytometry and immunohistochemistry. (A) 

Percentages EGFP+ cells in CD3+CD4+ helper T-lymphocytes, CD3+CD8+ cytotoxic T-lymphocytes, 
CD20+ B-lymphocytes, CD14+ monocytes or CD3-CD8+ NK cells in PBMC. Legends and symbols 

correspond with those of figure 1. (B) Percentages EGFP+ cells in CD3+CD4+ helper T-lymphocytes, 
CD3+CD8+ cytotoxic T-lymphocytes, CD20+ B-lymphocytes in five key lymphoid tissues. Results are 

shown as mean percentages EGFP+ cells of the 5 lymph nodes combined, and individual percentages 
per lymph node. (C) Flow cytometric staining with CD150 indicated that the CDV-infected EGFP+ cells 
were CD150+. (D) Many EGFP+ cells with the phenotype of DC were detected in the lymphoid tissues. 

Dual indirect immunofluorescence using anti-EGFP and anti-CD11c monoclonal antibodies showed 
that EGFP+CD11c+ cells were present in these tissues. (E) Flow cytometry of single cells suspensions 

prepared from lymphoid tissues showed CDV-infected DC. After excluding lymphocytes on basis of 
forward and side scatter (red plot in left panel), large cells were gated as non-clustering cells being CD3-

, CD20- and HLA-DR high. CDV-infected DC were shown as CD11c+EGFP+ cells within this population 
(right panel).
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Many EGFP+ cells with the phenotype of DC were detected in the lymphoid tissues 
(Figure 3D, left panel). Dual indirect immunofluorescence using anti-EGFP and 
anti-CD11c monoclonal antibodies showed that EGFP+CD11c+ cells were present 
in these tissues (Figure 3D, right panel). Flow cytometry of single cells suspensions 
prepared from lymphoid tissues also showed CDV-infected DC. After excluding 
lymphocytes on basis of forward and side scatter (red plot, Figure 3E, left panel), 
large cells were gated as non-clustering cells being CD3-, CD20- and HLA-DR high. 
CDV-infected DC were shown as CD11c+EGFP+ cells within this population (Figure 
3E, right panel).

MV vaccination induces partial protection against CDV challenge infection
Based on the high levels of virulence of rCDVSHEGFP in macaques, this virus was 
used to evaluate the virulence of CDV in MV-vaccinated animals. Six macaques 
vaccinated by intra-tracheal (IT) inoculation with MVEZ in the framework of another 
study 10 months earlier were infected with either a high (n=3) or low (n=3) dose of 
rCDVSHEGFP. Prior to challenge we confirmed that vaccinated macaques had MV-
specific VN antibody levels that are considered protective against measles (mean 
2.4 IU/ml, range 0.84 – 6.7). Infections were performed in parallel with the low-dose 
rCDVSHEGFP infection of naive macaques, using identical methods. To compare 
virus loads in vaccinated and unvaccinated macaques, virus was isolated from nose 
(Figure 4A) and throat (Figure 4B) swabs, from BAL cells (Figure 4C) and from 
PBMC (Figure 4D). Results obtained from six animals infected with high (n=3) or low 
(n=3) doses were pooled, and are presented as means ± SEM. All MV-vaccinated 
macaques were productively infected by rCDVSHEGFP independent of the dose, 
however virus replication levels were significantly reduced and the infection was 
more rapidly cleared in all samples tested from the vaccinated macaques (Figure 4A 
– D). Interestingly, virus loads detected in the upper respiratory tract of vaccinated 
macaques were substantially reduced compared to unvaccinated animals, suggesting 
that MV vaccination reduces transmission of CDV between macaques.

Figure 4. MV vaccination induces partial protection against CDV. The six unvaccinated and the six 
MV-vaccinated rCDVSHEGFP-infected macaques were pooled into two groups to compare virus loads, 
expressed as means ± SEM. All macaques became productively infected by rCDVSHEGFP, but virus 

replication levels were significantly reduced in the nose (A), throat (B), BAL (C) and PBMC (D) of MV-
vaccinated macaques.
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Immune responses in unvaccinated and vaccinated macaques
In agreement with the finding that experimental CDV infection of macaques failed 
to induce MV-specific VN antibodies (Figure 2J), MV vaccination did not induce 
CDV-specific VN antibodies (Figure 5A – C). CDV-specific VN antibodies appeared 
approximately 8 d.p.i. in both vaccinated and unvaccinated macaques, although 
antibody levels were higher in vaccinated than in unvaccinated animals (Figure 
5A and B). Interestingly, MV-specific VN antibody levels of vaccinated macaques 
were boosted by the CDV infection (Figure 5C), suggesting the existence of cross-
neutralizing B-cell epitopes. Subsequently, serum IgG antibody levels to the MV fusion 
(F) or H glycoproteins were measured to determine the specificity of the antibodies 
mediating this secondary immune response. Although both curves showed a slight 
increase, boosting of MV-F-specific IgG antibodies was more pronounced (Figure 
5D). At 10 d.p.i. all vaccinated animals showed a more than 4-fold increase in MV-
F-specific IgG antibody levels, which was the case for only 2 out of 4 animals for 
MV-H specific IgG (data not shown). However, accelerated clearance of CDV in MV-
vaccinated macaques may also have resulted from cross-specific cellular immune 
responses. Whereas CDV infection of unvaccinated macaques resulted in severe 
leukopenia with lowest WBC counts measured 8 d.p.i., leukopenia in MV-vaccinated 
animals was less pronounced and followed by a rapid increase of WBC counts from 
6 d.p.i. onwards (Figure 5E). 

Figure 5. Immune responses in unvaccinated and vaccinated macaques. (A-C) VN titers against 
rCDVSHEGFP (A), rCDVR252EGFP (B) and MVEd (C) were determined in MV-vaccinated and unvaccinated 

macaques before and after infection with rCDVSHEGFP. MV vaccination did not induce detectable 
CDV-specific VN antibodies (A,B). CDV-specific VN antibodies appeared approximately 8 d.p.i. in both 
vaccinated and unvaccinated macaques (A,B). MV-specific VN antibody levels of vaccinated macaques 
were boosted by the CDV infection (C). (D) Serum IgG antibody levels to the MV-F or -H glycoproteins 

were measured by a flow cytometric assay [375], demonstrating a more pronounced boosting of 
antibodies specific to MV-F than to MV-H. (E) WBC counts showed severe leukopenia in unvaccinated 

macaques, whereas leukopenia in MV-vaccinated animals was less pronounced and followed by a 
rapid increase of WBC counts from 6 d.p.i. onwards. All plots show means ± SEM. Animals and legend 

correspond to those of figure 4.
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rCDV-infected epithelial cells are not observed in macaques
In unvaccinated rCDVSHEGFP-infected macaques, macroscopic fluorescence 
was detected in all lymphoid organs on 6 d.p.i. (Figure 1C – G). During necropsy, 
the upper and lower respiratory tract were sampled extensively, samples were 
processed, paraffin embedded and sections were analyzed by EGFP staining. In all 
tissues, including the adenoids, tonsil, nasal septum, trachea, primary bronchus and 
lung, submucosal infection of lymphoid and myeloid cells was detected (Figure 6A – 
F). Notably, epithelial cell infection was not detected in any of the tissues at the time 
points examined. Although in several cases CDV-infected cells were detected within 
the epithelial layer, dual immune fluorescence consistently identified these as CD3+, 
CD11c+ or CD20+ (Figure 6G – I, indicated by arrows) and not cytokeratin+.

Figure 6. rCDV-infected epithelial cells are not observed in macaques. During necropsy, the upper 
and lower respiratory tract were sampled extensively, samples were fixed in buffered formalin, paraffin 

embedded and sections were analyzed by EGFP staining. (A-F) In all tissues, including the adenoid (A), 
tonsil (B), nasal septum (C), trachea (D), primary bronchus (E) and lung (F), submucosal infection of 

lymphoid and myeloid cells was detected (EGFP+ cells shown in brown). Notably, epithelial cell infection 
was not detected in any of these tissues at the time points examined. (G-I) CDV-infected cells (green) 

detected within the epithelial layer were identified as CD3+ (G, red), CD11c+ (H, red) or CD20+ (I, red) by 
dual immune fluorescence consistently. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue).

rCDVR252EGFP adaptation to primate epithelial cells
Since no epithelial cell infection was observed in vivo, we attempted in vitro rCDV 
infection of human H358 cells, which express PVRL4 but not CD150. These cells 
are susceptible to infection with wild-type MV [128]. However, rCDVSHEGFP was 
not able to infect these cells, whereas rCDVR252EGFP infected single cells and was 
able to spread, but did not cause cell-cell fusion. To try and adapt rCDVR252EGFP to 
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epithelial cells, the virus was passaged in vitro alternating between H358 and human 
monocyte-derived dendritic cells (moDC). After 18 passages a virus was obtained 
that caused syncytium formation in H358 cells. This virus was passaged ten more 
times in H358, including 3 rounds of plaque purification. The P28 virus was named 
rCDVR252EGFP(C5). Both rCDVR252EGFP and rCDVR252EGFP(C5) grew efficiently on 
Vero-dogSLAM (VDS) (Figure 7A), but only the adapted virus was able to cause 
fusion in H358 cells (Figure 7B). This was confirmed in a growth curve, where the 
non-adapted virus replicated to a level of approximately 106 tissue culture infectious 
dose-50 (TCID50) / ml on VDS but on H358 titers remained <102. The adapted virus 
replicated to similar titers on VDS, but also replicated efficiently on H358 to a titer of 
>104 TCID50 / ml (Figure 7C).

Figure 7. rCDVR252EGFP adaptation to primate 
epithelial cells. (A,B) Both rCDVR252EGFP and 
rCDVR252EGFP(C5) grew efficiently on Vero-

dogSLAM (A), but only the adapted virus was 
able to cause fusion in H358 cells (B). (C) In a 

growth curve the non-adapted virus replicated to 
a level of approximately 106 TCID50 / ml on Vero-
dogSLAM but on H358 titers remained <102. The 
adapted virus replicated to similar titers on Vero-
dogSLAM, but also replicated efficiently on H358 
to a titer of >104 TCID50 / ml. (D) rCDVR252EGFP 

infection of scratched differentiated normal 
macaque bronchial epithelial cells. The non-

adapted rCDVR252EGFP infected only few 
single cells in the NMBE cultures, whereas the 
H358-adapted rCDVR252EGFP(C5) spread from 
cell-to-cell and caused foci of infection around 

the scratch.

Infection of differentiated macaque bronchial epithelial cells
Primary normal macaque bronchial epithelial cells (NMBE) were obtained from the 
bronchus of a euthanized macaque and differentiated on air-liquid interface [323]. 
The monolayer of differentiated epithelial cells was scratched and infected with 
rMVKSEGFP, rCDVSHEGFP, rCDVR252EGFP or rCDVR252EGFP(C5). rMVKSEGFP, which 
served as a positive control, caused extensive infection around the scratch (data 
not shown). rCDVSHEGFP (data not shown) and the non-adapted rCDVR252EGFP 
(Figure 7D) infected single cells in the NMBE cultures, but the viruses were unable 
to spread. In contrast, the H358-adapted rCDVR252EGFP(C5) readily spread from 
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cell-to-cell and caused foci of infection around the scratch (Figure 7D). Sequence 
analysis revealed no mutations in phosphoprotein (P), an N574S mutation in the F 
glycoprotein, and a T544A mutation in the H glycoprotein.

Discussion
In the present study we show that wild-type CDV strains can readily infect cynomolgus 
macaques, causing fever and lymphopenia. The viruses predominantly replicated in 
CD150+ macaque lymphocytes and DC. In PBMC, rCDVSHEGFP replicated faster 
and to higher levels than MV. MV-vaccinated macaques were partially protected 
from CDV challenge, resulting in highly restricted virus shedding from the upper 
respiratory tract.

Both MV and CDV are members of the family Paramyxoviridae, genus Morbillivirus. 
In recent years, we have studied the tropism of MV in macaques [54,256,265]. 
The predominant infection of CD150+ lymphocytes and DC in macaques we report 
here for CDV corresponds well with the reported tropism of MV in macaques [54]. 
In addition to being lymphotropic, in its natural host species CDV readily infects 
epithelial and neuronal cells [105,373]. This has also been described for MV in non-
human primates [54,125], although CDV normally infects higher percentages of 
epithelial cells in carnivores than MV does in primates, and is therefore regarded 
as more epitheliotropic. Recently, it has been demonstrated that entry into epithelial 
cells for both CDV and MV is not CD150-mediated, but dependent on another 
cellular receptor, PVRL4. This receptor is present in the adherens junction on the 
basolateral side of epithelial cells and postulated to be important for viral shedding, in 
that it allows a predominantly lymphotropic virus to break through epithelial barriers 
[130,131].

At the time-points examined, we were not able to demonstrate spread of CDV 
infection into either macaque epithelial cells or the CNS. In vitro infection studies in 
primary well-differentiated NMBE showed that rCDVSHEGFP or rCDVR252EGFP could 
infect single NMBE when the monolayer was scratched to expose the basolaterally-
expressed PVRL4, but were unable to spread to the neighboring cells. In contrast, 
these cultures were readily infected with wild-type MV. In vivo large numbers of 
CDV-infected cells were seen within the respiratory epithelium or in the respiratory 
submucosa, demonstrating that epithelial cells were exposed to CDV. However, 
CDV-infected epithelial cells were not observed in these macaques. Interestingly, 
by consecutive passaging of rCDVR252EGFP in H358, a human cell line expressing 
PVRL4, the virus could be adapted to efficiently cause cell-cell fusion in human 
PVRL4+ cells. In a recent report Sakai et al. described experimental infections of 
macaques with a CDV strain isolated during an outbreak amongst cynomolgus 
macaques. The authors not only showed that this virus could efficiently use both 
macaque CD150 and PVRL4 in vitro, but also infected both lymphocytes and 
epithelial cells in vivo [412]. These observations suggest that the continuing chain 
of CDV transmissions in macaques has resulted in adaptation of the virus enabling 
cell-to-cell spread in macaque PVRL4+ epithelial cells.
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In contrast to previously reported experimental infections with rMV or rCDV modified 
to prevent PVRL4 binding [137,391], we isolated significant amounts of CDV from 
BAL cells, throat swabs and nasopharyngeal swabs, demonstrating shedding of CDV 
in the absence of detectable infection of epithelial cells. This observation suggests 
that recently proposed hypotheses explaining transmission of morbilliviruses [158] 
may not tell the complete story.

In previous experimental morbillivirus cross-species infection studies, these viruses 
often proved less pathogenic than in their natural host. Experimental infection of 
pigs with CDV showed that these were susceptible to infection. However, the virus 
replicated exclusively in the lymphoid tissues without causing clinical signs of disease 
[396]. In a controversial inoculation of a probably MV-seropositive human with CDV 
described in 1931, subclinical infection was observed [415], which may have been 
comparable to what we observe in non-human primates. In a reciprocal experiment, 
it has been reported that experimental infection of dogs with MV also resulted in 
subclinical infection [416,417].

Experimental infection of cats with CDV resulted in subclinical infection [396]. 
However, large outbreaks among felids in Africa and North America caused by 
CDV have been reported in the 1990s [393,395,398]. Strikingly similar to these 
observations, experimental infection of seals with wild-type CDVSH led to an 
exclusively lymphoid and not epithelial infection, which did not transmit to sentinel 
hosts [408]. However, in 1987 and 2002 CDV caused massive lethal outbreaks in 
Baikal and Caspian seals [406,407,418,419]. Taken together these observations are 
reminiscent of what we observe as a self-limiting non-lethal infection in macaques 
in our experimental infections, and the currently ongoing lethal CDV outbreaks in 
macaques in China [200,411].

Immunological relationships between morbilliviruses have long been reported 
[420–422]. However, the cross-neutralizing capacity of specific antibodies is not fully 
understood. Örvell et al. reported that convalescent sera from CDV-infected dogs 
could not cross-neutralize MV [423]. Furthermore, it was shown that MV monospecific 
antibodies against H and F could not cross-neutralize CDV [424]. Surprisingly, it 
is known that vaccination with attenuated morbilliviruses does cross-protect from 
infection with heterologous morbilliviruses. In fact, live-attenuated and recombinant 
MV vaccines have been used to immunize dogs, even in the presence of maternal 
antibodies, against CDV [414,417,425], resulting in partial protection from CDV even 
though CDV-specific antibodies could not be detected. This indicates that cellular 
rather than humoral immunity could play an important role in cross-protection [426]. 
These results correspond well with our observations.

One of the milestones of the WHO is to establish a target date for the global 
eradication of measles, which would save many lives but may also result in reduced 
compliance to MV vaccination, resulting in many children growing up without MV-
specific immunity and potentially opening a niche for animal morbilliviruses. Even 
though CDV infection of humans has rarely been described [415,427], some humans 
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have CDV-specific virus neutralizing antibodies [420]. Whether these are high titer 
MV-specific antibodies cross-reactive with CDV, or whether these individuals have 
actually experienced CDV infection is unknown.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that non-human primates are susceptible to 
infection with wild-type CDV strains, and that measles immunity provides partial 
protection and limits viral shedding. Thus, morbillivirus cross-specific immunity of the 
human population restricts the possibilities of CDV and other animal morbilliviruses 
to replicate in and adapt to humans. However, if measles eradication would be 
followed by significant drops in MV vaccination coverage, such adaptation cannot 
be excluded. Although this should not be used to argue against measles eradication, 
it reinforces the general idea that sustained MV vaccination and serological and 
virological surveillance of morbillivirus infections will remain essential. Potentially, 
the use of recombinant MV strains as vectors for vaccination against heterologous 
pathogens could provide the necessary incentive to sustain compliance to MV 
vaccination.
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Introduction
Despite the availability of safe and effective MV vaccines, measles still caused an 
estimated 140,000 deaths in 2010 [62]. The disease is characterized by fever and 
maculopapular rash, often in combination with cough, coryza and conjunctivitis. MV is 
efficiently transmitted by aerosols entering the respiratory tract or by direct contact with 
respiratory secretions. Upon transmission it causes a systemic infection. However, 
the cell types involved in primary infection or human-to-human transmission have 
long been poorly understood. These events were studied in detail in the macaque 
model, as described in chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 of this thesis. Measles mortality mainly 
results from the transient but profound measles-associated immune suppression 
that lasts for several weeks to months. Paradoxically, measles is also associated 
with the induction of strong MV-specific humoral and cellular immune responses, 
resulting in lifelong immunity. The studies described in chapter 6 contributed to a 
new model for the underlying cause of measles-associated immune suppression 
and this apparent ‘paradox’. Since measles is considered for global eradication, the 
potential of other animal morbilliviruses to cross the species barrier into primates 
was studied in chapter 7. Here, macaques were infected with rCDV and the tropism 
of CDV in macaques was elucidated.

Macaque model
Even though multiple animal models have been developed for the study of measles 
pathogenesis over the past decades [94–96], the in vivo experiments described 
in this thesis have all been performed in non-human primates. This model has 
been shown to be the optimal animal model for measles [430]. Both rhesus and 
cynomolgus macaques are highly susceptible to infection with wild-type MV and 
develop clinical signs and pathologic lesions similar to those described in humans 
[99–102]. Moreover, natural infections following contact with MV-infected humans 
have been frequently reported [99,103].

Fluorescent reporter proteins
Throughout the chapters of this thesis rMV or rCDV strains expressing fluorescent 
reporter proteins were used. In chapter 3 the generation of a new rMV expressing 
EGFP, based on a wild-type genotype B3 MV isolate from Khartoum, Sudan, is 
described. Before the generation of that virus, pathogenesis studies performed 
with molecular clones of wild-type MV were mainly based on the Japanese strain 
IC323 [52]. Development of a new recombinant wild-type MV as described in this 
thesis serves to complement ongoing studies of MV pathogenesis and ensures 
that observations are not strain-specific. Altogether, the EGFP-expressing viruses 
have made sensitive detection of virus-infected cells possible, and greatly facilitated 
pathogenesis studies in vitro, ex vivo and in vivo [104].

Early target cells for MV
Since MV is often described as a respiratory virus, it is evident that MV initiates 
infection in the respiratory tract. As such the initial target cells were originally thought 
to be respiratory epithelial cells [16]. However, since these cells do not express the 
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MV receptors CD150 or PVRL4 on their apical cell surface, they are an unlikely 
primary target. Viruses unable to bind CD150 were severely attenuated in macaques 
[116], whereas viruses unable to bind PVRL4 caused a normal systemic infection 
[137]. The initial infection of cells in the respiratory tract is therefore most likely a 
CD150-dependent event. DC-SIGN could play an additional role, by capturing MV 
from the lumen of the respiratory tract, as discussed in chapter 2 and below.

With the macaque model and rMV strains expressing EGFP in hand, the studies 
described in chapter 3 were designed to investigate which cell types were initially 
infected by MV in macaques. Furthermore, the locations of early amplification of MV 
within the host were elucidated, before the virus disseminated throughout the body. 
In the experiments described in chapter 3, MV-naive macaques were exposed to a 
high virus dose by inhalation of a small particle size aerosol to ensure that the entire 
upper and lower respiratory tract was exposed [256,265]. Animals were sacrificed at 
early time-points post infection to further elucidate the route of entry.

MV attachment receptors
Before hypothesizing on the route of entry, it is important to discuss which attachment 
receptors could potentially be involved in ‘capturing’ MV from the airways. In chapter 
2 of this thesis the role of two attachment receptors DC-SIGN [255] and Langerin 
[123] in measles pathogenesis and antigen presentation is discussed. In this chapter, 
it is shown that a subset of DC, the DC-SIGN+ DC, mediate both transmission and 
MV antigen presentation to T-lymphocytes. The role of LC in the pathogenesis of 
measles is currently less clear.

Role of DC-SIGN in transmission of MV from DC to T-lymphocytes
Since measles is highly contagious and infection results in strong MV-specific immune 
responses, both viral transmission and antigen presentation should occur through 
efficient and robust processes. DC-SIGN+ DC have previously been reported to be 
important antigen presenting cells. In chapter 2 of this thesis it is shown that they are 
present in the sub-epithelial tissues of the mouth, pharynx, trachea and bronchi, and 
that there are scattered DC-SIGN+ cells throughout the lung (Figure 1). Since MV 
enters in the respiratory tract and DC-SIGN can function as an attachment receptor 
for MV [132], these DC-SIGN+ DC are likely targets for MV entry into the host.

In addition to the role DC-SIGN+ DC may play in the entry of MV into its host and 
transmission of infectious virus to T-lymphocytes, it is described in chapter 2 that DC-
SIGN+ DC are also capable of MV antigen presentation. Both DC-SIGN and CD150 
are involved in MV processing and presentation of MV-derived peptides to a specific 
CD4+ T-cell clone, but antibodies against DC-SIGN inhibited antigen presentation to 
a larger extent than antibodies against CD150. Thus, although both DC-SIGN and 
CD150 are involved, DC-SIGN appeared more important for antigen presentation of 
MV by DC.
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LC capture MV through Langerin and present antigen to CD4+ T-lymphocytes
Next to DC-SIGN+ DC, other DC subsets may have distinct functions in MV 
pathogenesis and antigen presentation. In chapter 2, the role of LC and Langerin 
was investigated. A C-type lectin present on LC, Langerin, was identified as an 
attachment receptor for MV [123]. LC were observed in the tongue, buccal cavity, 
tonsil, pharynx and bronchi (Figure 1). The density of LC was high in the upper 
respiratory tract and decreased while descending toward the lungs, where LC were 
only scarcely detected. In vitro, immature LC were not susceptible to MV infection but 
mature LC could readily be infected, resulting in activation of CD8+ T-lymphocytes 
through antigen presentation in the context of HLA class I.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the different compartments of the human respiratory tract. Next 
to the respiratory tract, the adjacent lymphoid tissues are indicated in blue (figure adapted from [357]). 

LC are abundant in the upper respiratory tract, but scarcely detected in the lower respiratory tract, 
where for DC this distribution is inversed.

Classically, exogenous antigens are presented in the context of HLA class II, whereas 
endogenous-derived peptides are presented in the context of HLA class I molecules. 
However, several DC subsets have the capacity to cross-present exogenous antigens 
in the context of HLA class I molecules [240]. The data in chapter 2 shows that where 
human monocyte-derived DC (moDC) were capable of efficient cross-presentation, 
human primary LC were not capable of cross-presenting inactivated or apoptic MV 
particles to CD8+ T-lymphocytes in vitro. However, capture of virus through Langerin 
resulted in normal antigen processing and presentation to CD4+ T-lymphocytes. Anti-
Langerin as well as mannan partly inhibited this, suggesting that other receptors or 
other uptake mechanisms also contribute to antigen uptake.

In vivo tropism of attenuated MV strains
In chapter 4 the development of an aerosol infection model for macaques is described 
and compared with intra-tracheal (IT) administration. Furthermore, the in vivo tropism 
of an attenuated and a pathogenic strain of MV was compared in animals euthanized 
close to the peak of virus replication (7 d.p.i.).
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rMVrEdtEGFP was used as an attenuated MV strain in this study. This virus is a 
“repaired” recombinant EGFP-expressing virus based on the Edtag strain of MV. An 
important consideration in the use of Edtag for in vivo infections is that Edtag does 
not encode a functional V protein, due to many C-to-T transitions [304]. Therefore, 
the studies described in chapter 4 were performed with a virus in which the P gene 
sequence was corrected by site-directed mutagenesis. The rescued recombinant 
virus was shown to have a normal V protein expression and in vitro, rMVrEdtEGFP 
could use both CD46 and CD150 as entry receptors. However, despite efficient 
replication in lymphoid cells in vitro, rMVrEdtEGFP replication was impaired ex vivo 
and in vivo.

Chapter 4 also shows that even though attenuated MV is incapable of causing 
systemic infection, it causes a robust infection in the lungs of macaques upon IT or 
aerosol administration. Both the attenuated and pathogenic viruses predominantly 
infected CD11c+ myeloid cells, which include alveolar macrophages and DC. 
Therefore it was hypothesized that attenuated MV prefers CD150 over CD46 as 
a cellular entry receptor in macaques. However, only pathogenic MV also caused 
viremia and was disseminated to lymphoid tissues, the respiratory submucosa and 
the skin.

The aerosol infection model proved highly comparable to the standard IT route of 
pathogenic MV infection of macaques. Few differences were observed between the 
two routes in the virus isolation profiles from broncho-alveolar lavage (BAL), blood, 
throat, or nose samples. In addition, no macroscopic or microscopic differences in 
distribution or intensity of fluorescent cells were observed in affected organs during 
necropsies 7 d.p.i. Further analysis of the samples collected from macaques infected 
via either delivery route identified the same major target cells described previously 
[54].

One difference governed by the route of infection was observed in animals infected 
with attenuated MV. In the upper respiratory tract, pathogenic MV was detected only 
after infiltration of MV-infected CD150+ cells following the onset of systemic viremia 
in both IT and aerosol infections. This is probably because infection of the airway 
epithelium from the apical side is not possible, and only low numbers of CD150+ 
target cells are available. Early detection of attenuated MV in the throat and nose 
after aerosol inhalation indicated that, in contrast to pathogenic MV, attenuated 
MV may be capable of primary replication in the upper respiratory tract. Such early 
replication might be mediated by the use of CD46 as an entry receptor. However, 
the presence of MV-infected cells could not be confirmed by immunohistochemistry, 
suggesting that the numbers of infected cells in the upper respiratory tract were low.

MV strategy of host entry
With the results from chapter 2 and 3 in hand, two potential strategies on how MV 
enters its host were developed: the first strategy was based on infecting CD150+ 
cells in the alveoli (Figure 2A), the second strategy was based on being captured 
from the respiratory tract lumen by DC-SIGN+ DC (Figure 2B). Chapter 3 shows 
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that in macaques at early time points (2 and 3 d.p.i.) after inhalation of an aerosol 
containing a high MV dose, MV-infected large mononuclear cells with the phenotype 
of AM or DC were observed in the alveolar spaces or attached to alveolar walls 
(Figure 3A). Targeting of these cells was followed by the establishment of localized 
MV replication in organized lymphoid structures in the lungs. These BALT contain 
a large number of susceptible B-lymphocytes and memory CD4+ T-lymphocytes 
[287], both cell types previously described as target cells for MV in lymphoid tissue 
at later time points [54,318]. Seeding and amplification of the infection in these 
microenvironments, which are well suited to a lymphotropic virus such as MV, is 
likely to be critical in the establishment of the infection. The next location where 
MV-infected cells were observed was in the tracheo-bronchial lymph node (LN), the 
draining lymph node of the lungs, whereafter viremia was initiated and MV-infected 
cells could be detected in peripheral lymphoid tissues. This suggested that from 
the lungs, MV was transported by infected cells to the draining tracheo-bronchial 
LN. After localized replication in the lungs and increased replication in the tracheo-
bronchial LN, MV spread systemically through viremia to the majority of lymphoid 
organs by 4 or 5 d.p.i. At these relatively early time points MV-infected cells were 
mostly detected in close proximity to venules within lymphoid organs, suggesting 
that these were involved in spreading the virus.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the different compartments of the human respiratory tract. (A) 
Enlargement of a bronchiole ending in multiple alveoli containing alveolar macrophages and dendritic 
cells. (B) Enlargement of the pseudo-stratified columnar epithelium present in the upper respiratory 
tract, trachea, bronchi and bronchioles, with intra-epithelial and sub-epithelial immune cells. (figure 

adapted from [357]).

A “Trojan horse” strategy has been described for HIV-1, in which DC allow HIV-
1 to enter the body and transport the virus to susceptible CD4+ T-lymphocytes 
[135,216]. The abundant presence of DC-SIGN+ DC in the respiratory tract makes 
them potential targets for initial infection with MV. After binding of MV to a DC-
SIGN+ DC in the respiratory tract (Figure 3B), the DC maturates and migrates to 
the draining LN, bringing the virus into close proximity of its favored target cells, 
CD150+ B-lymphocytes and memory T-lymphocytes [54,318]. However, in vitro 
studies have indicated that interaction of DC with MV can also result in physical and 
functional paralysis [431]. The in vivo relevance of this observation remains to be 
determined. Indeed, in vivo in the macaque model, infection of MHC class II+ CD11c+ 
DC has been described in the lungs, respiratory submucosa and the skin, but also 
in lymphoid tissues [54,265]. The close contact between CD150+ and DC-SIGN+ 
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cells in lymphoid tissues likely contributes to the massive level of MV replication 
in these tissues. In chapter 2 it is shown in vitro that DC-SIGN+ DC can transmit 
MV to both CD4+ and CD8+ T-lymphocytes and DC-SIGN+ DC enhance infection of 
T-lymphocytes in co-cultures. This trans-infection was shown to be dependent on 
DC-SIGN, not CD150.

Figure 3. Two possible entry strategies for described for MV. MV particles are shown in red, potential 
target cells for MV infection are shown in green. (A) In entry route 1, MV is inhaled and reaches the 

alveoli, where it can infect CD150+ and/or DC-SIGN+ AM or DC. (B) In entry route 2. MV binds to DC-
SIGN+ DC with dendrites protruding into the mucus covering the lumen of the mucociliary epithelium. 

In both cases, the DC or AM carrying MV will travel to the draining lymphoid tissues, where the virus is 
transmitted to the CD150+ lymphocytes (figure adapted from [357]).

An alternative route for MV to enter a susceptible host would be via direct infection 
of CD150+ cells in Waldeyer’s tonsillar ring, consisting of tonsils and adenoids. 
Tonsils and adenoids are lined by CD150- epithelial cells, but at sites of damage 
or in tonsillar crypts direct infection of CD150+ cells at the luminal surface might be 
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possible. In the aerosol infection model, tonsils and adenoids were directly exposed 
to a high dose of nebulized virus, but a consistent level of infection was only detected 
at 4 and 5 d.p.i., after onset of viremia. These data suggest that MV cannot easily 
penetrate the epithelial barrier to initiate MV infection of CD150+ cells in Waldeyer’s 
ring lymphoid tissues.

Finally, the results described in chapter 2 and 3 suggest that LC have a specialized 
function in MV infection. Immature LC, mainly present in the upper respiratory 
tract [123], are refractory to MV infection and do not induce MV-specific CD8+ 
T-lymphocytes. These data suggest that other DC subsets, like the DC-SIGN+ DC, 
are probably involved in initial entry into the host, and dissemination to the lymphoid 
tissues.

MV host-to-host transmission
MV is mainly transmitted from host-to-host by aerosols, either in the form of cell-free 
virions or as debris from MV-infected cells. It has been speculated that infection of 
epithelial cells during the late stage of measles pathogenesis may contribute to MV 
transmission [130,131]. MV-infected lymphocytes or DC present in the respiratory 
submucosa [125] transmit the virus to epithelial cells via PVRL4. This may cause 
apical shedding of MV, resulting in transmission to the next host [130,131,158].

In chapter 5 a comprehensive analysis of the respiratory tract of MV-infected 
macaques was described to analyze the distribution of MV-infected cells and the 
associated lesions during the late stages of measles, between 9 and 13 d.p.i. Based 
on these observations, an alternative hypothesis of MV transmission was developed, 
in which epithelial damage plays a crucial role. This analysis of respiratory tract 
tissues from MV-infected macaques highlighted the importance of MV-infected 
immune cells infiltrating into epithelia in the spread of virus to epithelial cells. The 
study described in chapter 5 provides evidence of immune cells having a direct 
role in the spread of virus into epithelia in vivo and thus completes a missing link in 
our understanding of measles pathogenesis. MV spread into epithelia is most likely 
mediated via the interaction of MV-H on the surface of infiltrating immune cells with 
PVRL4 present in epithelial cell adherens junctions.

Recently, the trachea has been proposed as the primary site from which MV emerges 
into the airways of the respiratory tract prior to transmission to a susceptible host 
[130]. However, while isolated small circular foci of MV-infected ciliated epithelial 
cells along the inner surface of the trachea have been shown, the overall burden 
of virus infection and pathology was much less compared to the nasal concha and 
mucosa in the nasal cavity and lymphoid tissues such as the palatine tonsils and 
adenoids. The anatomical location of these tissues higher in the respiratory tract 
(Figure 1) means that virus shed from these sites is inherently more likely to be 
expelled into the environment than virus emerging lower down the airways which 
has to survive neutralization by host factors present in mucus and saliva for a longer 
time period.
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In chapter 5, potential alternative strategies of MV transmission are described. 
First of all, a high level of MV-infected epithelial cells was detected in the nose of 
macaques. Furthermore, MV-infected cells and associated sub-cellular debris in the 
lumen of the respiratory tract was detected, together with cell-free and cell-associated 
virus in nose and throat swabs taken from infected macaques. Virus particles and 
subcellular debris may be readily expelled into the air by coughing and sneezing. It 
could be postulated that MV released into the environment in a cell-associated form 
would be better protected against environmental hazards such as humidity and high 
temperatures and may be more infectious than cell-free virions due to the greater 
efficacy and speed of cell-to-cell fusion in comparison to virus-to-cell fusion.

In summary, a mechanism for the introduction of MV into the respiratory epithelium 
following viremia via the infiltration of infected immune cells and subsequent spread to 
pseudostratified columnar and non-keratinized squamous epithelium was described. 
Differential levels of infection were observed in epithelium from respiratory tract 
tissues, with tonsillar and nasal epithelium in the upper respiratory tract consistently 
displaying the highest levels of infection. In many instances this was associated with 
the infiltration of large numbers of uninfected immune cells leading to breakdown of 
the epithelium and sloughing of debris into the lumen of the respiratory tract.

Immune suppression
Measles is associated with a transient but profound immune suppression, of which 
the clinical importance is illustrated by the observation that measles mortality is 
typically caused by secondary infections of the respiratory and digestive tracts [64–
66]. Based on the observations described in chapter 6, measles immune suppression 
can, at least in part, be explained by massive infection and subsequent immune-
mediated clearance of CD150+ memory T-lymphocytes and follicular B-lymphocytes. 
MV preferentially infected CD45RA- TCM and TEM, which during secondary immune 
responses are the primary source of T-lymphocyte expansion or generation of 
effector T-lymphocytes, respectively [367]. Infection and subsequent immune-
mediated depletion of memory T-lymphocyte subsets fits with the first description 
of measles-induced immune suppression, namely the disappearance of Mantoux 
responses in measles patients [160].

Since none of the current hypotheses for the underlying mechanism of measles-
associated immune suppression adequately explain the measles paradox, chapter 
6 discusses a novel model that fits the current observations on immune suppression 
and MV-specific immune responses. The novelty of this model lies in an immune-
mediated lymphodepletion being masked by the massive expansion of MV-specific 
and bystander lymphocytes. Although effective MV-specific CD8+ T-lymphocyte 
responses as well as immune activation and lymph node enlargement have been 
described earlier [148,170,365,373], they have not been associated with immune 
suppression in this way. The experiments described in chapter 6 illustrate the 
importance of CD8+ T-lymphocytes in the control of MV dissemination and in vitro 
clearance of MV-infected lymphocytes. Both the use of virus-specific TCC and PBMC 
bulk cultures confirmed that CD4+ T-lymphocytes have limited effector capacity, but 
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that CD8+ T-lymphocytes efficiently cleared an ongoing MV infection. Like described 
for HIV and other lymphotropic viruses, the cellular immune response to MV is 
characterized by a fierce battle between virus and host immune response: virus-
specific T-lymphocytes can either kill or be killed. However, whereas HIV establishes 
a chronic infection and slowly exhausts the immune system, MV causes an acute 
and usually self-limiting infection.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of MV pathogenesis. In the upper panel, the color intensity of 
the black bars indicates the approximate timing of MV replication in myeloid, lymphoid and epithelial 
cells, MV-specific immune responses, fever, rash, transmission and immune suppression based on 

observations in the macaque model. In the lower panel, major events in MV pathogenesis are illustrated 
with images taken from macaques infected with rMV expressing EGFP. Viremia is illustrated by FACS 
plots, showing EGFP+ CD150+ cells in peripheral blood (figure adapted from [357]). * taken from [256]; 

** taken from [54].

In certain auto-immune diseases, and in animal studies in which lymphocyte 
populations were experimentally depleted, commensal or opportunistic infectious 
agents that would normally be controlled by the immune system have been shown to 
cause severe disease [381]. The high incidence of respiratory and gastro-intestinal 
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complications following measles [64–66] is therefore directly related to measles-
associated lymphocyte depletion in the adenoids, tonsils and gut-associated 
lymphoid tissue, tissues which form a first line of defense against inhaled or ingested 
pathogens. In line with the developed model, chapter 5 concludes that MV infection 
wipes immunological memory, resulting in immunological amnesia leading to 
increased susceptibility to commensal or opportunistic infections.

MV pathogenesis
Combining the results obtained in macaques described in chapters 2 – 6, a schematic 
representation of the sequence of events observed in measles pathogenesis in 
macaques has been proposed (Figure 4). After the initial infection of DC or AM in 
the alveoli (myeloid infection), MV seeds into the BALT where it is amplified (start of 
lymphoid infection). Next, MV-infected cells are first observed in the tracheo-bronchial 
LN (3 d.p.i.), the draining LN of the lungs. The infection becomes systemic from ± 4 
d.p.i., with T-lymphocytes being the preferential target in PBMC and B-lymphocytes 
the preferential target in LN. Around the peak of replication ± 7 – 9 d.p.i., all lymphoid 
organs were MV-infected, and infected epithelial cells start appearing. This is the 
time-point where the MV-specific immune response is detected, which inhibits MV 
replication. The start of the immune response goes hand-in-hand with the appearance 
of clinical symptoms.

The infection and destruction of epithelial cells in the respiratory tract sets the stage 
for viral excretion and host-to-host transmission. At the same time, MV-infected cells 
are rapidly cleared by MV-specific CD8+ T-lymphocytes, leading to a depletion of 
central and effector memory T-lymphocytes and depletion of B-cell follicles, and a 
subsequent period of immune suppression.

Assessing MV immunity
Measles infection or vaccination induces both humoral and cellular immunity, and high 
vaccination coverage in two-dose regimens has successfully interrupted endemic 
MV transmission in many geographic regions. MV-specific VN antibodies have been 
identified as a correlate of protection from disease. However, several studies have 
suggested that cellular immune responses may also confer protection from measles 
in the absence of VN antibodies. VN antibody levels above 120–200 mIU / ml have 
been identified as a correlate of protection from measles in two independent studies 
[155,432].

Indeed, passive immunization with antibody preparations results in protection 
against measles, and maternal antibodies protect infants during the first months 
of life. In this respect, it is important to discriminate between protection from and 
clearance of MV: it is generally accepted that for the latter, cytotoxic T-cell responses 
are of crucial importance [314,344,364], as also illustrated by the fact that subjects 
with cellular immunodeficiency usually develop severe and often fatal disease after 
MV infection [433].
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It has been demonstrated that some MV-vaccinated subjects with low VN antibody 
titers have detectable MV-specific T lymphocytes in their peripheral blood [434,435]. 
In addition, it was shown that MV-vaccinated subjects with undetectable MV-specific 
VN antibodies are still significantly protected from measles as compared with 
non-vaccinated subjects [432]. The incubation time of measles is relatively long, 
allowing the immune system to develop a secondary immune response. This may 
limit MV replication and restrict or completely prevent subsequent clinical disease 
[155,436,437].

Recent studies have indicated a lack of correlation between MV-specific antibody 
levels and T-cell responses detected in the peripheral blood of vaccinated subjects 
[438]. The large number of subjects included in the study, the statistical evaluation 
based on median rather than mean responses and the fact that the subjects resided 
in an area where virtually no measles cases were observed during the study period 
strongly suggest that their conclusions are justified. Therefore, the authors of this 
paper concluded that in future measles vaccination studies both humoral and cellular 
immune responses should be measured to demonstrate non-inferiority of candidate 
new vaccines or vaccination routes in comparison with the existing measles vaccines 
and vaccinations.

Although seemingly justified, some problems are associated with this statement. 
As described above, VN antibodies have clearly been identified as a correlate of 
protection against measles. Moreover, it is thought that VN assays measure the 
actual biological function of MV-specific antibodies: in subjects who carry protective 
levels of VN antibodies the virus is neutralized in vivo in a similar way as measured in 
the VN assay in vitro. Although it is generally accepted that cellular immunity indeed 
contributes to protection from measles [439], two crucial problems need to be solved: 
can biological function of MV-specific memory T-lymphocytes be measured and Is 
it possible to use PBMC for this purpose? One fundamental problem is that it is 
becoming increasingly clear that virus-specific memory lymphocytes do not circulate 
but rather reside in mucosal or peripheral tissues [440]. If these are the cells that 
confer protection in subjects vaccinated against measles with non-detectable VN 
antibody levels, it may be hard to design functional assays using human or animal 
MV-specific memory lymphocytes as correlates of protection.

Measles eradication
In April 2012 the WHO published the ‘Global Measles and Rubella Strategic Plan 
2012-2020’ (http://www.who.int/immunization/documents/control/ISBN_978_92_4_
150339_6/en/index.html), prepared with the CDC, American Red Cross, UN 
Foundation and UNICEF in the framework of the Measles and Rubella Initiative 
(www.measlesrubellainitiative.org). The objective of this strategic plan is to describe 
how countries may achieve a world without measles, rubella and congenital rubella 
syndrome. One of the milestones is to establish a target date for the global eradication 
of measles.
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Although measles eradication would save many lives, it will likely result in reduced 
compliance to MV vaccination. As a result, children may grow up without MV-
specific immunity. Morbillivirus infections induce (partial) cross-protection from other 
morbilliviruses [11,413,414], illustrated by the use of live-attenuated measles vaccine 
to protect dogs from CDV. Thus, cessation of MV vaccination may facilitate cross-
species infection and subsequent adaptation of animal morbilliviruses to humans. 
Indeed, CDV infection of humans has been described [415,427], and some humans 
have CDV-specific virus neutralizing antibodies [420]. Whether these are high titer 
MV-specific antibodies cross-reactive with CDV, or whether these individuals have 
actually experienced CDV infection is unknown.

Crossing the species barrier
Although it has been claimed this risk is low [199], adaptation of CDV to cause 
disease in humans could have disastrous consequences after immunity against MV 
wanes. When comparing CDV with MV of humans, it appears that the case-fatality 
rate of CDV in its natural host species may be higher than that of measles in humans. 
The main factor determining severe and fatal measles is the virus-induced immune 
suppression that results in increased susceptibility to opportunistic infections. 
Indeed, the direct cause of death is more often a severe complication such as 
bacterial pneumonia or gastroenteritis than direct virus-induced lesions [16,318,357]. 
However, whereas MV rarely infects the CNS, this is much more common for animal 
morbilliviruses, and often results in fatalities [373]. Thus, an animal morbillivirus 
adapted to humans could potentially cause more serious disease than the disease 
caused by MV.

CDV in macaques
The experiments described in chapter 7 were designed to determine whether 
prototypic CDV strains are capable of infecting macaques, and whether measles 
vaccination cross-protects from CDV challenge. The results show that macaques 
are susceptible to primary CDV infection, and that the virus causes fever and 
lymphopenia. Furthermore, CDV predominantly replicated in CD150+ macaque 
lymphocytes and DC. In the second part of the experiment, it was shown that MV-
vaccinated macaques were partially protected from CDV challenge, with cross-
specific cellular immune responses as the most likely correlate of protection.

Interestingly, CDV followed a different disease course in macaques when compared 
to its natural hosts. For example, in vivo spread of CDV infection into either 
macaque epithelial cells or the CNS was not detected, even though large numbers 
of rCDVSHEGFP-infected cells were present within the respiratory epithelium and 
submucosa. Corroborating this result, in vitro infection studies in primary well-
differentiated normal macaque bronchial epithelial cells (NMBE) showed that 
none of the CDV strains could spread in NMBE, even when the monolayer was 
scratched to expose the basolaterally-expressed receptor PVRL4. However, an in 
vitro human PVRL4 adapted  strain of CDV, could easily infect and spread in NMBE. 
Together, these experiments indicate that initially prototypic CDV is able to directly 
use macaque CD150 and infect lymphocytes and DC, however the infection of 
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epithelial and neuronal cells is not yet possible. Surprisingly, the description of CDV 
outbreaks in captive macaque colonies included observations of skin rash and CNS 
signs [200,411], suggesting that adaptations to infect these cell types had already 
occurred in vivo. The viruses causing these outbreaks must have taken the initial 
steps to becoming fully ‘primate-adapted’.

Continuing measles vaccination
The experiments described in chapter 7 have shown that CDV is able to cause 
infections in non-human primates, but also that measles immunity offers partial 
protection from CDV challenge. Thus, morbillivirus cross-specific immunity of 
the human population restricts the possibilities of CDV to replicate in and adapt 
to humans. However, if the envisaged measles eradication would be followed by 
significant drops in MV vaccination coverage, such adaptation cannot be excluded. 
Although this should not be used to argue against measles eradication, sustained 
MV vaccination and serological and virological surveillance of morbillivirus infections 
should be enforced. The use of rMV strains as vectors for vaccination against 
heterologous pathogens could provide the necessary incentive to sustain compliance 
to MV vaccination.

Conclusions
In contrast to many respiratory viruses, MV infection of immunologically naive 
humans always results in systemic disease. Whereas some respiratory viruses 
have developed strategies to enable repeated infections during the lifetime of 
an individual host, such as genetic drift or suppression of virus-specific immune 
responses, MV has specialized in targeting naive hosts, by virtue of evolving its high 
R0 of 12 – 18 [16]. Since MV infection induces lifelong immunity, the virus can only 
establish endemic circulation if the population is of sufficient size, usually estimated 
at 250,000 – 500,000 [16]. The experiments described in this thesis have resulted in 
a better understanding of measles pathogenesis, the methods of viral transmission 
and the underlying causes of immune suppression, which may in turn contribute to 
the development of novel intervention strategies.
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Ondanks de beschikbaarheid van een veilig en werkzaam mazelenvaccin, 
veroorzaakt mazelen virus (MV) nog steeds ruim honderdduizend sterfgevallen per 
jaar. De ziekte mazelen wordt gekenmerkt door hoge koorts en een rode huiduitslag. 
Mazelen is zeer besmettelijk en wordt overgedragen door aanhoesten van kleine 
vochtdruppels, ook wel bekend als aerosolen. Al vroeg in de 20e eeuw is aangetoond 
dat mazelen veroorzaakt wordt door een virus. Echter, het is nog steeds onduidelijk 
welke cellen het eerst worden geïnfecteerd, hoe het virus daarna wordt verspreid in 
het lichaam en hoe het van mens op mens wordt overgedragen.

Meerdere kleine proefdiermodellen zijn beschreven voor mazelenonderzoek [94–
96], maar in geen van deze modellen wordt de ziekte mazelen echt gereproduceerd. 
De experimenten beschreven in dit proefschrift zijn grotendeels uitgevoerd met 
makaken, een diermodel dat is beschreven als het optimale model voor onderzoek 
aan mazelen. Daarin worden de symptomen en pathologie die in mensen gezien 
worden grotendeels gereproduceerd [54,100–102]. In dit proefschrift worden 
experimenten in dit diermodel gecombineerd met het gebruik van recombinante 
virussen die fluorescerende eiwitten tot expressie brengen. Wanneer deze virussen 
cellen infecteren worden de cellen fluorescerend en kunnen daarmee in vitro, ex 
vivo en in vivo gevoelig worden gedetecteerd.

In proefdierstudies met makaken worden de dieren vaak geïnfecteerd door middel 
van intratracheale inoculatie (IT). Aangezien deze toedieningsroute ver van de 
natuurlijke infectieroute van MV af staat, is in hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift een 
nieuwe toedieningswijze beschreven. De gestandaardiseerde IT toediening is hiertoe 
vergeleken met een aerosol toediening, waarbij makaken gedurende een korte 
periode aerosolen met MV inademen. De twee toedieningsmethoden resulteerden 
in vergelijkbare resultaten: het virus vermenigvuldigde zich in dezelfde tijdsduur en 
dezelfde mate, en dezelfde celtypes bleken geïnfecteerd op de piek van infectie. Dit 
maakte vervolgonderzoek mogelijk naar de route die het MV volgt na binnenkomst 
in het lichaam.

Aangezien MV wordt verspreid door de lucht is het waarschijnlijk dat de infectie 
begint in de luchtwegen. Daarom werd lange tijd gedacht dat epitheelcellen van de 
luchtwegen de eerste doelwitcellen voor MV waren [16]. Echter de receptor voor MV, 
CD150, is niet aanwezig op het oppervlak van deze epitheelcellen. Met de resultaten 
van de studies in hoofdstuk 2 en 3 zijn er twee hypotheses geformuleerd voor 
binnenkomst van MV (Figuur 2A en B van “summarizing discussion”). Toen makaken 
korte tijd na infectie met MV werden geëuthanaseerd, werden geïnfecteerde cellen 
met de morfologie van dendritische cellen (DC) en alveolaire macrofagen (AM) 
gevonden in de alveoli (Figuur 3A van “summarizing discussion”). Dit geeft aan dat 
MV na inademing tot diep in de longen is doorgedrongen, waar het virus CD150+ 
cellen infecteert.

De tweede hypothese voor binnenkomst van MV in de gastheer lijkt meer op de 
wijze waarop HIV het lichaam binnenkomt. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt beschreven dat DC 
en Langerhans’ cellen (LC) receptoren op hun oppervlak hebben die MV kunnen 
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binden. Dit zijn DC-SIGN op DC en Langerin op LC. Met name de DC-SIGN+ DC 
zijn overvloedig aanwezig in de luchtwegen, en deze DC hebben lange uitlopers die 
kunnen doordringen tot het lumen van de luchtwegen (Figuur 2B van “summarizing 
discussion”). In dit proefschrift wordt aangetoond dat DC het MV kunnen binden en 
gemakkelijk geïnfecteerd kunnen worden en dat DC MV over kunnen dragen aan de 
T-lymfocyten. In deze tweede strategie voor binnenkomst in het lichaam wordt MV 
dan ook weggevangen uit de luchtwegen door DC-SIGN+ en CD150+ DC (Figuur 
3B van “summarizing discussion”). Echter, in de proefdierstudies in dit proefschrift 
hebben we voor deze route geen onweerlegbaar bewijs kunnen vinden.

Na elk van deze twee gepostuleerde strategieën van binnenkomst verloopt de 
verdere verspreiding van infectie het zelfde. De geïnfecteerde DC of AM migreren na 
infectie naar de luchtweg-geassocieerde lymfoïde organen, waar het virus zich lokaal 
kan vermenigvuldigen in T- en B-lymfocyten. Deze geïnfecteerde cellen worden 
vervolgens via het bloed verspreid naar alle andere lymfoïde organen (Figuur 4 van 
“summarizing discussion”), maar ook naar de submucosa van de luchtwegen en 
de huid. Tenslotte infecteert MV ook CD150- epitheelcellen via de receptor PVRL4 
[130,131].

In tegenstelling tot echte luchtweginfecties leidt infectie met MV altijd tot een 
systemische infectie. Waar sommige virussen een strategie hebben ontwikkeld 
om een gastheer meerdere malen te infecteren, heeft MV zich ‘gespecialiseerd’ in 
het infecteren van volledig onbeschermde gastheren. Om deze reden is het virus 
zo infectieus, met een zeer hoge “reproductive rate” (R0) van 12 – 18 [16]. Omdat 
mazelen leidt tot een levenslange immuniteit kan het virus alleen endemisch worden 
als er een populatie vatbare individuen is van minimaal 250,000 – 500,000 personen 
[16]. De experimenten beschreven in dit proefschrift hebben geleid tot een beter 
begrip van de mazelen-pathogenese, de methode van mazelen-transmissie en de 
onderliggende oorzaak van mazelen-geassocieerde immuunsuppressie.

Zoals gesteld wordt MV zeer waarschijnlijk vooral van mens op mens overgedragen 
via aerosolen. Of deze transmissie via losse viruspartikels in druppeltjes of via 
afbraakprodukten  van MV-geïnfecteerde cellen gaat is onbekend. Echter, de 
literatuur beschrijft dat infectie van epitheelcellen, gevolgd door het produceren van 
viruspartikels in het lumen van de luchtwegen, noodzakelijk is voor de transmissie 
van mens op mens [158]. In hoofdstuk 5 wordt gespeculeerd over een methode 
van transmissie die onafhankelijk zou zijn van geïnfecteerde epitheelcelcellen, 
maar afhankelijk is van resten van beschadigde epitheelcellen. In deze studie is 
een uitgebreide analyse van weefsels in de luchtwegen en lymfoïde organen van 
makaken tijdens de latere stadia van MV infectie uitgevoerd. Met name in de 
keel- en neusamandelen werd grote epitheelschade gezien en werd een grote 
hoeveelheid MV-geïnfecteerde cellen en afval van geïnfecteerde cellen gevonden. 
De conclusie van deze studie was dat dit waarschijnlijk een belangrijke bijdrage aan 
de transmissie van MV levert. Tevens leidt deze schade een hoestprikkel, waardoor 
efficiënt aerosolen geproduceerd worden.
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Mazelen resulteert met name in een hoge sterfte doordat het virus het afweersysteem 
verzwakt. Hierdoor kunnen mazelenpatiënten gemakkelijk longontsteking of 
ernstige diarree oplopen [64–66]. Het wekt dan ook verwondering dat, ondanks deze 
immuunsuppressie, MV infectie leidt tot een sterke virus-specifieke immuunrespons en 
levenslange bescherming. Deze tegenstelling wordt vaak aangeduid als de “mazelen 
paradox”. De studies in hoofdstuk 6 van dit proefschrift beschrijven een model 
voor de onderliggende oorzaken van mazelen geassocieerde immuunsuppressie 
die deze paradox kunnen verklaren. Het ontwikkelde model is gebaseerd op de 
studies aan weefsels van een groot aantal makaken op verschillende tijdspunten 
na MV infectie. Zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 6 kan mazelen geassocieerde 
immuunsuppressie voor een groot deel verklaard worden door de massale infectie 
en depletie van CD150+ geheugen T- en B-lymfocyten. Het nieuwe inzicht dat dit 
model verschaft is dat deze depletie met name het gevolg is van de eigen mazelen-
specifieke immuunrespons, met MV-specifieke CD8+ T-lymfocyten als belangrijke 
effectorcellen. De depletie wordt gemaskeerd doordat op hetzelfde moment de MV-
specifieke lymfocyten massaal prolifereren, waardoor het totaal aantal lymfocyten 
binnen enkele dagen weer op peil is. Echter, de immunologische geheugencellen die 
voorafgaand aan MV infectie aanwezig waren zijn grotendeels verdwenen, waardoor 
het immunologisch geheugen is ‘gewist’. Dit leidt tot een verhoogde vatbaarheid 
voor opportunistische infecties met ziekteverwekkers die mogelijk al in het lichaam 
aanwezig waren, maar voorheen onder controle werden gehouden.

Omdat mazelen niet alleen een belangrijke kinderziekte in ontwikkelingslanden 
is, maar ook weer bezig is aan een opmars in Europa, wordt er overwogen om 
de ziekte wereldwijd uit te roeien door middel van massale vaccinatiecampagnes. 
Hiermee zouden veel ziekte- en sterfgevallen voorkomen kunnen worden. Echter, 
het zal het moeilijk zijn om na deze campagnes de vaccinatiegraad tegen mazelen 
op peil te houden. Op het eerste gezicht lijkt dit misschien onbelangrijk, maar de 
mazelenvaccinatie beschermt ons ook tegen infectie met dierlijke morbillivirussen. 
Wanneer een grote groep mensen geen afweer heeft tegen MV, bestaat het risico 
dat deze nauw verwante virussen zich kunnen aanpassen aan de mens en ‘het gat 
gaan opvullen’. Het zou hierbij bijvoorbeeld om morbillivirussen van honden, fretten, 
zeezoogdieren, geiten en schapen kunnen gaan. Het morbillivirus dat hondenziekte 
veroorzaakt, canine distemper virus (CDV), lijkt veel op mazelen van de mens maar 
veroorzaakt doorgaans een veel hogere mortaliteit. Dit komt met name door de 
frequente infectie van het centrale zenuwstelsel, iets dat veel minder voorkomt bij 
MV infecties van mensen.

De studies in hoofdstuk 7 van dit proefschrift beschrijven de infectie van makaken 
met CDV. De belangrijkste doelstelling van deze studie was om te onderzoeken 
of mazelenvaccinatie primaten daadwerkelijk beschermt tegen CDV-infectie. De 
studie toont aan dat makaken vatbaar zijn voor infectie met CDV en dat de infectie 
hoge koorts en daling van de hoeveelheid witte bloedcellen veroorzaakt. Daarnaast 
werden, vergelijkbaar met MV, met name CD150+ T- en B-lymfocyten en DC 
geïnfecteerd. Mazelenvaccinatie leidde inderdaad tot een gedeeltelijke bescherming 
tegen CDV infectie, gemedieerd door kruis-reagerende T-cel responsen. Er waren 
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echter ook belangrijke verschillen tussen MV en CDV infectie van makaken. Het 
belangrijkste verschil was dat waar MV zich op late tijdspunten naar het epitheel 
verspreidt, dit niet werd gezien met CDV. Ook de ongevaccineerde apen herstelden 
daarom snel van de CDV infectie. Onlangs is in de literatuur een grote uitbraak 
van CDV in een kolonie makaken in China  beschreven [200]. Interessant genoeg 
werd in deze apen wel infectie van epitheelcellen en van het centraal zenuwstelsel 
gezien, hetgeen aangeeft dat adaptatie van CDV in makaken mogelijk is en in dit 
geval reeds heeft plaatsgevonden. Om deze reden is beschreven in hoofdstuk 7 en 
de “summarizing discussion” van dit proefschrift dat het noodzakelijk is om door te 
gaan met mazelenvaccinatie, ook als MV zou zijn uitgeroeid, met name om mensen 
te beschermen tegen geadapteerde dierlijke morbillivirussen.

Het gebruik van proefdieren voor wetenschappelijk onderzoek staat  maatschappelijk 
veelvuldig ter discussie, zeker wanneer de experimenten worden uitgevoerd met 
apen. In dit proefschrift zijn experimentele infecties met MV in apen uitgevoerd, 
met als doel om ons begrip van de manier waarop MV ziekte veroorzaakt beter 
te begrijpen. Alle studies voldeden aan de Nederlandse wet op de dierproeven, 
die voorschrijft dat protocollen voorafgaand door een dier-ethische commissie 
beoordeeld moeten worden om vast te stellen of de doelstelling van het experiment 
het gebruik van proefdieren rechtvaardigt. Ik vind het belangrijk om hier ook zelf dit 
belang te rechtvaardigen.

De ziekte mazelen kent in mensen een lange incubatietijd (ongeveer twee weken), 
waardoor het moeilijk is om de pathogenese van deze ziekte in mensen te bestuderen. 
Het is in dit stadium vrijwel onmogelijk om een MV-geïnfecteerd persoon te herkennen. 
Het is dan ook begrijpelijk dat meer dan honderd jaar na de ontdekking van MV 
ons begrip van deze ziekte nog steeds zo beperkt is. In ons laboratorium was de 
kennis van en ervaring met het werken met apen als proefdiermodel voor mazelen 
reeds aanwezig, maar mede door de samenwerking met de onderzoeksgroepen 
van Theo Geijtenbeek in Amsterdam en Paul Duprex in Belfast (later Boston), en het 
beschikbaar komen van stabiele recombinant MV stammen die fluorescente eiwitten 
tot expressie brengen, ontstond een unieke gelegenheid om het volledige verloop 
van een infectie met MV te bestuderen. Hiervoor is in een periode van enkele jaren 
een aanzienlijk aantal apen opgeofferd, maar dit aantal staat in schril contrast met de 
meer dan 300 kinderen die wereldwijd nog steeds iedere dag overlijden als gevolg 
van mazelen. De in dit proefschrift beschreven studies dragen er hopelijk toe bij dat 
meer mensen begrijpen dat mazelen geen ‘onschuldige kinderziekte’ is, maar een 
gevaarlijke infectieziekte die niet onderschat mag worden. Daarnaast zijn de studies 
naar de pathogenese van mazelen zoals beschreven in dit proefschrift een opstapje 
voor vervolgstudies, waarin er veel aandacht wordt besteed aan de ontwikkeling van 
nieuwe en meer efficiënte methodes van toediening van mazelen vaccin.
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